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Preface 
 

This study has a twofold purpose. The first is to sketch the basic grammar of the Angor language 
of Papua New Guinea. There are no comprehensive studies of either of the two languages of the 
Senagi Family to which Angor belongs, a rather distinct group with no known close affinities. The 
second purpose is to describe Angor discourse by analyzing its semantic, cohesive, and prominence 
systems. 

 
The data for this study ware gathered largely in the village of Bibriari in field trips during the 

years 1965-69 and 1971-75 while working under the auspices of The Summer Institute of 
Linguistics. Although many Angors have assisted me in learning their language, Mr. Waf Sahayo 
and Mr. Sani Amafen deserve special thanks for their patience and faithful assistance. 
 

The data consists of both oral and written materials. The oral materials consist of various types 
of monologues by numerous speakers plus a few conversations that were recorded on magnetic tape 
and transcribed. Many of the texts were included in a concordance prepared by the Computer 
Laboratory of the University of Oklahoma under NSF Grant GS-1605. The written materials vary 
from personal stories by new Angor literates, to news articles, letters, and an educational book 
written by a high school student. 
 

My deep gratitude to the members of my committee: Dell H. Hymes, William Labov, and Joseph 
E. Grimes. Their encouragement and help has been considerable and they have been very patient 
with the problems associated with assisting via correspondence. Dr. Hymes’s influence has been 
more than that of instructor and chairman. His views of language and society have had a profound 
influence on my intellectual development and have encouraged my interests in the practical 
problems of language and society. Dr. Grimes’s contribution to this study has been more than 
theoretical. He introduced me to the fascinating study of discourse and helped me to broaden my 
horizons by looking beyond the contributions of linguistics. His encouragement and assistance in 
the practical details of writing have been considerable. For the errors that remain I alone am 
responsible. 
 

I would like to acknowledge the financial assistance of many friends who have contributed to our 
work among the Angor. 
 

Special thanks are due to the staff in the computer department of the Papua New Guinea Branch 
of the Summer Institute of Linguistics for their valuable assistance in the preparation of this 
manuscript. 
 

To my wife, Shirley, I am deeply grateful for linguistic discussions of Angor, for typing and 
editorial assistance, and for patience and encouragement. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 
 

The study of discourse has advanced from a situation where it was on the linguistic fringe to 
where it has assumed not only a significant place in the linguistic field but has also become an 
interdisciplinary study in itself. Discourse analysis is still in its infancy in that no contemporary 
linguistic theory is able to provide an adequate model to explain the multifaceted nature of 
discourse. 
 

In such a situation there are several options open to the discourse analyst. One option is to limit 
one’s analysis to the data that contemporary theory can adequately describe. This, however, is 
overly restrictive and would not contribute significantly to our knowledge about discourse. Another 
option is to investigate one aspect of discourse and to develop a limited theory to explain the 
phenomena observed there. It is legimate to limit one’s scope to a single area when significant 
contributions to theory can be expected. A third option is to describe a wide range of discourse 
phenomena using whatever theoretical tools are available in order to test those theories and to 
provide data on discourse phenomena that a universal theory of discourse should be able to explain. 
 

The third option is the one followed in this study of Angor discourse. Due to the embryonic state 
of discourse theory, this study is of necessity eclectic. However, this should not restrict how it can 
widen our knowledge of discourse phenomena so that a more comprehensive theory of discourse 
can emerge. 
 

The method of analysis followed in this study is textual. That is, the corpus consists of recorded 
and transcribed oral texts and written texts in the Angor language of Papua New Guinea ranging 
from those of new literates to those of a high school student. Most texts were translated with the aid 
of Angor speaking assistants in order to insure a proper understanding of the text and to obtain 
essential background information. Many of the texts were displayed on a modified Thurman chart 
(Grimes 1975) for the purpose of highlighting their semantic and grammatical features. On the basis 
of the analysis of these texts hypotheses were developed which were tested against other charted 
and uncharted texts. Most grammatical examples come from texts with a few also coming from 
elicited data or my basic knowledge of Angor which I have been studying since 1965. Statistical 
counts for comparative purposes were made of the features of certain texts taken as representative 
of a genre or style. 
 

Chapter II summarizes modern studies of discourse beginning with the work of Harris in the 
early fifties. Included in this survey are nonlinguistic contributions to text analysis and 
comprehension. The chapter concludes with a summary of the general view of discourse taken in 
this study. 
 

Chapter III begins with a brief introduction to the Angor people and to their established and 
possible linguistic affinities. There is a summary of Angor phonology from segments to intonation 
contours. Vowel and consonant harmony are significant features of Angor phonology. A sketch of 
the main features of Angor grammar is given in which the problem of describing text sentences in 
purely grammatical terms is discussed. 
 

Of typological interest are the Angor interclause temporal-reference monitoring system and the 
discourse topic signaling system. These systems are related in that they both utilize verbal mood 
and person-number-gender affixes. The interclause monitoring system is derived in that it uses 
separate morphemes for temporal and reference monitoring in contrast with the New Guinea 
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Highlands systems which mostly use single morphemes to monitor temporal-reference relations. 
Discourse topics are affixed with tense-mood morphemes that agree with the tense-mood of the 
clause that dominates the topicalized element. They also agree in person, number, and gender with 
the subject of the dominating clause. Question words may also use discourse topic affixation with 
tense-mood and subject and object agreement with the verb. 
 

Another significant typological feature is the use of double reference monitoring affixation in 
which two prominent referents in the following clause are signaled cataphorically by subject and 
object transitive verb affixes. Question words may also signal double topicalization. The reference 
monitoring system does not monitor surface syntactic information but rather pragmatic information; 
that is, the referent monitored may be functioning as the syntactic object in some cases. The speaker 
also has the option of treating an actor as a participant or nonparticipant by his use of reference 
monitoring. 
 

Of theoretical interest is the problem of defining a syntactic sentence in spoken narrative 
discourse, a problem not unique to Angor (Longacre 1970, Deibler 1976). If the sentence is viewed 
as a content packaging device, then most Angor speakers prefer to package content in oral 
narratives by phonological rather than grammatical means. Clauses and interclause relations are the 
important grammatical structures rather than grammatically defined sentences. With written 
narratives there is a tendency to form well defined grammatical sentences by the use of final verbs 
when there are no phonological signals available to indicate boundaries. 
 

Chapter IV describes the Angor semantic system utilizing a combination of distinctive features, 
choice networks, and logical propositions for the formal representation. The referential structure 
defines entities according to the Angor classificatory system with these entities then being 
represented by a referential index. The referential structure is analyzed by a set of features that are 
hierarchically related with respect to inherent prominence. Case predicates specify the semantic 
roles of referential entities. 
 

Prominence is indicated by the mapping relations between semantic cases and grammatical 
functions in the clauses. The subject is the inherently prominent grammatical element in the clause. 
The Actor role has precedence over all other semantic roles in mapping onto the grammatical 
subject. As there are no passives in Angor another role can map onto the subject only when there is 
no Actor referent. 
 

Lexical predicates specify event or states and have case propositions as their arguments. Some 
lexical predicates may have either an Actor plus Patient case frame or just a Patient case frame. This 
implies that staging decisions enter into the choice of semantic forms. Rhetorical predicates define 
relations that organize the overall discourse and have lexical or other rhetorical propositions as their 
arguments. To this text semantics is added a nontext component consisting of scripts and plans that 
provide the implicit cultural information that is necessary for interpreting the semantic context 
specified in the text.  
 

Chapter V describes the Angor cohesive system, the system that unifies textual elements into a 
whole. There are phonological, grammatical, and semantic cohesive systems. Phonological 
cohesion is provided by the intonation system. The grammatical cohesive system consists of cross 
referencing, anaphora, and cataphora, which are all cohesive with respect to specific elements, and 
conjunctions and parallelism which provide general cohesion by relating structures. Semantic or 
lexical cohesion unifies by relating elements from a common semantic domain, by collocation of 
lexical items relating to cultural events and objects or by event sequences, and by lexical cycles. 
The chapter concludes with an analysis of the cohesive systems operating in a text.  
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Chapter VI explores the Angor staging system that signals the speaker’s perspective on the 
semantic content of the text with respect to prominence. Information prominence, or focus, is 
provided by intonation and grammatical position. Structural prominence highlights verbal or 
nominal elements in terms of the complexity of their grammatical structures. Thematization 
provides perspective as to what is being talked about (theme) and what is being said about the 
theme (rheme). 
 

Global thematization, in addition, is related to the cohesive system and indicates presupposed 
elements in a domain larger than the clause. Unmarked global theme, the minimal prominence that 
can be expressed in discourse, is signaled by the cataphoric interclause temporal-reference 
monitoring system. This is typical of narrative discourse in which events and participants are 
prominent. Marked global theme makes elements or relations other than events and participants 
important. These are signaled by more complex structures than the interclause monitoring affixes 
and are noncataphoric. Two cohesive-prominence streams may be maintained in the same text in 
which case the marked system is embedded within the unmarked matrix.  
 

Local thematization specifies theme and rheme within the clause. Unmarked local theme is 
indicated by the cross-reference system and marked local theme is signaled by structural 
complexity.  
 

Discourse prominence is partially determined by the speaker’s evaluation of the audience’s 
knowledge. Information new to the culture and audience is provided with more prominence than 
familiar information. More prominent forms have the effect of slowing down the information rate 
and may also be of psychological significance in aiding retention. Culturally familiar, event 
oriented content is given less prominence than culturally unfamiliar, nonevent oriented content. 
 

Finally, there are three areas in which this study raises questions for which no conclusions are 
offered here. The first is that of a model for the formal representation of the content and staging 
aspects of discourse. A propositional grammar is utilized in this study assuming a generative 
semantics model. However, the problem of double constituency, or the situation of one argument 
being within the domain of two predicates, presents problems for the tree structures of propositional 
formulations. A semantic network is probably a more suitable model. 
 

Second, independent of the formal representation is the problem of the relation between 
semantics and staging. Since staging decisions affect semantic choices, e.g. the choice between a 
lexical predicate with Actor and Patient roles or one with only the Patient role, a generative 
semantics model that is unidirectional from semantics through staging to surface forms probably 
does not adequately reflect the actual operation of the decision making processes in discourse. Just 
as Winograd has suggested that in text understanding, parsing assists in semantic interpretation and 
semantic understanding assists in grammatical parsing, so also semantics and staging are apparently 
not sequential operations but rather are interrelated. 
 

A third question unanswered here is the relation between cultural knowledge and discourse 
content. The speaker or writer of discourse utilizes his own creative individuality yet he follows a 
general cultural pattern in what he communicates. Scripts give certain direction to the discourse and 
determine partially what needs to be specified in order to make a coherent story. A coherent 
discourse usually requires that certain steps specified by general terms be given in the text with the 
individual exercising initiative in the domain of details or unexpected events. 
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Abbreviations and Symbols 

 
1  first person perf performative 
2  second person pl, Pl Plural (feature) 
3  third person possb  possible 
ø  zero morpheme pres present 
A  Actor Prom Prominent (feature) 
Be  Benefactive purp purpose 
Co  Consequence (feature) Ra Range  
comp completive S Speaker (feature) 
cond condition seq sequence 
cs  consequence sg singular 
Ct  Count (feature)   sim simultaneous 
De  Definite (feature)  So Source 
du  dual Sp Speaker (feature) 
f  feminine spec specific 
F  Feminine (feature) SPNG Subject-Person-Number-Gender 
Go Goal Sr Switch reference (feature) 
He  Hearer (feature) St Stative (feature) 
ind indicative st stative 
IOPNG Indirect Object-Person-Number- 
  Gender tran transitive 
m  masculine Un Unique (feature) 
Mi  Minimal (feature) . multimorphemic gloss of a single 

  Angor form 
nonind nonindicative - morpheme boundary 
NP noun phrase : vowel length 
obj object ( ) optional; phonetic representation 
OPNG Object-Person-Number-Gender / or 
P  Patient > greater than 
Part Participant < > author’s insertion 
 
 
Verb affixes giving only person, number, and gender are subject affixes, e.g.3fsg is third feminine 
singular subject. 
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Chapter II  
Approaches to discourse 

 

Introduction 
In this chapter the different contributions to the study of discourse are summarized.1 Although 

the emphasis is upon the contributions of linguists, some contributions from the fields of sociology, 
anthropology, psychology, and artificial intelligence are discussed as well. The chapter concludes 
with a presentation of the concept of discourse that is followed in this study. 
 

Transformational 
In 1952 Harris, through ‘Discourse Analysis’ (1970a), became the first American linguist to 

attempt to apply the principles of descriptive linguistics beyond the limits of the sentence. His 
method is formal, and has as its goal the discovery of definite patterns for ‘… particular texts, or for 
particular persons, styles, or subject matters’ (1970a:313). It was hoped that this method would 
contribute significantly to solving two linguistic problems: that of continuing linguistic analysis 
beyond the limits of the sentence and that of correlating language and culture. His formal method 
includes distributional and transformation analysis. He seeks, ‘… to collect those elements which 
have like distributions into one class and thereafter speak of the class as a whole rather than of each 
element individually’ (1970a:318). The result is sentences analyzed into sets of equivalence classes 
based upon sequences that occur in equivalent environments. The successive sentences of a text are 
then displayed bidimensionally with the horizontal axis showing equivalence classes within each 
sentence and the vertical axis showing equivalence classes in successive sentences. The display 
reveals the chains of equivalence classes that occur within the text. 
 

The main problem, however, is in establishing equivalence classes when there are no equivalent 
forms in the text. Harris’s solution is to introduce the transformation, the analytical tool that 
changed the nature of linguistic analysis for most of American linguistics. Transformations are used 
to break down complex sentences ‘…into more intervals, in such a way that the smaller intervals 
have a form which occurs in the text’ (1970a:333). The use of transformations to analyze sentences 
into equivalent classes does not necessarily mean that the resultant sentences have the same 
meaning or that they are stylistically equivalent to the original form. 
 

Harris analyzes an English text (1970b) using his method and also applies it to an Amerindian 
language, Hidatsa (1970c). In the latter his analysis helps him to discover a phenomenon, now 
called linkage (Thurman 1975), that he describes thus: ‘In about half the transitions from one group 
to the following one, a side word in the last clause of a group appears as the subject of the main 
word in the next group’ (1970c:378). Gudschinsky (1959) applies Harris’s technique to a 
Mesoamerican language, Mazatec, and observes that the narrator provides a threefold repetition of 
the story, each time from a different perspective. This repetition is similar to what Grimes (1972) 
describes as an overlay. 
 

The significant contributions of Harris’s method to discourse studies are: (1) an attempt at 
analysis beyond the sentence, (2) a method of establishing equivalence chains, and (3) the 
introduction of the transformation. It is ironic that the transformation, the linguistic tool introduced 
to assist in discourse analysis, would come to dominate a linguistic theory whose main proponents 
had no place for discourse analysis in linguistics. 

                                                 
1 This chapter is a revision of Litteral 1977a. 
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Tagmemics 
Pike (1967, first edition Vol. I. 1954) makes discourse an essential part of tagmemic theory by 

postulating it as a level in the grammatical hierarchy. For Harris discourse analysis began primarily 
as a procedural matter that never entered into a comprehensive theory of language, whereas for Pike 
discourse was an essential part of an integrated view of language and behavior, and specific 
procedures of analysis developed later. For Pike discourse is related to its cultural context as a 
verbal type of behavioreme, that is, ‘… an emic unit of top-focus behavior which is related to its 
cultural setting in such a way that cultural documentation may be found for its beginning, ending, 
and purposive elements’ (1967:121). The sentence is inadequate as the terminal point of linguistic 
analysis as ‘Sentences themselves cannot be analyzed without reference to higher level 
relationships’ (1967:147). He further states, ‘Hierarchical structure does not stop with the sentence, 
nor begin with it. Rather it must begin with the total language event in a total cultural matrix …’ 
(1960:30). 
 

Having discussed discourse primarily from a hierarchical viewpoint Pike (1964) later analyzes 
some of the practical problems related to roles in discourse sequence encountered in Philippine 
languages and further defines grammatical clause functions to account for roles. Some of the 
problems are: (1) the same situational role (e.g. actor) in different grammatical roles (e.g. subject, 
object) and the reverse situation of different grammatical roles with the same situational role; (2) 
the need to ‘…be able to know what has happened to a particular person in the plot from one 
sentence to the next’ (1964:3), or the problem of cohesion and reference; (3) ‘… that sentence 
structure is determined not by random selection, but that one sentence type in a story demands that a 
limited selection of sentence types follow it such that the actors involved must flow … from one 
point in the story to another via one grammatical structure to another’ (1964:4), or the problem of 
cohesion and staging, and (4) ‘…the attitude of the speaker towards the components of the 
sentence’ (1964:7) or the problem of mode. He modifies his theory by introducing subtypes of 
grammatical roles according to their situational roles, an idea developed more fully by Fillmore 
(1968) in his study of case. 
 

Longacre (1968), also studying Philippine languages, provides a more systematic formulation of 
tagmemic theory in relation to discourse. He attempts to develop a lexical hierarchy for a text, later 
abandoned (1972:xiii), and specifies different paragraph and discourse types on the basis of their 
functional components. He initiates a typology of discourse based on discourse features, 
concentrating on four basic types: narrative, procedural, expository, and hortatory. Narrative and 
procedural are sequence oriented with narrative related to accomplished time and procedural related 
to projected time. Hortatory discourse is behavior oriented in projected time and expository is text 
or spatially oriented in accomplished time. He (Longacre and Levinsohn nd) has modified his 
discourse defining features to two primary parameters: chronological linkage and agent orientation; 
and two secondary parameters: projected time and tension. 
 

Longacre, together with Ballard and Conrad (1971a, b), introduces a concept of deep structure 
into tagmemics. His study is primarily concerned with the semantic relations between clauses and 
their various grammatical manifestations. A deep structure using the symbols of symbolic logic 
indicates semantic relations with tagmemic formulas representing their possible grammatical 
manifestations.  
 

Longacre (1972) provides a typology of clause chaining in New Guinea languages and proposes 
that clause chains reveal sentence and paragraph boundaries. He expands his deep structure to 
include repartee relations providing a semantic inventory that encodes in structures from the clause 
up to the paragraph. He proposes a natural outline for the functional elements of discourse and 
expands the list of its identifying contrastive features. His more recent works on discourse analysis 
(Longacre: 1976, Longacre and Levinsohn: nd) acknowledge the influence of Grimes and the 
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European writers on text grammar. The result is less emphasis upon constituent structure and more 
consideration given to cohesion and prominence in discourse. 
 

Early tagmemic studies in discourse generally focused on the constituents of paragraphs and 
discourse and the identification of participants. Loos (1963) notes that for Capanahua paragraphs 
are related to a subject referent with the first tagmeme of a paragraph announcing the paragraph 
referent. He also describes linking tagmemes that indicate a change of subject and a time relation 
between two clauses, a situation similar to medial verbs in New Guinea languages. Bridgeman 
(1966) analyzes the varieties of paragraphs in spoken Kaiwa. Wise (1971) shows how both 
grammatical and lexical information contribute to the identification of participants in 
Nomatsiguenga discourse. Pike and Lowe (1969) provide rules that explain how the proper 
identification of pronominal referents is maintained in conversation. Deibler (1972) in his study of 
Gahuku does not accept the Longacre view of paragraphs as grammatical constituents and considers 
them to be semantic units with internal cohesion and boundary features but without internal 
grammatical structure. He bases his discourse types on the statistical analysis of features rather than 
on differences of tagmemic structure.  

 

Stratificational 
Lamb (1966), the founder of the stratificational school, does not discuss discourse as an essential 

aspect of his theory although he does not exclude suprasentence grammar. Lockwood in his 
introduction to stratificational linguistics allows for the significance of discourse although he does 
not specifically discuss it when he speaks of a syntax ‘...which specifies how the morphemes may 
combine together to form words, phrases, sentences, and potentially even whole texts’ (1972:15). In 
comparing the tagmemic and stratificational schools he states that they both insist upon ‘... the 
linguistic relevance of suprasentence structure’ (1972:255), and expresses the opinion that the 
findings of tagmemicists can be accommodated in a stratificational framework as well. 
 

Gleason (1968) and his students (Taber 1966, Cromack 1968, and Stennes 1969) have 
contributed most to discourse analysis within a stratificational framework. Gleason concentrates on 
narrative and indicates five areas that must be covered in an adequate description. They are: (1) the 
identification of participants and their roles; (2) the chain of events forming the backbone of the 
narrative; (3) the attendant circumstances; (4) the relation of the observer to the development of the 
narrative; and (5) dimensions of the text as text (1968:42). He notes that a narrator has freedom in 
selecting events to specify, yet he has certain constraints imposed by his language and culture. The 
skeleton of narrative is the event chain with its features being: (l) it is ordered in sequence; (2) each 
action is related to the others; (3) events are connected by a small set of connections such as 
sequence in time, causality, and simultaneity; and (4) different types of repetition are possible 
(1968:46-7). Grimes (1975: 23-4) states that two important factors in the stratificational approach to 
discourse have been the separation of a text into different types of information and the 
representation of the text as a network which can aid in the discovery of significant linguistic 
relationships. 

 

Sociolinguistics 
Labov and his associates have contributed to the study of several genres: narrative (Labov and 

Waletzky 1967, Labov 1972b), insults (Labov 1972a), and descriptions (Linde and Labov 1975). 
Labov and Waletzky analyze narrative both formally and functionally. Functionally narrative is a 
‘... verbal technique for recapitulating experience, in particular, a technique of reconstructing 
narrative units which match the temporal sequence of the experience’ (1967:13). By analyzing the 
displacement sets of clauses within a narrative they find that the event clauses that form the skeleton 
of the narrative are independent clauses that are locked into position so that any change of their 
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position within the narrative results in a change of meaning. They also analyze the structure of 
narrative, presenting a view of discourse structure not unlike that of folklorists or tagmemicists. 
 

Labov discusses the importance of ‘shared knowledge’ (1975) for discourse analysis and shows 
how shared propositions between speakers explain apparent non-sequiturs in conversation. 
 

Linde and Labov (1975) analyze descriptive discourse (descriptions of apartments) in order to 
determine how the cognitive content of spatial relations is encoded in texts. They observe 
restrictions as to the manner and order in which spatial information is formulated. The social 
division of the semantic content into major and minor categories determines the use of syntactic 
categories such as determiners and thematization. Sentence boundaries as well are determined by 
semantic content. They provide rules that formulate the semantic content of the discourse and that 
relate the discourse rules to the sentence grammar. 
 

Speier (1972) analyzes the tying (cohesive) procedures in conversation. Conversation tying 
procedures consist of question and answer sequences, elliptical utterances, and the extension and 
completion of the utterances of another in the conversation. 
 

Schegloff (1972) discusses the rules for specifying location in conversation. There is a set of 
terms that may refer to a location but each term in the set is not appropriate for use in every context. 
The understanding of locational terms in conversation requires that the participants share a 
common-sense geography organized hierarchically and a knowledge of where activities are 
performed. Sacks (1972) specifies some of the ‘maxims’ that narrators (viewers) and hearers 
operate with in story telling, presuppositions that must be known before the text can be understood. 
One maxim states that if event B can be considered as a result of event A, then interpret it that way. 
Another maxim states that if one sees a ‘category-bound activity’ (e.g. mothers pick up crying 
babies) being performed by someone (woman) who could be a member of that category (mother), 
then he interprets it that way (the woman picking up the crying baby is its mother). 
 

Keenan (1977) compares planned and unplanned adult discourse to child discourse and finds that 
unplanned discourse shares features with child discourse. In unplanned discourse speakers rely 
more on the immediate context, use more early acquired morpho-syntactic structures, use less 
lexical variation, and repeat social acts more than do speakers of planned discourse. 

 

Systemic 
Halliday (1967-68, 1970) is concerned with the structure of language as it relates to the functions 

that it performs. Focusing on the functions signaled in the clause, he speaks of transitivity as related 
to cognitive content, mood as related to the participants in the speech event, and theme as related to 
the organization of the content into an act of communication that relates it to what has preceded in 
the discourse. Intonation relates to the information structure, the system of dividing the discourse 
into information units and focusing elements within it. In 1970 he postulates three functions of 
language: (1) the ideational which expresses semantic content; (2) the interpersonal which expresses 
the role relationship in the speech event; and (3) the textual which relates the message to its context.  
 

Halliday (1978) relates text and social situation. Semantics consists of four components: 
experiential (verbs and case relations), logical, interpersonal, and textual. There is a textual 
component of language whose function is to develop the language of use in contrast to language in 
the abstract. It produces language related to its context instead of language as decontextualized 
sentences. The textual component consists of the thematic and information structure systems, which 
are structural, and the cohesive system, which is not. A text also has ‘generic structure’, the form of 
a text that is the property of a genre. Generic structure, textual structure, and cohesion distinguish 
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text from nontext. The textual component is part of the meaning system of language and text does 
not result from superimposing a text form on prior cognitive content. 
 

Halliday and Hasan (1976) make a significant contribution to the understanding of texts through 
their analysis of English cohesion. They view a text as a semantic rather than grammatical unit 
stating that cohesion is what forms sentences into texts. Cohesion is defined as the relation in text 
by which the interpretation of one element depends upon another element in the text. They analyze 
the referential structure of English and describe the types of grammatical, lexical and conjunctive 
cohesion. They also provide a methodology for analyzing cohesion (cf. Chapter VI).  
 

Gutwinski (1976) describes lexical and grammatical features of cohesion in English literary 
texts. He generally follows the system of Halliday but makes a finer distinction on referential 
relations. In addition to the textual relations of anaphora and cataphora, he adds the nontextual 
relations of exophora (an item in a situation outside language referred to by gesture), paraphora 
(reference to something in another text) and homophora (reference to something in general 
knowledge). Following Gleason, he adds the grammatical relations of enation and agnation as 
cohesive features. Enation is structural parallelism whereas agnation is its counterpart in which the 
grammatical structures are reversed between sentences, e.g. ‘she couldn’t do this’ and ‘this she 
couldn’t do’. 

 

Text Semantics 
The term text semantics does not apply here to a school of linguistics but is used, for lack of a 

better term, to refer to those who have concentrated on the formal semantic representation of texts. 
The three that are discussed here are Mel’cuk, Frederiksen, and van Dijk 
 

Mel’cuk (1973) wants a model that is translative in the sense that it establishes correspondences 
between a given meaning and all synonymous texts having that meaning. Semantic representations 
have two components: a semantic graph and information about the communicative organization of 
an utterance. The semantic graph provides information about the text without distributing it into 
sentences. It consists of semantic units and arcs representing semantic relations among the semantic 
units. Information about the communicative organization consists of the distinction between theme 
and rheme, old and new information, and psychological and emotional emphasis. This information 
is to the semantic graph what intonational features are to the phonological elements of a sentence. 
Syntactic, morphological, and phonological components relate the graph to specific sentences in 
texts. Noteworthy in Mel’cuk’s study are the use of a graph for semantic representation of a total 
text and his analysis of lexical functions revealing the relationships between words. 
 

Frederiksen (1975), a psychologist, seeks a model that will represent the semantic structure of 
discourse without reference to linguistic structure. His network model is a propositional structure 
composed of a semantic network consisting of objects and actions and relations between them 
(case) and a logical network consisting of three systems: logical (conjunction, alternation, and 
implications), causal, and relative (comparison, time, location, tense, and aspect). All elements 
within the system are defined in terms of semantic primitives. A text is represented by a semantic 
structure with a set of propositions and stative propositions that define elements within the network. 
The logical system states the relationship between the propositions. The network is connected by 
reference (by the recurrence of concept or structure in the network) and by the logical structure. 
Frederiksen’s model provides a most thorough analysis of the semantic components of objects, 
actions, and relations between them and also a procedure for displaying a text semantically. It does 
not indicate the process used in moving from semantic network to text.  
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Van Dijk (1977) concentrates on the semantic and pragmatic aspects of discourse while 
neglecting the surface structure properties of discourse since he feels that many surface structure 
problems have been discussed in the study of text grammars. The study of text semantics includes 
relations between propositions within the text, coherence which includes identity, fact ordering, 
explicit and implicit information, topic and comment, macro-structures, and information reduction. 
The pragmatics of discourse is concerned ‘with the semantic relations between the structures of text 
and context’ (1977:205). This includes relations such as presupposition-assertion, relevance, 
perspective, and speech act sequencing. A macro-speech act designates the structured sequence of 
speech acts in communication and is reflected in the structure of arguing, story telling, and 
dialogue. The influence of cognitive psychology and pragmatics is evident in van Dijk’s approach 
to discourse. 

 

Artificial Intelligence 
Those in the field of artificial intelligence have made contributions to discourse analysis in their 

attempts to develop computer programs that can interact in dialogue to obey commands and to 
answer questions or understand a text. In so doing they have been compelled to solve problems 
related to understanding discourse that have been largely ignored by linguists. 
 

Winograd (1972) has a system in which the computer can enter into English dialogue about a 
limited subject, obey commands, answer questions, and ask for clarification when its programs can 
not understand a sentence. The understanding system covers three aspects of languages: syntax, 
semantics, and inference (reasoning). Knowledge in the system is represented in the form of 
procedures rather than the linguist’s lists of rules or patterns with the result that the system is more 
flexible and powerful than rules or patterns for understanding natural language. 
 

The syntactic component of the program is based upon the systemic grammar of Halliday 
because it emphasizes ‘...the importance that meaning plays in the structure of language’. The 
semantic system consists of objects with properties that enter into relationships. The semantic 
system must define words, relate the meanings of words in syntactic structures, and show how the 
meaning of a sentence depends on its context. There are three types of contexts: (1) the local 
discourse which consists of the discourse preceding the sentence and is especially important for 
reference; (2) the overall discourse context which is relevant for the proper understanding of 
elements within the discourse and (3) the context of knowledge about the real world that affects the 
way language is understood. Unlike conventional linguistic analysis the program does not operate 
from top-to-bottom or bottom-to-top but proceeds simultaneously with both syntactic and semantic 
analysis, as meaning assists with parsing and parsing assists with understanding. In this respect the 
program probably more closely represents how people understand language than most linguistic 
theories do. 
 

Schank and Abelson (1975) develop a system to solve the problem of formally representing 
world knowledge and its relation to the understanding of texts. They view understanding as ‘ …  the 
fitting of new information into a previously organized view of the world’ (1975:151). They observe 
that a single sentence sets up expectations as to what will follow in the discourse. Their task is to 
explore these expectations and to formalize them so that they are available to an understanding 
system. They introduce the concept of scripts to describe mundane situations and plans for novel 
situations. 
 

The script is ‘...a structure that describes an appropriate sequence of events in a particular 
context ... a predetermined, stereotyped sequence of actions that define a well-known situation’ 
(1975:151). Scripts are based upon causal chaining in which one action results in conditions that 
permit another action, the latter action permissible only upon the successful completion of the 
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preceding action in the chain. The scripts interpret new information in terms of previously stored 
information. There are numerous scripts and a story may use more than one. A story often consists 
of a script with one or more interesting deviations. Scripts can be thrown off their normal course by 
interruptions, obstacles, and errors. The scripts are represented formally by sets of primitive actions. 
 

Plans describe the deliberate actions of people, the choices people make to accomplish a goal. 
Those who hear a discourse understand apparently unconnected sentences by means of plans. The 
plan starts with a goal and lists a series of actions that will accomplish that goal. ‘The basic 
component of the plan is the "deltac" ...an action or a group of actions that leads to a desired state’ 
(1975:154). A story is represented by a chain of the main events connected to scripts and plans. 
Together these provide the necessary information for understanding a story. 
 

The contributions of artificial intelligence to the study of discourse in many ways parallel the 
contributions of sociolinguistics in analyzing the nontextual information that is essential for 
understanding it (Bobrow and Collins:1975). Freedle (1977) and the new journals Discourse 
Processes and Cognitive Science contain many contributions from this discipline. 

 

The Thread of Discourse 
Grimes’s The Thread of Discourse (1975) is one of the most comprehensive presentations of 

discourse study to date. It is eclectic rather than restricted to one school of thought, utilizing the 
contributions of different approaches to discourse. It provides the field worker with tools for 
discourse analysis as well as a theoretical framework that guides without restricting. The first 
section of the book is heuristic while the last section is theoretical. 
 

The heuristic section concentrates on the types of information and constituency in discourse. The 
basic division in types of information is between events and the participants associated with them 
and nonevents. The types of nonevent information in discourse are setting, background, evaluative, 
collateral, and performative. One of the first suggestions to the analyst is that he divide a text into 
the different types of information and note the relations between the types of information and the 
grammar. 
 

Associated with the analysis of types of information is span analysis, a span being a stretch of 
text in which there is some type of informational uniformity. The analyst looks not only for 
uniformity of types of information but also for uniformity of important grammatical features such as 
tense and aspect. The ends of spans are often associated with specific grammatical cohesive features 
and where multiple spans end simultaneously there may be evidence for divisions within the text. 
 

One aspect of discourse analysis is the division of a text into it constituent parts. The partitioning 
principles are based on temporal or spatial setting, theme, uniformity of characters, and participant 
orientation, i.e. stretches where a single participant maintains a relatively high degree of activity. 
Generally following Longacre here, Grimes assumes there are a limited number of levels of 
organization within discourse from morpheme through discourse. Some languages may lack 
distinctions between certain levels whereas others may distinguish additional levels. 
 

Theoretically Grimes (1975) sees three types of relations that underlie discourse: content, 
cohesion, and staging. To these three he has now added sound (personal communication). The 
semantic structure, or content, is represented as a propositional grammar. Lexical predicates 
represent cognitive content and normally encode as clauses and have semantic roles (cases) as 
predicates in their argument propositions. Lexical predicates are either dynamic or static and the 
semantic roles are related to orientation, process, agency, or in orientation-process. Rhetorical 
predicates indicate logical, identificational, equivalence, and orientation relations and have 
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propositions containing lexical predicates or other rhetorical predicates as their arguments. The 
primary function of rhetorical predicates is that of organizing the content of the discourse. 
Reference is also an essential part of semantic representation and is formalized by referential 
indices. Semantic structure is organized hierarchically and is mapped to linear strings through 
transformations. 
 

While studying the linear organization of discourse the linguist is concerned primarily with 
cohesion and staging. Cohesion indicates how information in the discourse is related to what has 
already been given. Identification is important to cohesive structure in terms of the types of 
substitution permitted within a text. Another form of cohesion is the overlay, a device first 
described by Grimes (1972) in which a story is told repeatedly with some information repeated 
between successive tellings but with different details added at each repetition. 
 

Staging concerns the viewpoint the narrator uses in presenting information to the hearer. Here 
Grimes generally follows the concept of theme as developed by Halliday (1967). Theme is 
independent of but related to the cohesive system. Theme may be marked or unmarked and is 
interrelated with the systems of mode (in English) and voice. Grimes goes beyond Halliday in 
extending the concept of theme beyond the sentence to the paragraph and discourse and notes the 
use of pronominals, linkage, and chaining systems to indicate higher level theme. Topicalization is 
also an aspect of the thematic system. 
 

The final form of a discourse is dependent not only upon the choices of the speaker as to content, 
staging, and cohesion but also upon rules regarding variability, semantic shaping, linearization, and 
output. Variability rules are determined by the social context of the speech event and provide a 
speech form that reflects the style of the speaker and the speech form. Postsemantic shaping rules 
insert semantic elements that may not have been chosen by the speaker but are entailed by the 
choices he made, or they delete elements that are the result of his choices but are neutralized in 
certain environments. Linearization rules determine the order of elements in the sentence 
specifically relating the choices of cohesion and staging to the ordering of the content. Output rules 
determine the final lexical and phonetic representation of the ordered elements in each sentence. 
 

Grimes (1978) presents the results of discourse analyses of numerous languages using the 
general framework of The Thread of Discourse. Two other works (Beekman and J. Callow, 1974, 
K. Callow 1974) are discussed here, not because they necessarily closely follow the theory 
developed in The Thread of Discourse but because they discuss many of the same topics on a non- 
technical level. Beekman and J. Callow (1974) specify many of the semantic problems involved in 
translation. Among the types they discuss are those of formal versus dynamic equivalents, lexical 
equivalents, implicit information, obligatory categories in the target language that are not in the 
source language, reference, and propositional displays. Their propositions are similar to Grimes’s 
rhetorical predicates but are tools for analyzing a text rather than relational elements in an 
underlying semantic representation. 
 

K. Callow (1974) discusses the problems of translation in the context of discourse. She discusses 
translation as it relates to four ‘categories of appropriateness’ that affect the expression of meaning. 
The four categories are groupings, cohesion, information structure, and prominence. The category 
of groupings consists of the divisions of a discourse into smaller units. These may be grammatical 
groupings (sentence, paragraph and episode) or plot groupings (introduction, development, climax, 
conclusion, etc.). A discourse is cohesive when it has ‘... identifiable persons or objects which form 
the subject matter throughout, and these persons must perform or experience a series of events in a 
way that constitutes an orderly progression’ (29-30). Lexical cohesion unites a discourse by using 
items from the same semantic domain. Participant cohesion is signaled through noun and pronoun 
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rules of identifying and connectives that signal same or different referent. Event cohesion is 
maintained by those elements or rules that specify the temporal relations between events. 
 

There are three types of prominence in discourse: thematic, focal and emphatic. Thematic 
material develops the theme of the discourse in contrast to background material which does not. 
Focal prominence has a spotlighting effect to bring attention to some thematic material and can be 
accomplished by grammatical or rhetorical (rhetorical questions, paraphrase) means. Emphatic 
focus involves speaker-hearer factors such as emotion and surprise. 
 

Information structure concerns the way new information is related to old and the rate at which 
new information is introduced into the course. New information is commonly connected to given 
information by objectives, affixation, and repetition. Each grouping in the grammatical hierarchy 
has patterns for introducing new information. These grammatical constructions also have 
information value, i.e. certain constructions are preferred for conveying certain types of semantic 
content.  

 

The Approach of This Study 
The approach of this study generally follows that of Grimes (1975) with certain modifications. 

His model of discourse is text rather than conversation oriented, a legitimate limitation considering 
the fact that most linguists are not prepared to stretch their investigations beyond the sentence. His 
model can be considered as the text component of the analysis of speech events in an ethnography 
of communication. To Hymes’s components of the speech act (1974 Chapter 2) I would add the 
script, a term borrowed from Schank but with expanded content, which consists of the unspoken 
presuppositions and information that the speaker and hearer usually share that makes a text 
understandable. My model differs from Grimes’s slightly in the analysis of semantic roles, 
preferring fewer roles while attempting to determine the semantic features of each one (Litteral 
1977b). 
 

I follow the generally accepted view of language as the intermediary between meaning and 
sound, experience and speech. Table 2.1 provides a simplified model of the components involved in 
producing and understanding speech. 

 
 
 
    
             
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  
  

Semantic Representation 

Staging rules 

Grammatical Strings 

Phonological Rules 

Principles of choice 

Real world 

 
 

Table 2.1. A model of the relation between experience and speech 
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The top box represents the experience that the narrator wishes to communicate or that the hearer 
understands from hearing the discourse. This view of the real world has universal elements but is 
determined by a cultural grid. For linguistic purposes the structure of it could be represented as an 
encyclopedic lexicon that contains all the ethnographic information on the culture. 
 

From the experience of the real world the speaker chooses what he is going to tell. The content is 
what results after the experience has been filtered through a script. The script is shared by the 
speaker and hearer who have a common cultural knowledge and is used by the hearer as a grid 
against which the narrated experience is understood. The script permits the narrator to choose what 
he considers to be important points and prevents the discourse from becoming burdened with 
detailed information. Scripts contain all of the implied cultural information in a discourse. The text 
is a result of the narrator’s innovative new information and selected explicit script information. The 
kinds of information that may be included in the script are: setting (where the events begin if not 
specified), time (real or mythical), participants (in Angor they two (feminine) if unspecified always 
refers to a husband and wife), events (it died would be understood after They shot it and it fell 
down), and logical relations (i.e. a causal relation would be supplied between two events such as 
(The wind blew and the house fell down). The implied information obtained from studies such as 
Schegloff (1972), Sacks (1972), Linde and Labov (1975), S. Litteral (1972), Winograd (1972), and 
Schank and Abelson (1975) would be included in scripts. The information is presented in the format 
of the semantic representation. A propositional grammar is used here but other formats are possible. 
 

The semantic representation consists of the information the speaker has chosen to present in his 
narration, choices related to content and staging. The semantic representation is a propositional 
grammar with rhetorical, lexical, and role predicates and temporal and referential indices. 
 

The staging rules operate on the semantic structure to produce the grammatical strings of the 
text. These rules determine sentence boundaries and the order of elements in the strings on the basis 
of content and prominence information. They form the cohesive structure by mapping referential 
indices to referential forms. Included here also are rules of variability. 
 

Finally there are the phonological rules that result in speech. 
 

Ideally the model is bidirectional going either from the narrator’s encoding of experience into 
speech forms or from the hearer’s decoding of speech to obtain an understanding that approximates 
the narrator’s experience. A more realistic model would probably be less linear in orientation and 
would distinguish encoding and decoding processes. This model reflects one contemporary 
prejudice for operating from semantics to surface forms. In practice, analysis operates primarily in 
the opposite direction. If humans operate in any way like the parser described by Winograd, they 
move in both directions as they analyze a text, using grammatical information to aid in 
understanding and using semantic information to aid in grammatical analysis. Future models of 
discourse will need to consider more the linear development of discourse through time so that they 
can reflect the understanding of the hearer at any point during the production of the text. 
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Chapter III  

A Sketch of Angor Phonology and Grammar  
 

The Angor 
The Angor (Senagi) are a speech community that live east of the Irian Jaya/Papua New Guinea 

border in the Amanab district of the West Sepik Province of Papua New Guinea.2 They number 
approximately 1250 and reside in 13 scattered vllages.3 Their economy is based upon swidden 
agriculture and hunting and gathering with the sago palm being the primary source of food. For 
most of them their first contact with European civilization occurred in 1957. The speech community 
is still predominantly monolingual but most men under 50 would also speak a variety of rural Tok 
Pisin with varying degrees of fluency. Some young women understand simple Tok Pisin but few 
attempt to speak it in the village context (Litteral 1978). 
 

Loving and Bass (1964) divide the Angor into four different dialects with a large central dialect 
of 9 villages and eastern, southern, and western dialects of one village each. Their conclusions were 
based upon lexicostatistical methods. I use isoglosses based upon shared innovation to divide the 
language into three dialects with the eastern dialect of Loving and Bass (Nai village) being included 
with the central dialect, and the western dialect expanded with the boundaries varying according to 
the isoglosses used (Litteral msa, msb). 
 

Angor has a family tie with one other language, but beyond that its linguistic affinities to other 
non-Austronesian (Papuan) languages are not clearly established. Loving and Bass first showed that 
Angor (Senagi) and Kamberatoro are the only members of the Senagi language family. Wurm 
(1971a, 1971b) gives conflicting conclusions on the external relationships of the Senagi Family. In 
one article he categorizes the family as an isolate. However, not realizing that Dera (Galis 1955:27) 
and Kamberatoro are different names for the same language, he classifies Dera (Kamberatoro) as a 
member of the North Papuan phylum (1971b:1262, 1265). He then classifies Kamberatoro as a 
member of the Sepik Hill family (1971b:1265) disagreeing with his conclusions elsewhere 
(1971a:627). Later Wurm classifies the Senagi family as a member of the Trans-New Guinea 
phylum (1972:168), but gives no evidence for his conclusions. 
  

S. Litteral (1972:42-3, fn.3) and I (1972:391) suggest a possible relationship between the Senagi 
family and the Ndu family of the Sepik-Ramu Phylum (Laycock 1965, 1972) basing this on a few 
cognates. Laycock (1973) disagrees with us because he considers the supposed cognates with Ndu 
to be borrowings, and agrees with Wurm in classifying Senagi as a member of the Trans-New 
Guinea Phylum. He states that Loving and Bass ‘…did not appear to recognize the relationship of 
languages in it <Senagi family> to those of the Waris family <a member of the Trans-New Guinea 
Phylum>’ (1973:48). However, Laycock himself may not have considered the typologies of Angor 
and the Waris language family, as they appear to have little in common. It is possible that lexical 
similarities between the families are due to borrowing. More research is needed to clearly establish 

                                                 
2 Angor is a term used by the Amanab language group to the north of the Angor when referring to them. There is no 
known name that the Angor use in referring to themselves. According to Bernard Guillerat (an anthropologist who has 
conducted research among the Amanab people) ‘Angor’ probably has the denotation of ‘foreigner’ (personal 
communication). It is applied to other linguistic groups, not just the Angor. Loving and Bass (1964) refer to the Angor 
language as Senagi, the government name for a small village in the center of this linguistic group. 
3 Laycock (1974:49) questions the population figure of 1250 given by S. Litteral (1972) and Loving and Bass (1964) 
and gives a larger figure of 2565. However, his figure is inaccurate as he has included three Yuri language villages in 
his Angor population figures. The map of Loving and Bass gives the correct relationship of villages to the Yuri and 
Angor (Senagi) languages. 
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the relationships of the Senagi family. See Appendix B for a listing of possible cognates between 
Angor and languages of the Middle Sepik Super Stock. 
 

Voorhoeve discusses the Senagi family (1971:72-7), basing his conclusions on research 
conducted in Irian Jaya by himself and Galis (1955). Following Galis he refers to Kamberatoro as 
Dera and considers the Mongau dialect of Kamberatoro, established by Loving and Bass, as a 
separate language, Duka-ekor. Voorhoeve does not speculate as to the external relation of the 
Senagi family. Greenberg (1971) considers the Senagi family as an isolate with a possible 
relationship to his Northern group of Indo-Pacific, the linguistic group he postulates for most 
non-Austronesian languages in the Indo-Pacific area. 
 
 Wurm and McElhanon (1975) discuss the Senagi Family in a consideration of problems of 
classification in Papuan languages. They conclude by stating that ‘... it has been tentatively assigned 
sub-phylum status in view of the paucity of the information available on it and the possibility that 
major structural and typological deviations from the Trans-New Guinea Phylum may become 
evident upon further study, and also in the light of the tenuous nature of its lexical agreements with 
neighboring Trans-New Guinea Phylum stocks’ (158). Voorhoeve (1975) follows Laycock in 
giving an erroneous population figure of 2600 for Angor and deletes Duka-ekor as a separate  
language in the Senagi Family.  
 

Phonology 

Segments 

Angor has 18 consonant phonemes and 7 vowels. The consonants are listed in Table 3.1, the 
vowels in Table 3.2. 

  Bilabial Alveolar Velar 

Stops 

 voiceless p t k 

  voiced b d g 

  pre-nasalized  mb nd ŋg (ngg)4

Fricatives p (f) s x (h) 

Nasals m n ŋ (ng) 

Flap  r 

Semivowels w y 

  Table 3.1. Angor Consonants 

 

                                                 
4 A symbol within parentheses indicates the representation of that phoneme in the practical orthography that will be 
used in this study. 
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  Front  Central  Back  

High i i (ü)  u 

Mid  e Ə (i)  o 

Low   a 

  Table 3.2. Angor Vowels 

 

Lengthened vowels are not used for lexical contrast but they are a boundary feature of a nonfinal 
intonation contour. Penultimate vowels may also be lengthened iconically to indicate duration of 
time. 
 ngg-u:-mbu  
 go.fut-3msg-prom 

‘he will continue to go until...’ 

Lengthened vowels are also used for emphasis, mostly in one word answers.5

 aboe:di ‘good, it is really good!’ 
Lengthened final vowels are also found at the end of nonfinal intonation contours. 

 Asu ranahandi mani ra: ninggunimbi amoamo m-egod-ana.  
 Well his money that how.many months past-remain.fut-cond 

‘So that money of his, how many months will it last?’  
 

Syllable 

Angor syllable structure is simple and may be represented by the composite formula (C) V1 (V2) 
(V3). Segments within parentheses are optional. C includes all consonants and is optional. V1 is 
labialization which is represented orthographically as o and u to indicate its underlying 
morphophonemes. V1 occurs only after labial and velar consonants and before front and low 
vowels. V2 is any vowel and is obligatory. V3 consists of the offglides u, o, and i. 

 Some utterance final words appear to have a final syllable of the form CVC. However, these 
syllables are the result of an active morphophonemic process which results in the loss of a word 
final i at the end of the utterance. Examples of the Angor syllable are: 

V2  amoamo  (amwamo)  ‘moon’ 

CV2  hifi  (hƏßƏ)   ‘ground’ 

CV1 V2  nggoafi  (ŋgwaßƏ)   ‘village’ 

CV2V3 mai  (mai)   ‘wasp, bee’ 

CV1 V2 V3  koaikoai (kwaikwai)   ‘frog’ 

 

Foot  

The Angor foot, or phonological word, is the phonological unit above the syllable in the 
phonological hierarchy. It is the domain within which stress rules operate. Stress is contrastive in 
Angor as in the following examples: 
                                                 
5 Other Papua New Guinea languages also use lengthened vowels for emphasis. For their use in Tok Pisin see Litteral 
(1969a:22). 
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mánanggo  (má.na.ŋgo)  ‘it was, it stood’ 
manánggo (ma.ná.ŋgo)  ‘species of mushroom’ 

Phonetic stress is written as ΄ primary and `secondary over the nuclear vowel in the syllable to 
which it applies. There are three phonetic degrees of stress but only the nucleus of the foot needs to 
be indicated as the degree of stress on other syllables can be predicted on the basis of stress rules. 

The stress rules for the foot operate from the end of the foot forward. The nucleus of the foot, or 
primary stress, may occur on the ultima, asifú ‘he is going up’, the penult manánggo ‘species of 
mushroom’ or the antepenult sánggiri  ‘bird of paradise’. Syllables following the nucleus are 
unstressed. 

Every alternate syllable preceding the nucleus has secondary stress except when the syllable has 
the vowels i or ü in its nucleus, in which case the secondary stress occurs on the preceding syllable. 
In asifú ‘he is going up’ the ultimate fu is the nucleus with primary stress. The second syllable 
preceding it, a, has secondary stress while the syllable preceding the nucleus is unstressed. In 
hoemariheyándi (hwemàriheyándi) ‘I saw it’, secondary stress is moved forward because the 
second syllable before the nucleus of the foot has i in its nucleus. Phonemic stress is indicated by ′ 
on the nuclear vowel of the stressed syllable. 

The fricatives f and h are voiceless (þ, x) in the initial position in a foot, whereas they are voiced 
(ß, ġ) in foot medial positions. Foot final i is never stressed and when it occurs at the end of an 
utterance after fricatives or stops it may be elided and the preceding consonant devoiced if it is a 
fricative, e.g.  

ro aháhi  (ro agáx) (ro agági) ‘I am going’ 
 

Intonation Contours 

There are six basic intonation contours distinguished by terminal features, and one marked 
speech register. These contours are often coterminous with grammatical units but not necessarily so. 

There are three falling and three nonfalling intonation contours. The three falling contours are 
nonfinal falling ///, final falling /./, and terminal /#/. The nonfalling contours are nonfinal checked/;/, 
nonfinal rising /,/, and nonfinal sustained / ---/. 

The nonfinal falling contour /// is characterized by a rapidly falling fundamental frequency on 
the final stressed syllable of the contour. It is generally coterminous with a clause. The final falling 
contour /./ has gradual falling fundamental frequency on the final one or two feet of the contour. It 
is generally coterminous with a sentence. In the following example a marked theme is moved to the 
postverbal position with a nonfinal falling contour after the verb and  a final falling contour at the 
sentence terminus. 
 moai diboado-ri -he-hu-ndi// rani  hohoanimo ra. 
 not  do.right-tran-comp-1pl-3sgobj that  custom  that    
  ‘We did not do right doing that custom.’ 

The terminal contour /# / has a gradual falling fundamental frequency extending over the last two 
or three feet of the contour accompanied by decrescendo and a slower syllable rate. This contour 
may signal major divisions within a text and the text terminus. 

Nonfinal rising checked intonation /;/ is characterized by a rapidly rising fundamental frequency 
on the final syllable of the final foot of the contour with the voicing checked with a glottal stop. 
This contour never occurs at the end of a discourse. 
 awi; nimandi:-mbo; asinggu; 
 wait  will.sit-prom day.after.tomorrow  

‘I will keep staying, (until) the day after tomorrow.’ 
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Nonfinal rising intonation /,/ has a rise in fundamental frequency from the second final to the 
final syllable of the contour with the vowel of the final syllable lengthened. It may separate the 
apodosis from the protasis, a polar interrogative from its negative tag, the elements in a list, clauses 
within a multiple clause sentence, and introductory elements from the remainder of the sentence. It 
separates clauses and lists items in: 
 …yimbo amoamo nggimi amoamo moe-ndi -ndo-wani, 
     two moon three  moon finish-fut-3sgobj-when 
 asüke hühü-nda-fo tesini -mbo hohoanimo-nda-mbo-y-afi
 again turn-fut-2sg plantation-prom think-fut-prom-ind-2sg 

‘...in two or three months when it is gone, you will start to think going to the plantation again.’ 
 sesi:, kimou:, batendi:, mandi -hi fondi -hü-mind-i 
 food kimou pandanus cook-3fpl get-3fpl-hold-3fpl 

‘They cooked food, kimou leaves and pandanus and got it and took it.’ 

Non-final sustained intonation /---/ is distinguished by a level intonation with the final syllable of 
the contour lengthened. It functions mainly to indicate durative action and to separate an 
interjection from the remainder of a sentence. 
 wo:--- aboedi  yipoa ran-ana. 
 oh  good  not that-cond 

‘Oh, that isn’t good’ 

The marked speech register /!/, elevated, is used to indicate a direct quotation,  especially where 
there is no quotation margin like ‘he said’. The distinguishing feature of this register is that it has a 
higher fundamental frequency throughout, which causes it to contrast clearly with the fundamental 
frequency of the surrounding nonquoted speech or quotation margin.  In the example below, pi, the 
cry of a bird, the fundamental frequency is higher than the following statement about the bird. 
 !pi. daburi boharandi
 pi vine.type sit.on 
 ‘(The bird said) “Pi” and sat on a daburi  vine.’ 
 

Morphophonemic Processes 

There are three morphophonemic processes in Angor that are worthy of note: vowel harmony, 
consonantal harmony, and formation of future tense. The latter is discussed briefly in Litteral 
(1972a:50,52) and will be mentioned briefly below under morphology. 

Vowel harmony involves front, central, and back vowels and relates to high and mid tongue 
heights. For some affixes with front vowels there is progressive harmony where the height of the 
first vowel in the suffix is determined by the height of the final vowel in the preceding root or affix. 
In the first example below the suffix for first person plural subject is -efi after a nonhigh vowel and 
in the second example it is -ifi after a high vowel. 

han-efi  ‘we go down’ 
sa-hu-s-ifi eat-1pl-eat-1pl ‘we eat’ 
There is regressive vowel harmony in the verb root in some verbs of classes II and VI  where the 

height of back and nonlow central vowels in the verb root is determined by the height of the front or 
back vowels in the verb affixes. In koso ‘she comes’ the verb root kos-  ‘come down’ has o which is 
the same vowel height as the third feminine singular subject suffix -o. In kusu ‘he comes’ the root 
form is kus- with the root vowel agreeing in height with the third masculine singular subject suffix 
-u. In semündu ‘he gets’ and semindo ‘she gets’ the central vowels i and ü in the verb semindi  ‘get’ 
are in harmony with the height of the verb affixes -o and -u. The height of the first vowel in the 
indicative suffix -ay ~ -ey is also determined by the height of the first vowel of the following suffix, 
e.g. aranayo, ‘she cries’ and araneyu ‘he cries’. 
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Angor consonantal harmony is reflected in the restricted cooccurrence of prenasalized and 
nonprenasalized stops in sequences of two or three syllables. Although there is extensive 
neutralization of prenasalized and nonprenasalized stops within the same morpheme, good minimal 
pairs clearly established their contrasts: 
 yibóbo  ‘two together’  
 yimbó-mbo two-prom  ‘twice’ 
 do-wá-d-ifi will.eat-2sg-will.eat-2sg ‘you (shall) eat it.’ 
 ndo-wá-nd-ifi will.get-2sg-will.hold-2sg ‘you (shall) get it!’ 
 

Consonantal harmony was first noticed in efforts to explain reflexes and sound changes between 
Proto-Senagi-Kamberatoro and Angor ( (Litteral msa). Basically the rules are: 

 
(1) Only nonprenasalized stops can occur in contiguous syllables unless there is an intervening 

morpheme boundary. For example, in yibóbo ‘together’ there is no morpheme boundary so the two 
stops are not prenasalized. In yimbó-mbo (two-prominence), ‘twice’ there are two pernasalized 
stops in succeeding syllables but there is an intervening morpheme boundary. This 
nonprenasalization influence may operate over three syllables if the intervening syllable has an r. 
Notice the change that occurs with the mb of ambóri  ‘mother-and-child’ in aborídi  
‘mother-and-children’. The mb has harmonized with the d to become b. di  is not a productive form 
and is found only in aborídi ‘mother-and-children’ and arimbidídi ‘father-and-children’ from 
arimbíni  ‘father-and-child’. As di  is not a productive affix these plural forms are treated as single 
morphemes. 

 
(2) Voiced stops cooccur with voiced and voiceless stops in the same morpheme whereas 

prenasalized stops tend to cooccur with semivowels, fricatives, nasals, and r. 
  (a)  arimbidídi ‘father-and-children’ 
 (b)  tábai ‘edible green’  
 (c)  gad-ú ‘he will go down’  
  (d)  arimbíni   ‘father-and-child’ 
  (e)  yímbo  ‘two’ (semivowel and prenasalized stop)  
  (f)  hóndi   ‘mother’ (fricative and prenasalized stop)  
  (g)  nggíri   ‘rib’ (prenasalized stop and r)  
 
(a) has a prenasalized stop cooccurring with an r in the first three syllables of the word and two 
voiced stops cooccurring in the final two syllables. A complete analysis of Angor consonantal 
harmony awaits further study. 
 

Grammar 
In this section a summary of Angor grammar from morphology through sentence level syntax is 

given. The emphasis is upon constituent structure with some consideration given to the relationship 
between grammar and semantics. Semantics is discussed more thoroughly in Chapter IV. 

 
Morphology 

Verbs 

There are eleven classes of Angor verbs based on morphological structure. The grammatical 
criteria for establishing these classes are (1) past tense affixation: prefix, inner suffix, or outer 
suffix, (2) types of syntactic categories specified by pronominal affixes: subject, object, and indirect 
object, and (3) single versus double inflection for subject. 
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The verbal affixes provide two types of information, textual and performative. Textual affixes 
are of two types, internal and external. Internal affixes signal relations between the verb and other 
grammatical functions within the same clause such as subject, direct object, and indirect object. 
External affixes are anticipatory and indicate temporal and reference relations between its clause 
and a subsequent clause. 

Performative affixes on the other hand relate the verb not to the linguistic context but to the 
speech act. These affixes express tense and mood.  

 
Verb Classes 

There is one class (I) of stative verbs, three classes (II, III, IV) of intransitive verbs, five classes 
(V, VI, VII, VIII and IX) of transitive verbs, one class (X) of ditransitive verbs, and one class (XI) 
of transitive indirect object verbs. Class I cannot be affixed for past tense, Classes II, VI, VII, VIII 
and X have a past tense prefix, Classes III, V and IX have a loosely bound past tense suffix (outer 
suffix) and classes IV, VII and VIII have the past tense as a tightly bound suffix (inner suffix) 
between two roots or following a root and preceding a derivational affix that separates the tense 
affix from the subject-person-number-gender affix. Table 3.3 summarizes the features 
distinguishing the verb classes. 
 
Class Past Tense Functions  Double inflection 
I  - Sub  No 
II  Pre Sub  No 
III  Out Sub  No 
IV  In Sub  No 
V  Out Sub, Ob  No 
VI  Pre Sub, Ob  No 
VII Pre Sub, Ob  Yes  mindi
VIII Pre Sub, Ob  Yes 
IX  In Sub, Ob  Yes  mindi
X  Pre Sub, Ob, IO  No 
XI  Out Sub, IO  No 
 
  Table 3.3. Features of Angor Verb Classes 

Out(er Suffix), In(ner suffix), Pre(fix), Sub(ject), Ob(ject), I(ndirect) O(bject) 

 

 Class I verbs are stative verbs with the following structure: 

adj/noun -an SPNG1 

The stative verb has an adjective or noun root, a stative suffix -an, and a subject-person-number-
gender suffix of the set SPNG1 (see Appendix A). 
 nindou-an-i 
 man-is-3msg 
 ‘he is a man’ 
This type of verb indicates what is considered to be relatively permanent in contrast to that which is 
temporary and, consequently, it is tenseless. 
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 Class II verbs are intransitive and basically indicate motions or positions that are durative.6 
However some of these verbs such as nimarimbo ‘sit down, be sitting’ and apombo ‘lie down, be 
sleeping’, indicate both the punctiliar action of sitting or lying down and the temporary state that 
results from it.7 The structure of the Class II verb is: 
  ((Tense) Indicative) Verb II SPNG2 
A past tense Class II verb has a past tense prefix m-, an indicative prefix a-, a Class II verb root and 
a subject-person-number-gender suffix of the set SPNG2 (see Appendix A).8

 m-a-sün-u 
 past-ind-come.down-3msg 
 ‘he came down’ 
  
 Class III verbs are also intransitive. Most of them indicate either an experience yihimbo ‘be 
afraid’, or a reflexive action yihurimbo ‘decorate oneself’. They are either punctiliar atibutimbo 
‘sneeze’ or durative asibusimbo ‘experience pain’. With many of these verbs the experience may be 
seen as a change from a normal state; i.e. sneeze, blow, be afraid, blink, be sick, feel pain, cry and 
bleed are not normal human states or activities. The structure of the Class III verbs is: 
 
 Verb III ((Tense) Indicative) SPNG2 
 
This verb has an obligatory class III verb root, an optional past tense suffix, an indicative suffix -ey 
that becomes -ay before a and o, and a suffix of set SPNG2 that indicates the person, number, and 
gender of the subject. 
 
 arani -m-ey-u 
 cry-past-ind-3msg 
 ‘he cried’    
  

Class IV verbs are intransitive punctiliar verbs that indicate a change of state. The role 
underlying the subject may be either an agent-patient: 

 
 boti -m-e-fi-u 
 get.up-past-ind-cs-3msg  
 ‘he got up’ 
 
or a patient: 
 
 bori -m-e-fe-o 
 break-past-ind-cs-3fsg 
 ‘it is broken’ 
 
The structure of the Class IV verbs is: 
 
 Verb IV ((Tense) Indicative) fe SPNG3 (ndi) 
 

                                                 
6 For a more detailed study of Angor motion verbs see S. Litteral (1972). 
7 This is typical of many Papua New Guinea languages, including Tok Pisin, in which the equivalent of English ‘is’ is a 
verb that may indicate a punctiliar action or the temporary state that results from it. For example, Em i sindaun long 
haus could mean either ‘he is sitting in the house’ or ‘he sat down in the house’. 
8 The indicative is obligatory when there is a past tense affix. The structures illustrating the verb classes are given with 
the past tense to show classificatory features. These structures do not indicate the full complexity of the verbs. 
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There is an obligatory Class IV root, an optional past tense suffix m-, an optional indicative affix e 
that is deleted in nonfinal verbs, a consequence affix -fe that occurs with second and third person 
singular and dual affixes, an obligatory affix of set SPNG3 that indicates the person, number, and 
gender of the subject and -ndi, which is normally the third feminine singular object affix but in this 
construction occurs only with nonthird singular forms and does not cross-reference to any object 
nominal  (see Appendix A). A nonthird singular example is: 
 
 boti -m-e-fe-neya-ndi
 get.up-past-ind-cs-3du-3fsgobj 
 ‘they two got up’ 
  

Class V verbs are transitive verbs that are characterized by sets of affixes that indicate the 
person, number and gender of the subject and direct object. There are three subsets of verbs in this 
class. One subset has only a transitive verb root (a), another subset has a verb stem that has a root 
plus consequence derivational affix -fe (b), and another subset has a verb root plus the completive 
he plus the consequence affix -fe (c). 

 
 (a) hiti -mbo cut-prom ‘chop at something’ 
 (b) hiti -fe-mbo  cut-cs-prom  ‘cut something’ 
 (c) hiti -he-fe-mbo cut-comp-cs-prom ‘chop down’ 
 
Below is a fully inflected Class V verb.  
 
 hoe-m-a-ri -heya-puri
 see-past-ind-trans-1sg-3mplobj 
 ‘I saw them (masculine)’ 
 
The structure of the Class V verb is: 
 
 Verb V ((Tense) Indicative) ri (he) SPNG4 (OPNG1) 
 
There is an obligatory verb root of verb Class V, an optional past tense suffix -m, an optional 
indicative suffix, a transitive suffix -ri, a completive derivational suffix -he (limited to a subset of 
Class V verbs), an obligatory suffix of set SPNG4 indicating the person, number, and gender of the 
subject, and an optional suffix of set OPNG1 that indicates the person, number, and gender of the 
object. The object suffix is obligatory with the indicative. 
 
 The Class VI verb differs from the Class V verb in that it has a past tense and indicative prefix 
instead of suffix, a compound stem consisting of a verb root plus the completive root he is 
obligatory, and it does not have the transitive affix ri. Its structure is: 
 
 ((Past) Indicative) Class VI he SPNG4 (OPNG1) 
 
 m-a-si -he-heya-ndi
 past-ind-put-comp-1sg-3fsgobj 
 ‘I put it (there)’ 
 
 Class VII, VIII, and IX verbs are transitive verbs that are characterized by double inflection for 
person, number, and gender of the subject and by compound stems in which there is a root 
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indicating a punctiliar action together with a durative form mindi meaning ‘hold’ or ‘carry’9. These 
verbs have the general meaning of ‘get something’. Examples of the lexical meanings of this class 
of verb are: atimindimbo ‘put and hold on shoulders’, wakemindimbo ‘get in arms and hold’ and 
karemindimbo ‘break off and hold’. In these verbs there are two slots for subject-person-gender 
affixes. The first occurs after the punctiliar root and is filled by an affix of set SPNG4. The second 
slot occurs after the mindi ‘hold’ form and is filled by a suffix of set SPNG2. The object-person-
number-gender affixes used in these classes differ from those used with other transitive verbs in that 
some occur after the transitive subject-person-number-gender affixes (SPNG4) and some (-mun 
1pl,-ndiri 1sg, and -ndüri 3fpl) occur at the end of the verb after the intransitive subject-person-
number-gender affixes (SPNG2). 
 
 Class VII consists of only one verb semindimbo ‘get’ that takes past tense and indicative prefixes 
and does not have the transitive affix ri. A fully inflected example is: 
 
 m-a-si -ha-piri -mind- ihi
 past-ind-put-1sg-3duobj-hold-1sg 
 ‘I got and held the two of them’ 
 
The formula for the Class VII verb is:   
 
 ((Tense) Indicative) se SPNG4 (OPNG2) mindi  SPNG2 
 
 Class VIII contains only one verb, sesimbo ‘eat’ that is similar to Class VII and IX verbs in that 
there is double inflection for person, number and gender of the subject for all grammatical subjects 
except third person masculine and feminine singular. It differs from those verbs in that there is only 
one root and that object affixation is restricted to pi ‘all of it’ from piri 2/3 dual object. Examples 
are: 
 
 m-a-si -ha-s- ihi
 past-ind-eat-1sg-eat-1sg 
 ‘I ate’ 
 si -wa-pi -s- ifi
 eat-2sg-2/3duobj-eat-2sg 
 ‘Eat all of it’ 
 a-ses-u  
 ind-eat-3msg 
 ‘He is eating’ 
 
The structure of this verb is:  
 
 ((Tense) Indicative) se/sa/si (SPNG4) (pi) s SPNG2 
 
The base form of the root ses is split, into sV and s with the SPNG4 affix occurring as an infix. se 
occurs with third singular affixes, sa with first person and si elsewhere. 
 
 The Class IX verb is similar to Class VII in that it has a compound stem separated by subject and 
object affixes and the form mindi  ‘hold’ as the second part of the compound but differs from Class 

                                                 
9 These verbs could be viewed as close knit verb phrases, i.e. derived from two verbs. These are not described here as 
verb phrases in that these compounds form infinitives that are like single stem verbs. The verb sesimbo ‘to eat’ has 
double inflection yet cannot be viewed as a close knit phrase. Also mindi  never functions as a verb by itself. 
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VII in that the tense and indicative affixes are suffixes instead of prefixes and it has the transitive 
affix ri. Its structure is: 
 
 Class IX ((Tense) Indicative) ri  SPNG4 (OPNG2) mindi  SPNG2 
 
A fully inflected example is: 
 
 waki -m-a-ri -∅-ri -mind-o 
 bear-past-ind-tran-3fsg-3msgobj-hold-3fsg 
 ‘she bore him’ 
 There is only one Class X verb, the ditransitive sembo ‘give’. It has a distinctive set of subject-
person-number-gender affixes, direct object affixes restricted to -pi ‘dual’ and -pü ‘plural’, and a set 
of indirect object affixes (IOPNG) that indicate the semantic goal of the act of giving. An example 
is: 
 
 m-a-sa-ga-do 
 past-ind-give-3sgsubj-3sgobj 
 ‘he/she gave it to him/her’ 
 
The structure of the Class X verb sembo ‘give’ is: 
 
 ((Tense) Indicative) sa/se SPNG5 (pi/pü) IOPNG 
 
This verb has an optional past tense prefix m-, an optional indicative prefix a-, an obligatory root se 
(with third singular subject) and sa (elsewhere), an obligatory suffix of set SPNG5 (see Appendix 
A) indicating the person, number, and gender of the subject, an optional object suffix indicating 
dual (pi) or plural third person object (pü) and an obligatory indirect object affix of set IOPNG 
indicating the person, number, and gender of the indirect object. 
 
 Class XI verbs have been classified as indirect object verbs because they have affixes similar to 
the indirect object affixes of the Class X verb. The distinguishing feature of these affixes is that 
unlike those of other transitive verbs there is no morphological distinction between third person 
masculine and feminine singular objects: the two meanings are collapsed in the single form -ndo 
except for third masculine singular object with third masculine singular subject which is -ndu. 
These indirect object affixes refer only to animate objects and indicate the goal of the action 
specified in the verb. These verbs are essentially a subset of Class III verbs with indirect object 
affixation. This verb is illustrated below: 
 
 hoafi -m-ay-ahi -ndo 
 speak-past-ind-1sg-3sgobj 
 ‘I spoke to him (her)’ 
 
Most of these verbs are punctiliar. Their structure is: 
 
 Verb IIIa ((Tense) Indicative) SPNG2 IOPNG 
 
This verb has an obligatory verb root that is a subset of Class III, an optional past tense suffix -m, an 
obligatory indicative or nonindicative suffix, an obligatory subject-person-number-gender suffix of 
set SPNG2, and an obligatory indirect object-person-number-gender suffix of set IOPNG. 
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Verb Affixes 

Internal Affixes  
 There are three types of internal affixes that indicate cross-reference relationships between the 
verb and other grammatical elements within the same clause. The three relationships are subject, 
object, and indirect object. These affix positions within verbs were discussed above. There are three 
semantic dimensions in the affixes: person, number, and gender. The contrasts of person are first 
(the speaker in the speech act), second (the hearer in the speech act), and third (persons or things 
apart from the speaker-hearer dyad).10 The gender contrast is between feminine and masculine and 
the number contrasts are singular, dual, and plural. The semantic features differentiating the internal 
pronominal verb affixes are: M(inimal), distinguishing singular from nonsingular; P(lural), 
distinguishing plural from dual; S(peaker), distinguishing the speaker from nonspeaker referents; 
H(earer), distinguishing the hearer from the nonhearer referents; and F(eminine) distinguishing 
feminine (+F) and masculine (-F) genders. Table 3.4 illustrates the semantic differentiation of the 
subject-person-number-gender affixes of set SPNG2, a maximally differentiated set. See appendix 
A for a display of these affixes according to grammatical form. 
 

 

 

  + ahi    ‘I’ 
 +Sp  + afi   ‘you (sg)’ 
  - H     
    + o  ‘she’ 
   - F    
    - u  ‘he’ 
       
M    + ei  ‘you, they (fem)’ 
   + F    
    - emo  ‘you, they (masc)’ 
  - P     
    + ife  ‘you, they two (fem)’ 
   - F    
 - Sp   - ifan  ‘you, they two (masc)’ 
   + efi   ‘we (pl)’ 
  + P     
   - ehi   ‘we two’ 

  Table 3.4. Semantic features of SPNG2 verbal affixes 
 

 The choice of the +M(inimal) features excludes the possibility of a choice for P(lural) and 
permits the choice of a F(eminine) feature only with the -H(earer) choice. -M(inimal) excludes the 
possibility of a choice for the feature H(earer) with the dual and plural distinguishing only between 
speaker and nonspeaker. 
 
External affixes 
 External affixes signal relationships between clauses, conjoining them into what McCarthy 
(1965) has termed a clause chain. These affixes signal whether the time relationship between 
clauses is one of sequence or overlap and whether the prominent referents of succeeding clauses are 
the same or different. These external reference monitoring affixes are a feature of many Papuan 

                                                 
10 The contrast of inclusive dual and plural (speaker and hearer) versus exclusive (speaker and those associated with 
him) first person is part of the Angor grammatical system but is realized only in free pronouns, not in pronominal 
affixes. 
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(non-Austronesian) languages. Verbs with these affixes have been called medial verbs as this 
affixation does not normally occur on sentence final verbs.11 Reference and time monitoring 
systems are also found in some Amerindian languages (Oswalt: 1976). 
 
 The possible choices signaled by the Angor external affixes are shown in Table 3.5. The choices  
are S(equence): +S versus simultaneous -S, D(ifferent) referent: +Di versus same referent -Di. +Di 
can further be specified as to whether there is G(eneral) reference: +G or specific reference to the 
referent of the following clause -G. Specific reference can further be specified as to whether there is 
Du(al) anticipatory reference to both subject and object: +Du or only single anticipatory reference -
Du. 
 
   + ø    
 - S      
   - (ü)hi, hü(ndi)    
Di       
    + a(mboyo) + past   
   + G  - amboy  SPNG2 + past 
 + S   - Du   
     + amboyo SPNG4 OPNG1 + past 
   - ans    
 
 
  Table 3.5.  Angor reference monitoring affixation 
 
 The forms -(ü)hi and -hündi indicate that the prominent referent of the following clause is the 
same as that of the clause with the verb having this affix and that the actions are simultaneous. An 
example is: 
 
 m-a-han-u-hündi … hoafe-mbo-fi-haya … 
 past-ind-go.down-3msg-sim.ss …  betel.nut-prom-cs-3sg.comp 
 ‘At the time he went down….he became a betel nut tree…’ 
 
 -an SPNG1 indicates temporal overlap between two clauses with the participant referent of the 
subject of the second clause being different from that of the first and specified by the SPNG1 affix. 
The affix set -ane consists of the stative suffix -an plus the third feminine singular subject-person-
gender suffix -e. S. Litteral (1972:36) notes that this third feminine singular affix may function as 
the form of general reference, specifying only a change of referent without indicating the person, 
number, and gender of the following clause. -an-e is illustrated below: 
 
 … nimboad-ef-an-e. Mami dokta ai sif-u … 
 stand-1pl-stat-3fsg  change  doctor he  come.up-3msg 
 ‘… we were standing there. Then the doctor came up …’ 
 
There is a change of reference from ‘we’ to ‘the doctor’ in the two clauses and when the doctor 
arrived the persons referred to by ‘we’ were standing. 
 
                                                 
11 See Longacre (1972:5-25) for a discussion of medial verbs in Papua New Guinea languages. Longacre’s analysis is 
incomplete, however, in that he does not observe the distinction between participants and nonparticipants in discourse 
and their relation to switch reference, which he calls change of subject affixation. When a switch reference affix does 
not occur when there is a change of subject, he tries to relate it to embedding of temporal clauses. However, S. Litteral 
(1972:37ff.) has more accurately seen the lack of a switch reference marker as relating to whether or not the subject of 
the following clause is a discourse participant. 
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 When there is a change of participant reference between two clauses and a sequence relation 
between the two clauses, the sequential general switch reference form is a-mbo-y-o (and-prom-seq-
3fsg), sometimes shortened to -a. The sequential switch reference forms must cooccur with past 
tense. With specific switch reference there is an anticipatory referent affix in place of the general 
reference form -o that indicates the person, number, and gender of the following referent, usually 
functioning as the subject. An example of specific switch reference is: 
 
 … han-i pi -m-ey-o-a-mbo-y-afe ... han- ife 
 go.down-3fsg  fall-past-ind-3fsg-and-prom-seq-fdu ... go.down-fdu 
 ‘... it (tree) went down and fell ... and the two women went down.’ 
 
When the third feminine singular form -o functions for general reference, it does not refer to an 
explicit third feminine singular referent but rather signals that there is a change of participant 
reference or that the participant reference goes back to the last mentioned previous participant.12 
Example (a) illustrates switch reference to third feminine singular and example (b) illustrates 
general switch reference. 
 
 (a) …ngengea-m-ay-o-a-mbo-y-o. se-mindi h-o … 
  cry.cry-past-ind-3fs-and-prom-seq-3fs  get-hold.3fs  go-3fs 
   ‘...it cried. She took it….’ 
 (b) sihe-hu hoa-hu nimbi -m-a-r-eya-nd-a-mbo-y-o. hah-ifi
  put-1pl comp-1pl get.dark-past-ind-tran-3sg-3obj-and-prom-seq-3fsg.  go.up-1pl 
    ‘We put it down. It got dark and we went up …’ 
 In the switch reference construction the past tense must be affixed to the verb root as in the 
examples above. Temporal sequence but not switch reference is indicated when there is an enclitic 
complex on a verb not affixed for past tense, e.g.  
 
 … ra ho-ri -heya-nd-a m-ay-o-a… o m-a-s-ahi
 that  see-tran-1sg-3sgobj-and  past-ind-3fsg-and oh past-ind-say-1sg 
 ‘…I saw that and “Oh…” I said.’ 

In this example the past tense is not affixed to the verb root ho ‘see’ but rather is part of the enclitic 
complex that follows the inflected verb. In this case the interclause signals are sequence with same 
participant, not sequence with switch reference. This construction indicates that there was a lapse of 
time between the beginning of the first action and the second action. 

 External affixes also indicate temporal or conditional clauses. They do not monitor interclause 
reference but rather indicate that the event or state of a succeeding clause is dependent upon  the 
state or event of the conditional or temporal clause. An example of the external affix -ani ‘when’ is: 
 Ngga burimakao  ra hoarif-ani -mbo safi aboed-an-e. 
 but  cow  that young-cond-prom  flesh  good-stat-3fsg 
 ‘But when the cow is young, its flesh is good.’ 

Contextual affixes 

 In addition to internal affixes that indicate grammatical functions within the clause and external 
affixes that indicate the relations between clauses, there are contextual affixes that signal the 
semantic relations that are inherent in the speech act. The tense affixes relate the events narrated to 
the time of the speech act. Mood affixes signal performative information (Grimes 1975:235) that 
expresses a role relationship between the speaker and the hearer in the speech act. 

                                                 
12 A thorough discussion of this phenomenon, called change-of-subject chaining, is given for Angor in S. Litteral 
(1972:35ff.). 
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 Tense. With respect to tense, Angor makes a major distinction in form between future and 
nonfuture tenses (cf. R. Litteral 1972a). Nonfuture tenses are indicated by affixation, future tense by 
a morphophonemic process or affixation according to verb class or subclass. The past tense affix 
may be either a prefix, suffix, or infix and always has the form m (see Table 3.3 above). It always 
cooccurs with an indicative affix on final verbs or verbs with the switch reference affixation -a 
(mboy SPNG2). Past tense indicates that the action of the verb occurred before the time of the 
speech act or that it and the following verb are in sequence as in the switch reference affixation 
described above (a). Present tense signals events that are ordinarily simultaneous with the time of 
the speech act. Present tense has no affix but is indicated by the presence of indicative affixation 
without any tense affixation (b). Possible tense mb is semantically a modality indicating the 
speaker’s attitude toward an action but is classified here morphologically as a tense because it 
occurs in the same slot as the past tense affix and cooccurs with both indicative and nonindicative 
mood affixation. With indicative mood it indicates what probably is happening on the basis of 
available evidence. (c) would be a typical response to a question when the person responding has 
just seen the person coming but can no longer see him do that, but concludes that he is coming. 
With nonindicative affixation it indicates what might or should be happening, e.g. (d) ‘he might be 
coming’. 

 (a) m-a-sin-u past-ind-come-3msg ‘he came’ 

 (b) a-sin-u ind-come-3msg ‘he is coming’ 

 (c) mb-a-sin-u possb-ind-come-3msg ‘(as far as I know) he is coming’ 

 (d) mb-a-sin-iy-u possb-ind-come-nonind-3msg ‘he might be coming’  

 The formation of Angor future tense is complex consisting of either a future tense suffix ndi or a 
morphophonemic process in which nonstop phonemes of the roots, or the transitive suffix ri 
become voiced or voiced prenasalized stops at the same point of articulation. With verb classes III, 
IV and XI all of which take tense suffixation, the future tense affix ndi  is suffixed to the verb root  
in the tense slot (a). With verb classes V and IX the transitive suffix ri  becomes ndi  to form the 
future tense (b). Classes VII, VIII and X are all classes with only one verb each, the verbs all having 
s in the root. The s of these roots becomes d in multiple consonant roots and ndi  in single 
consonant roots according to the pattern of consonantal harmony (c). Verb class II has several 
processes for forming future tense. The motion verbs change their nonstop phoneme to the 
corresponding voiced or voiced prenasalized counterparts according to the constraints of 
consonantal harmony (d). ninggombo ‘stand’ has neither root consonant change nor affixation to 
indicate future tense. In nimarimbo ‘sit’ the final r becomes nd in future tense. 
 (a)  tüki -ndi -fe-mbo-e 
    arrive-fut-cs-prom-3fsg 
    ‘she will arrive’ 

 (b) ho-r-u see-tran-3mpl ‘they saw’ 

  ho-nd-u  see-tran.fut-3mpl  ‘they will see’ 

 (c) se-mindi put-hold ‘get’ 

  nde-mindi will.put-hold ‘will get’ 

  ses-ü eat-3msg ‘he ate’ 

  ded-ü will. eat-3msg ‘he will eat' 

 (d) han-ü go.down-3msg ‘he went down’ 

  gad-ü will.go.down-3msg ‘he will go down’ 
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  h-u go-3msg ‘he went’ 

  ngg-u go.fut-3msg ‘he will go’ 

In discourse future verbs differ from nonfuture verbs in that nonfuture verbs indicate tense only 
with the indicative, whereas future verbs have future tense indicated with both the indicative and the 
nonindicative. 

 Mood. Angor has two moods expressed by verb affixes: indicative and interrogative. The 
indicative form is a for all verb classes except I, III, IV and VI and occurs in the slot immediately 
following tense. Class I has no separate indicative affix unless the stative suffix -an itself is 
considered an indicative affix. Classes III and XI have the suffix -ey before high vowels and -ay 
elsewhere. Class IV has the form -e. In most cases there is no form to indicate nonindicative except 
for classes III and Xl in which it is -iy. The nonindicative occurs in imperative, interrogative, and 
negative constructions. Examples of indicative and nonindicative forms are: 
 
 a-sin-u ind-come-3msg ‘she is coming’ 
 moai sin-u not come-3msg ‘he is not coming’ 
 sin-if come-2sg ‘you come’ 
 aran-ey-u cry-ind-3msg ‘he is crying’ 
 moai aran-iy-u not cry-nonind-3msg ‘he is not crying’ 
  

The interrogative suffix is -ai with the nonindicative form -(i)y also functioning as a 
interrogative affix. With verb classes I, III, and IV a construction with the nonindicative affix forms 
an interrogative with the interrogative affix -ai optional whereas with other classes -ai is obligatory 
for forming the interrogative. 
 
 aboed-iy-o good-nonind-3fsg ‘is it good’ 
 aboed-iy-o-ai good-nonind-3fsg-inter ‘is it good’ 
 ho-ri-wa-nd-ai see-tran-2sg-3fsgobj-inter ‘did you see it’ 
 
The interrogative affix -ai cannot cooccur with the possible tense affix. With the possible affix mb 
the nonindicative -iy marks the interrogative. 
 
 mb-a-mar-iy-u pot-ind-sit-nonind-3msg  ‘could he be sitting’ 
  

There is no imperative affix. The imperative is formed by affixing a second person subject affix 
to a verb root or stem without mood affixation, e.g. 

 
 sin-ifi  come-2sg  ‘come’. 
 
 Conditionals. The conditional affixes are -ani (ananimbo) ‘when, if’, -ana ‘if’, and -mboana 
‘contrary to fact conditional’. The first is often used as a logical conditional whereas the latter two 
are used only as logical conditionals. 
 
 suf-u-ani m-a-fandi -hu-ndi
 come.up-3msg-when past-ind-gather-1pl-3fsobj 
 ‘when he came up we gathered together’ 
 a-suf-u-ana fandi -hu-mbo-ey-efi
 ind-come.up-3msg-if gather-1pl-prom-ind-1pl 
 ‘if he comes up we will gather together’  
 suf-u-mbonana fandi -hu-ndi
 come.up-3msg-contrary.to.fact  gather-1pl-3fsgobj 
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 ‘if he had come up, we would have gathered together’ 
 
 Prominence morpheme. The prominence morpheme -mbo occurs on both verbs and nouns.13 It 
is optional in some verbal constructions, obligatory in others. When its use is optional its function is 
to add prominence to the construction and no meaning is added. With its obligatory use there is 
either a goal or future meaning component in it which partially parallels its use with nominals. 
When it is obligatory with nominals it has the meaning of goal. 
 
 There is progressive vowel harmony when an unstressed mid central vowel becomes stressed 
with the affixation of -mbo, e.g.  
 
 gad-efi gad-efo-mbo 
 will.go.down-1pl will.go.down-1pl-prom 
 ‘we will go down’ ‘let's go down’ 
 
There is also regressive vowel harmony as to height with the final vowel o becoming u when -mbo 
is suffixed to -u, e.g. 
 
 gad-u-mbu-i
 will.go.down-3msg-prom-3msg 
 ‘he will go down’ 
 
-mbo is obligatory with infinitives (a), hortatory (b) and obligatory (c) moods, past interrogatives 
(d) as a derivational verb affix with certain nouns (e), and with the anticipatory referent affixes with 
switch reference (f). 
 

(a) infinitive affix: se-mindi-mbo
  put-hold-prom 
   ‘get’ 

(b) hortatory construction: gad-e-mbo-an-e 
  will.go.down-1pl-prom-stat-3fsg 
  ‘let’s go down’ 

(c) obligatory: hoe-mbi -r-u-ndi -mbo-an-e 
  see-possb-tran-3mpl-3fsgobj-prom-stat-3fsg  
  ‘they should see it’ 

(d) past interrogative: sih-üf-ombo-iy-af 
  come.up-2s-prom-nonind-2s 
  ‘have you just come up’ 

(e) derivational affix: wori -mbo-mbo
  house-prom-prom 
  ‘build a house’  
 
 The first -mbo makes the noun wori into a verb stem. The second -mbo makes the verb stem into 
an infinitive.  
 

(f) switch reference: m-e-h-u-a-mbo-y-o m-a-h-o 
  past-ind-say-3msg-and-prom-seq-3fsg past-ind-go-3fsg  
  ‘he spoke and she went’ 

                                                 
13 A concordance count of narrative texts consisting of 36,068 morphemes shows that 4.5% (1622) of the total 
morphemes is -mbo. 
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-mbo is optional only on verbs that are not inflected for mood where its primary function is to 
provide prominence (g). 
 

(g) prominence: h-o-mbo h-o 
  go-3fsg-prom go-3fsg 
   ‘….she went and went ..’ 
 
 Future indicative verbs have the two morphemes -mbo ‘prominence’ and -y ‘future indicative’. 
These verbs express three performative functions. With second person subject affixation they may 
indicate a negative imperative (a). With all other persons the future indicative may have the 
functions of declaring and warning (b). 
 
 (a) nindou hifokoa-ndi -hi-mbo-y-ei 
  man  kill-fut-3fpl-prom-ind-3fpl 

‘you shall not murder’ 
 (b)  pi –ndi -mbo-e 
   fall.down-fut-prom-3fsg 
    ‘she will fall down, (Be careful or) she’ll fall down.’ 
 
With the affixes -e 3fsg and -i 3msg the future indicative affix -y is lost, e.g. -mbo-y-e becomes 
-mbo-e. 
 
 Negatives. There are two negative verb suffixes: -poa and -koate with free variants -hoate and 
-koade. -poa affixed to an uninflected verb root indicates a general negative imperative and with 
adjectives, nouns, and inflected verbs signals negative states (a). -koate negates a dependent verb or 
nominalized clause (b). 
 
 (a)  pefe-poa
   touch-neg
   ‘don’t touch; that is not to be touched’ 
 (b)  nimari -koate-y-u-ambe 
   sit-neg-ind-3msg-in 
   ‘during the time when he was not sitting (alive)’ 
 
Nouns  
 In this section the morphology of both nouns and pronouns will be discussed, focusing on the 
forms that indicate the topicalization of a clause or indicate functions within the clause rather than 
derivational affixation.14 A significant characteristic of Angor nominals, that is to my knowledge 
unique in Papua New Guinea languages, is the use of verbal affixes as topicalization devices. 
 
 There are no Angor noun classes that are marked morphologically. However, the nouns can be 
classified by grammatical cooccurrence restrictions. Nouns are classified by gender as feminine or 
masculine as there is a gender agreement between subject, object, and indirect object nouns, and the 
subject, object and indirect object affixes on the verbs. This distinction is restricted primarily to 
animate nouns in that most inanimate nouns are feminine. 

                                                 
14 Some roots function as either nouns or verbs, e.g. hoe ‘rain, water’: hoe-ay-o rain-ind-3fsg ‘it is raining’. The 
prominence marker -mbo functions as a derivational affix on some nouns, e.g. wori ‘house’: wori -mbo-m-a-r-u-ndi 
house-prom-past-ind-tran-3mpl-3fsgobj ‘they built a house’. 
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 The animate-inanimate distinction is revealed in the grammar by constraints on the use of the 
locative prominence morpheme sowa- as well as staging restrictions. sowa- is obligatory for 
animate nominals with the clitics -na ‘to’ and -hi ‘at’. It is optional with inanimate nominals where 
its occurrence signals locative prominence. 
 
 (a) inanimate: wori -na wori -hi
   house-to house-at 
   ‘to the house’ ‘at the house’ 
 (b) animate: Weyamai sowa-na  Weyamai sowa-hi
   Weyamai loc.prom-to Weyamai loc.prom-at
   ‘to Weyamai’ ‘by Weyamai’ 
 
Inanimate nouns also do not occur as subjects of verbs that require actor subjects, i.e. inanimate 
objects cannot be said to botifembo ‘get up’, nefembo ‘hunt’ or hoefembo ‘see’. Inanimate nouns, 
furthermore, generally do not cooccur in a pronominal copy construction that provides participant 
prominence. 
 
 ambori ai hoanggo-y-afe… 
 mother.child they gathering-nonind-fdu 
 ‘the mother and child went gathering…’ 
 
Affixes 
 Possession is indicated by suffixation of the possessive morpheme -ndi to a noun, e.g Deni-ndi 
Danny-poss ‘Danny’s’. Alienable possession may also be indicated by verbalizing the possessive 
noun by suffixing past tense, indicative, and SPNG2 affixes. The possessive NP structure is:  
 
Noun ndi (Past Indicative SPNG2) 
 
Examples are: 
 
 Deni-ndi   wori
 Danny-poss  house 
 ‘Danny’s house’ 
 Deni-ndi -m-ay-o  buki
 Danny-poss-past- ind-3fsg  book 
 ‘the book that was Danny’s’ 
 
Verbalizing the possessive noun makes the NP in which it occurs the theme of the clause. 
 
Clitics 
 There are three verbal affixes or affix constructions that function as clitics on nominals or 
nominal constructions to mark prominence. The condition affix -ana(mbo) provides prominence for 
nominals in clauses with stative, future, habitual, and negative verbs (a). The indicative affix -(+)y 
plus SPNG2 affixes indicate prominent nominals in clauses with past tense verbs (b). The stative 
affix -an plus SPNG1 affixes provides prominence for nominals in clauses with present tense 
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verbs.15  The functions of the verb affixes operating as nominal clitics is discussed more thoroughly 
under nominal prominence in Chapter VI. 
 
 (a) Ausitirariy-ana hifi afindi saf-an-e 
  Australia-cond  ground  much  very-stat-3fsg 
    ‘Australia is a very large land.’ 
 (b)     Farasi ai-y-omo ... koa-m-a-ri-h-au-pur-a ... 
  Pharisee they-ind-3mpl send-past-ind-comp-3mpl-3mplobj-and 
    ‘The Pharisees sent them and...’ 
 (c) … soriwari hoe-kimi-an-emo a-ningg-omo ... 
  sea  water-near-stat-3mpl  ind-stand-3mpl 
  ‘...they live near the ocean ...’ 
 
When a subject noun is topicalized, there is agreement between the subject-person-number-gender 
affix of the topicalization and the subject affix of the verb. 
 
 The clitic that marks object is -mbo. In most cases it is redundant and its function is primarily 
textual to bring prominence to grammatical objects, indirect objects, and nouns affixed with the 
instrumental and goal enclitic -na. -mbo is optional and rare on object nouns, especially inanimate 
nouns. It is obligatory on indirect object nouns and is optional with nouns affixed with the 
instrument-goal affix -na. 
 
  (a)  object, indirect object: Weyamai-mbo
   Weyamai-prom 
   ‘to Weyamai’ 
 (b) instrument: nimisi -na-mbo
   drum-instr-prom
   ‘with a drum’ 
 (c)  goal: nümbüri -na-mbo
   garden-to-prom 
   ‘to the garden’ 
 
Note that this morpheme provides prominence for both verbs and nouns. It can also cooccur with a 
subject with -ana, e.g., 
 
 se-ana-mbo
 you-top-prom 
 ‘it is you who ..’ 
 
 The locative nominal clitics differ from the subject and object ones in that they signal primarily 
lexical information and not prominence. Locative information is made prominent by position in the 
clause (after the verb) and by use of the locative prominence morpheme sowa-. Some of the locative 
clitics are compounds and most manifest a range, source, or goal semantic role. The locative clitics 
are: 
 
 ambe ‘in’ 
 kimi ‘near’ 

                                                 
15 Haiman (1978) discusses another Papuan language in which there is evidence that the conditional is a form of 
topicalization. 
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 fihi ‘at the surface’ 
 ambe-ahündi ‘from inside’ 
 na-(mbo) ‘to’ 
 hi ‘at’ 
 nipoedi ‘from’ 
 hündi ‘out of’ 
 hoarehi ‘under’ 
 wami ‘on’ 
 
An example is: 
 
 wori -wami
 house-on
 ‘on the house’. 
 
Pronouns 
 Angor has four subject pronouns that indicate animate person. Their forms and semantic features 
are given in Table 3.6. These pronouns may take the irrealis topicalization clitic -ana to provide 
prominence (se-ana you-cond ‘you’) or the stative affix -an plus subject-person-number-gender 
affixes to topicalize the subject (ro-an-ahi 1-stat-1sg ‘it was I that...’). There are two deictic 
pronouns nda ‘this’ and ra ‘that’ associated primarily with nonparticipants in a discourse and with 
relative clauses (ra).16 

 
  speaker hearer 
 ro + – 
 se – + 
 ai – – 
 sihiri + + 
  Table 3.6. Angor subject pronouns 
 
 Object pronouns have a different set of pronoun roots, person-number-gender affixes, and the 
prominence affix -mbo, e.g. wa-mbo 1sg-prom ‘to me’. Possessive pronouns have the same pronoun 
roots and affixes as the object pronouns, with some having the possessive suffix -ndi in place of the 
prominence -mbo, e.g. wa-ndi  1sg poss, ‘my’, and others having only the pronoun root. See 
appendix A for a listing of possessive and object pronouns. Angor possessive pronouns may be 
inflected for topicalization as was described for possessive nouns. 
 
 aha-ndi -m-ay-o mani 
 3-poss-past-ind-3fsg  money 
 ‘the money that was his (hers) ...’ 
 
 The reflexive pronouns consist of a possessive pronoun plus the reflexive affix -hoari  e.g. 
 
 wa-ndi -hoari
 1sg-poss-reflexive
 ‘myself’. 
 

                                                 
16 Angor nda ‘this’ is apparently cognate with some Middle Sepik Super Stock languages that have nda and da for ‘this’ 
(Bruce 1979:503). See Appendix B. 
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The benefactive is constructed by the addition of the benefactive -hündambo to the object pronoun, 
e.g. 
 
 wa-mbo-hünda-mbo
 1sg-prom-benef-foc
 ‘on my behalf’. 
 
The affixation of -amboa ‘emphatic’ to pronouns provides emphatic pronouns, e.g. se-amboa ‘you 
yourself’. 
 
Other Classes 
 In this section the morphology of completive auxiliaries and question words is discussed. 
Completives 
 There are two Angor completive auxiliaries that may occur as modifiers after nonfinal verbs, i.e. 
verbs that are not inflected with an indicative affix. These auxiliaries are inflected to agree in 
person, number, and gender with the subject of the preceding verb. One completive hefembo has 
root allomorphs ha-(2sg), hay-(3sg), he-(1sg, 2/3fpl, 2/3du), ho-(1du, 2/3mpl), and hoa-(1pl) and is 
inflected with the subject-person-number-gender affixes similar to those of the fembo class of 
transitive verbs (V). This auxiliary is not inflected for tense and occurs with both future and 
nonfuture tenses in the preceding verb. In the great majority of cases it has only subject-person-
number-gender affixation (a) when it signals immediate sequence, but rarely it has the prominence 
affix -mbo plus the stative -an and an intransitive subject-person-number-gender affix (c) when it 
signals a temporal gap between clauses. 
 
 (a)   … sihe-ri   h-aya …  
  put-tran  comp-3sg 
  ‘... he put it down there (and then) ...’ 
 (b)  … ndowand-umo h-ou-mbo … 
  get.fut-3mpl comp-3msg-prom 
   ‘… they will get it (and then) …’ 
 (c)  ... ‘nggiri ngg-ei’  s-efi hoa-hu-mbo-an- efi
  not  go.fut-3fpl say-1pl  comp-1pl-prom-stat-1pl 
   ‘... “they won’t go”, we said.’ 
 
 The other completive (mbura for the third singular form) consists of the root mburi and has the 
same subject-person-number-gender affixes as Class V verbs. Unlike the hefembo completive, the 
mbura completive has a future tense form that cooccurs with future verbs. For future tense the r of 
the root becomes nd: mbura (nonfuture), mbunda (future). Like the hefembo completive, mbura 
may be affixed with -mbo alone (immediate sequence), with -mbo plus the stative -an and a 
subject-person-gender suffix (temporal gap), or with -mbo plus the conditional affix -ani 
(interclause conditional relation). (a) illustrates mbura without the -mbo affix and (b) illustrates it 
with -mbo. 
 
 (a) … yiho-efi himboari -na ho-ri -hu  mburi -hu 
  1.poss-1pl eye-with  see-trans-1pl  comp-1pl
   ‘…we saw it with our eyes’  
 (b) rotu-y-efi mburi -hu-mbo asu …  mitini -m-e-mo 
  have.church.service-nonind-1pl  comp-1pl-prom then meeting-past-ind-3mpl 
   ‘We had a church service and then the men….. had a meeting.’ 
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The hefembo completive modifies a punctiliar event whereas mbura modifies a durative one. 
 
Question words 
 Most Angor question words contain morphemes that indicate the person, number, and gender of 
the particular grammatical element in the clause about which information is sought. These person-
number-gender affixes have an important function in the cohesive system of conversation because a 
proper response must have verb affixation that agrees with the number and gender of the question 
word and have its person derived by dialogue role switching rules, e. g. ‘I’ in a question becomes 
‘you’ in the response (Pike and Lowe 1969). Some question words such as those relating to time 
and space do not have person-number-gender-affixes, nor do their answers require person, number, 
and gender specification. Question words specify the presupposed theme of the answer. Again we 
see verb morphology having a role in thematization with the result that most question words are 
structurally like medial verbs with anticipatory referent affixation that specifies the number and 
gender of verbally cross-referenced elements in the following clause. Examples of question words 
are given in (a-m). 
 
 (a) temporal: ninggusimboani -y-u
   when-nonind-3msg 
   ‘when did he ...’ 
 (b) locative: nahi    
   where   
   ‘where (is it)’ 
 (c) locative source: nahi –nipoedi -y-afi
   where-from-nonind-2sg 
   ‘where did you (come) from’ 
 (d) locative goal: nahi -na-mbo-y-afi
   where-to-prom-nonind-2sg 
   ‘where are you (going)’ 
 (e) locative alternative: nahi –nafi -y-afi -neya-ndi
   where-path-nonind-cs-2/3du-3fsgobj 
   ‘which path did they/you two take’ 
 (f) human subject: didi -y-emo
 who-nonind-3mpl 
   ‘who are/were the men that ...’ 
 (g) human object:  daboe   
   ‘whom’ (uninflected) 
 (h) non-human object:  nini -hoa-ndi
   what-1du-3sgobj  
   ‘what did we two (eat)’ 
 (i) associative:  dadi -mbo-y-ahi
   assoc.quest-prom-nonind-1sg 
   ‘with whom did I…..’ 

(j) possessive: dade-afe 
   possess.quest-2/3fdu 
   ‘whose are these two’ 
 (k) quantitative: ninggunumb-i-mo-a 
   how.many-nonind-3mpl-question 
   ‘how many men are there’  
 (l) reason: nimbo-y-afi
   why-nonind-2s  
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   ‘why did you ...’ 
 (m) nonhuman subject: nine nda 
   what this 
   ‘what is this’ 
 
Phrases 
 
 The phrase is a grammatical level intermediate between the word and the clause. Phrases are 
typified by three types of constructions: the head-modifier, or endocentric, the relator-axis, or 
exocentric, and the coordinate.  In the head-modifier construction there is a word which is the head 
of the phrase and one or more modifiers of this head that are words of the same or another 
grammatical class. With the relator-axis phrase there is a relator (postposition) and an axis (noun) 
which together operate as a unit in the clause with the relator marking the function. In the 
coordinate phrase there is more than one word of the same grammatical class joined into a single 
functioning unit. 
 
 In Angor phrases all relators are postpositions, as is said to be the predominant pattern for SOV 
languages (Greenberg 1963). They are of a restricted class and are postposed to the axis which 
consists of an unrestricted grammatical class. The same is true in Angor morphology where limited 
classes (affixes) are mostly postposed to the unrestricted classes (roots). Most modifiers in noun 
head-modifier phrases are also postposed. Examples of postposed relators in relator-axis phrases are 
given in (a-c) with examples of postposed modifiers in head-modifier phrases given in (d-f). 
 
 (a) locative: 
  wori kimi
  house  near 
  ‘near the house’ 
 (b) associative:  
  ani dibo 
  Ani with 
  ‘with Ani’ 
 (c) animate locative:  
  ape sowa-na 
  father loc.prom-to 
  ‘towards father’ 
 (d) noun:  
  wori adükari
  house big  
  ‘big house’ 
 (e) verb: 
  hininggi -r-e h-aya 
  leave-trans-3sg comp-3sg 
  ‘he (she) left it’ 
 (f) adjective:  
  aboedi hamindi
  good very 
  ‘very good’ 
 
In the following section noun phrases and verb phrases will be described. 
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Noun Phrases 
There are four basic types of noun phrases: modified, coordinate, relator-axis, and topic. The 

first two are content oriented and have a reference function. All of their constituents relate to their 
internal structure. The relator-axis phrase is externally oriented and specifies the relation of the 
nominal element to its function in the clause. The topic phrase has a staging function and relates the 
nominal to the text. 

 
The order of constituents in the modified noun phrase is: 

 
possessive infinitive-clause noun numeral adjective intensifier. 

 
Only one constituent must occur as all constituents are optional including the noun when it is given 
information. The intensifier may not occur by itself. A numeral or adjective may occur before the 
noun though this pattern is less frequent. 
 
 (a) wori adükari
  house big 
  ‘a big house’ 
 
 (b) wandi wori aboedi
  my house good 
  ‘my good house’ 
 
 (c) nggori masamei pefe-mbo rumo-an-e 
  another sore fasten-prom room-stat-3fsg 
  ‘Another is a room for dressing sores.’ 
 
 (d) hamindi akidou yimbo yanggiri
  bone little two only 
  ‘only two little bones’ 
Nouns functioning as modifiers of other nouns are always preposed: 
 
 masimei tibagi
 sore magic 
 ‘medicine for sores’ 
 

A coordinate noun phrase consists of series of nouns that function as a unit within a clause. Each 
element within the coordinate phrase is separated from the others by a nonfinal rising intonation 
contour /,/. 

 
 yimbi, mao, batendi, komou, ra-ri -ni koa-ri -he-ne ... 
 yam, taro, pandanus, leaves, do-tran-3du put.together-tran-comp-3du 
 ‘They collected yams, taro, pandanus and edible leaves.’ 
 

The relator-axis noun phrase has postposed clitics that specify the relation of the nominal to the 
clause in which it is included. The axis may be a pronoun, noun, or noun phrase (modified or 
coordinate). The axis may be any of the postposed relators or relator complexes described above, 
e.g. ambe ‘in’, sowa-hi  ‘animate.prominence at, at him/her’, na-mbo ‘to/with-prominence’, and 
mbo ‘prominence marking for object or indirect object’.17

                                                 
17 The subject pronouns of noun phrases with pronominal copy could be included here also as they function as clitics 
and indicate the relation of the noun phrase to the clause. However, constructions with pronominal copy are included in 
the topicalization noun phrases in that they have primarily a staging function. 
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 (a) kari fi kimi
  car body near 
  ‘near the car’ 
 
 (b) yihoefi himboari -na 
  our eye-with 
  ‘with our eyes’  
 

There are two subtypes of topic noun phrases; the topicalized and the relativized. The topicalized 
phrase utilizes demonstratives and topicalization clitics to indicate that a phrase or clause is the 
topic or theme of a clause. The relativized noun phrase has a relative clause following the noun that 
indicates that it is the topic of a clause. The structure of the topicalized phrase is: 

 
  (demonstrative (ane)) NP/clause (demonstrative) 
   (topicalization clitic) 
 
(a) is a topic noun phrase with a coordinate noun phrase as the head and  
(b)  is one with a clause as head. 
 
 (a) ran-an-e konim bini painafo ra tin.ambe-rarao-r-e ... 
  that-stat-3fsg corn bean pineapple that tin.in-do-tran-3sg 
   ‘It is corn, beans, and pineapple that they prepare in tins ...’ 
 (b) ... angguni -poedi a-s-ahi ra 
  far-from ind-say-1sg that 
   ‘... the thing from afar I spoke about...’ 
 
The relativized topic phrase has the following structure: 
 
 NP (demonstrative) clause/sentence (demonstrative) 
 
The most common form of this phrase is for the demonstrative to occur both before and after the 
embedded clause or sentence but sometimes only one demonstrative is present. 
 
 (c) kari ra apusi -yey-ani adükari hausik semindi -ndüri ho 
  car that sick-3fpl-cond big hospital get-3fplobj go 
  ra-mbo-hünda-mbo ra ho-ri -hu-mburi -hu 
  for-prom-purpose-prom that see-tran-1pl-comp-1pl 

‘We saw the car that is used to go and get someone and take them to the big hospital when 
they are sick.’ 

 
Verb Phrases 
 There are two basic types of verb phrases in Angor: the modified and the coordinate. The 
modified verb phrase has an optional preposed adverbial modifier and an optional postposed 
completive auxiliary. The coordinate verb phrase has two or more close knit verbs that function as a 
unit in a clause sequence, a typical verb construction in Papuan languages (Murane 1978:70). 
 
The structure of the modified verb phrase is: 
 
 (adverb) verb (completive) 
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There is one restriction on this construction: the completive occurs only with a nonfinal verb. 
 
 nimai sihü-fi
 quickly come.up-2sg 
 ‘come quickly’ 
 ho-ri -hu mburi -hu 
 see-tran-1pl comp-1pl 
 ‘we saw (it)’ 
 
 There are two subtypes of the coordinate verb phrase. One is a repetitive verb phrase in which a 
nonfinal inflected verb is repeated to show durative aspect. The other is a compound type phrase 
consisting of two verbs of which the first must be nonfinal and from a limited subset. The two verbs 
do not represent two events but rather one event with the first verb modifying the second. 
Restrictions on the coordinate verb phrase are: (1) the referents are identical, (2) there are no 
intervening constituents between verbs, and (3) modifiers such as the negatives apply to both verbs. 
(a) illustrates a repetitive verb phrase and (b) a compound one. 
 
 (a) ... h- ife h- ife h- ife h- ife 
  go-fdu go-fdu go-fdu go-fdu 
   ‘... the two women went and went and went’ 
 
 (b) moai wudipoapo-ri -he fifiri -heya-ndi
  not correct-tran-1sg know-1sg-3sgobj 
   ‘I don't understand correctly.’ 
 
Clauses 
 
 The clause is the grammatical unit that consists of a predicate and the grammatical functions that 
cooccur with it. It is the normal grammatical realization of a semantic lexical predicate and its 
arguments (cf. Chapter IV). The grammatical and semantic structures are separate, however, as 
there is no one to one relationship between the two. One semantic structure may be realized in more 
than one grammatical structure and one grammatical structure may realize more than one semantic 
structure. 
 
Clause Functions 
 There are two types of clause functions in Angor, predicate and nonpredicate. The predicate is 
the only obligatory element in the clause and consists of a verb, noun, or adjective with an 
obligatory person-number-gender affix that agrees with the implicit or explicit subject of the clause. 
Non-predicate functions divide into two subtypes, nuclear (those that are cross-referenced) and 
peripheral (those that are not cross-referenced). The nuclear functions have a coreferential affix in 
the verb that agrees in person, number, and gender with the noun or pronoun of that function. The 
nuclear functions are subject, object, and indirect object. The peripheral functions are locative, 
instrumental-goal, benefactive, temporal, and manner. These functions do not have coreferential 
affixes in the predicate. 
 
 The nuclear functions provide the main information in discourse. The peripheral functions 
generally provide secondary information about nonhuman aspects such as time, setting, instruments, 
the manner of performing actions and benefactives. 
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 Within discourse the clause constituents’ primary functions are to introduce new information. 
Once the new information is introduced into discourse it is referred to thereafter primarily by cross-
reference affixation on the verbs of the predicates. Full forms are used where there is a contrast and 
generally to reintroduce a referent. In one narrative discourse only 11 out of 90 clauses (12.2%) had 
a subject apart from the subject verbal affix. 
 
Nuclear functions 
 The constituent that functions as subject can be distinguished grammatically in as many as three 
ways: (1) syntactic position, (2) grammatical form, and (3) cross reference. The unmarked order of 
clause constituents is SOV, so the subject is ordinarily the first nuclear constituent in the clause. 
The subject may also be signaled by a subject pronoun, a NP with subject pronominal copy, or a NP 
with topicalization consisting of -an plus a subject-person-number-gender affix other than third-
feminine-singular which is ambiguous in that as the general reference form it can also topicalize 
nonsubject constituents. Finally, the subject cross-reference affix of the predicate verb agrees in 
person, number, and gender with the subject nominal. In the following example the clause has 
unmarked SOV order with the first NP as the subject, the subject NP has pronominal copy with a 
subject pronoun, and the verb has the subject cross-reference suffix a that indicates third singular 
subject. 
 
 anamindi ai ahafe sesi fufusi -r-a-ndi
 male he their.two food cook.much-tran-3sg-3sgobj 
 ‘The husband cooked much of their food.’ 
 
 The object constituent, like the subject, also has three possible grammatical indicators: position, 
care marking including pronominal copy, and agreement with verbal cross reference affixation. The 
unmarked object order is preceding the predicate (SOV) or (S Indirect Object OV). 
 
 The object constituent, when it is marked, is indicated by the prominence morpheme -mbo on the 
nominal. All object pronouns have the object prominence suffix -mbo, e.g. wambo ‘to me’, whereas 
it is rarely on nouns or noun phrases that function as objects. The object affix of the verb agrees 
with the nominal of the object in person, number, and gender. However if the object is third person 
feminine singular, it may have ø cross reference affixation in nonfinal verbs. In the example below 
mbani  ‘sago’ (feminine) is the object of each clause but after it is introduced in the first clause it 
has no grammatical manifestation of reference in the remaining clauses which all have nonfinal 
verbs and are not affixed for third person feminine object. 
 
 ... mbani ka-ra-he-ne-ø sihe-ne-ø  he-na 
 sago cut-tran-comp-3du-3sgobj place-3du-3sgobj comp-3du 
 hur-iy-afe nggurihoefa-ne-ø… nggurihoefa-ne-ø
 scrape-nondin-3du wash-3du-3sgobj wash-3du-3sgobj
 ‘They (two) cut down the sago, positioned it ... scraped and washed it ...’ 
 
In the following example there is pronominal copy of the object in a sentence with subject 
topicalization with -ana (agreeing with negative verb) which results in prominence on both the 
subject and object. 
 
 moai se-ana nindou ran-aha-mbo fifiri -ho-ri
 not you-top man that-3-prom know-3fp1-3msgobj 
 ‘you don't know that man’ 
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 The grammatical characteristics of the indirect object are an unmarked position between the 
subject and the object, obligatory case marking with -mbo, and cross reference with the indirect 
object affix of the verb. 
 
 … ran-ah-ei-mbo bidifiri sa-hu-ndüri mburi -hu-mbo 
 that-3-3fpl-prom some give-1pl-fplio comp-1pl-prom 
 ‘...we give them some (money) and then ...’ 
 
The object is cross-referenced in a ditransitive verb only when it is dual (pi) or plural (pu). 
 
Peripheral functions 
 There are four peripheral (nonnuclear) clause functions, i.e. functions which have no 
coreferential affixes in the predicate. These four functions are locative, instrument-goal, 
benefactive, and temporal. These functions are distinguished by case marking clitics (locative, 
instrument-goal, and benefactive) or word classes (locative and temporal). Instrument-goal is 
combined on the basis of grammatical form although it could be subdivided if one used the criterion 
of cooccurring classes, e.g. instrument with nonmotion verbs, goal with motion verbs. 
The locative function is realized by either a text related locative word, phrase, or relative clause that 
has a locative clitic (cf. clitics above) or a speech act related directional adverb that specifies some 
location using the position of the speaker as a reference point. Some of the latter are affixed with 
the locative affix -hi  ‘at’ such as ndani -hi  this-at ‘here’ and rani -hi  that-at ‘there’. Others are 
monomorphemic such as giba ‘down there’ and nggahi  ‘over there’.18 The locative generally 
occurs after the subject and before either the object or indirect objects. 
 
 Ukarumpa-hündi  kari sa-hu-mind-if-embi
 Ukarumpa-from car get-1pl-hold-1pl-prom 
 ‘We got the car from Ukarumpa.’ 
 
 The instrument-goal function is marked by the clitic -na, ‘to, with’ and may optionally have the 
prominence morpheme -mbo. This grammatical function realizes the semantic instrument role with 
transitive verbs (a) and nonmotion intransitive verbs (b). With intransitive motion verbs it realizes 
the semantic role of goal (c). 
 (a) nimoe-na hari -m-e-ndo 
  stone-with hit-past-ind-3sgobj 
   ‘he hit him with a stone’ 
 (b) werü-na pi -m-ay-o 
  wind-with fall-past-ind-3fsg 

‘it fell down with the wind, the wind blew it down’ 
 (c) nggoafi -na m-a-h-u 

village-to past-ind-go-3msg 
‘he went to the village’ 

The instrument-goal generally follows the subject and precedes the object or indirect object.  
 
 The benefactive is marked by the morpheme -hünda plus an optional prominence morpheme -
mbo. It is affixed to an object pronoun or noun already obligatorily affixed with -mbo. These same 
morphemes may be affixed to an infinitive to indicate purpose.19 The benefactive is the rarest of the 
grammatical functions in occurrence in texts. 

                                                 
18 S. Litteral (1972:23-9) provides a full description of Angor directional adverbs. 
19 A possible interpretation of -hünda is that it consists of the simultaneous same referent verbal suffix -hündi plus the 
suffix -a  ‘and’. It is obligatorily preceded by -mbo which has the meaning of goal with indirect objects and infinitives. 
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 wa-mbo-hünda wori -mbo-m-a-r-a-ndi
 1-prom-ba house-prom-past-ind-tran-3sg-3fsgobj 

‘he built a house for me’ 
 

 The temporal grammatical element occurs first in a clause and consists of either uninflected time 
words such as hamani  ‘yesterday’, certain nouns inflected with the locative -ambe ‘in’ such as si-
ambe light-in ‘morning’, or clauses with a postposed -ambe ‘in’.20

 
 kinini hoaf-ambe hah- ifi … 
 cicada talk-in go.up-1pl  

‘We went up (the hill) during the time that the cicadas were singing…’. 
 

Predicate types 
 Angor clause types are distinguished by the verbs of the predicates that dominate them. These 
predicates are differentiated by their nuclear elements. The number of grammatical nuclear 
elements range from zero to three. 
 
 The ambient clause has an ambient verb (Chafe 1970:101) as the predicate and no subject. These 
clauses relate meteorological events or events in the natural world. The subject affix of the 
intransitive ambient verb and the subject and object affixes of the transitive ambient verb are always 
third feminine singular, the affixual form for general reference, and do not have coreferents. An 
ambient clause with the ambient verb si-mbo light-prom ‘to shine (light)’ is the most common way 
of expressing the temporal setting of another day in narrative text. 
 
 asüke apo-e si-m-ay-o-a … han-ife 
 again sleep-3fpl shine-past-ind-3fsg-and go.down-3du 

‘They (all) slept again and it shone … and they two went down.’ 
The meteorological event of ‘become dark’ is expressed by both intransitive (a) and transitive (b) 
ambient verb forms with no known difference in meaning. 
 
 (a) nimbi -m-ay-o 
  dark-past-ind-3fsg 

 ‘it got dark’ 
 (b) nimbi -m-a-r-eya-ndi
  dark-past-ind-tran-3sg-3sgobj 

 ‘it got dark’ 

 
 Stative clauses and intransitive clauses have only one nuclear element which is usually the 
subject. However, there are rare ambient subject verbs that are transitive in form but whose only 
nuclear element realized in the clause is the object which is a semantic patient. Stative clauses have 
a stative verb (Class I) that cannot be affixed for past tense and have the stative suffix -an plus a 
subject affix. Intransitive clauses have verbs of classes II to IV that may be affixed for past tense, 
and cross-reference for subject and a few transitive verbs of class V that cross-reference only the 
                                                                                                                                                                  
If this be the case, the purposive construction he-mbo-hünd-a-mbo h-u hunt-prom(goal)-simultaneous.same.referent-
and-prom go-3msg ‘he went in order to hunt’ should be interpreted as follows: a person has a goal of hunting and at the 
same time he goes. This corresponds with what I have expressed intuitively about purpose (Litteral 1972b:398, 
1977:187). The same analysis would hold for the benefactive: the agent has the benefactor as a goal and at the same 
time he performs an action to benefit him. 
20 More information on Angor temporal words is given in R. Litteral (1972a). 
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object. (a) is a stative clause, (b) an intransitive clause with subject cross-reference, and (c) an 
intransitive clause with an ambient subject verb that cross-references for the object and (d) gives an 
intransitive verb counterpart to (c) that has the same meaning. 
 
 (a) kina emünd-an-e 
  kina leaf-stat-3fsg 

‘The kina (money) is a leaf (note).’ 
 (b) mas ai hüf-u 
  cassowary he go.up-3msg 

‘the cassowary went up’ 
 (c) wembo-mbo-m-a-r-a-ndiri
  hungry-prom-past-ind-tran-3sg-1sgobj
  ‘I was hungry, I was made hungry’ 
 (d) wembo-mbo-m-ay-ahi
  hungry-prom-past-ind-1sg
  ‘I was hungry’ 

 
 There are two types of transitive clauses. One type has the subject and object as nuclear elements 
and takes a verb of classes V to IX (a). Another type has the subject and indirect object as nuclear 
elements and takes a verb of Class XI (b) 
 
 (a) timouyani ran-ai moatei ranah-ei-mbo        hihifi -ndi -hü-nduri -mbo-y-ei 
  mosquito that-he pig that-3fpl-objprom thank-fut-3fp1-3fplobj-prom-ind-3fpl 

‘Those mosquitoes will thank those pigs.’ 
 (b) asu Nanao ai yiwehi -mbo hoafi -y-u-muni -hi
  then Nanao he us speak-non.ind-3msg-1plio-sim 

‘Then Nanao speaking to us (said) ...’ 

The ditransitive clause has three nuclear elements: subject, object, and indirect object. The 
subject and indirect object are prominent in this clause in that they have obligatory cross-reference 
affixes in the predicate and are typically animate. The object is cross-referenced in the predicate 
only if it is dual (pi) or plural (pu). In the ditransitive clause illustrated below the plural object affix 
-pu with food as a referent indicates ‘all the food’. 
 wetao-mbo sesi sa-ba-pu-du 
 Wetao-prom food give-2sg-3plobj-3sgio 

‘give all the food to Wetao’ 
 

Interclause relations 
 
 One clause may be related to another by embedding, by hypotaxis, or by parataxis. There are 
three types of embedding: (1) a relative clause modifying a nominal, (2) a nominalized clause, and 
(3) an infinitival clause. The hypotactic clause expresses a subordinate relation. With parataxis there 
is a grammatical relation of equivalence, or coordination, between clauses. Paratactic relations may 
be tight or loose (Huisman 1973) with the tight relationship realized by juxtaposition or affixed 
conjunctions resulting in clause chaining. The loose relationship is realized by free conjunctions and 
does not produce clause chaining. Table 3.7 summarizes Angor interclause relations. 
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   + relative  
  + modifying   
   - nominalized  
 + nominal    
     
  - infinitival   
+ embedded     
  - conditional   
    + ø 
 - paratactic  + juxtaposed  
  + tight  - affix
   - loose  
 
 
  Table 3.7. Angor interclause relations 

 
 Relative, nominalized, and infinitival clauses are embedded within another clause and function 
as a grammatical element in that clause. The relative clause modifies a nominal (a) and the 
nominalized clause functions as a nominal (b). Both have demonstratives (nda ‘this’, ra ‘that’) and 
signal clause topic.  
 
 (a) ra pikisa-ambe ho-ri -hu-r-an-e hamindi ahandi ra  
  that picture-in see-tran-1pl-3msgobj-stat-3fsg bone his that    

  ka-r-e ki -m-e-r-o. 
  break-tran-3sg hang-past-ind-break-3fsg 
   ‘His bone that we saw in the x-ray was broken and hanging down.’ 
 (b) ... nda hoaf-ay-ahi nda se himbori -nd-ai 
  this talk-ind-1sg this you hear-fut-3fp1 
   ‘Listen to what I am saying.’ 
 
 The infinitival clause consists of an infinitive plus other optional clause elements embedded in 
the position preceding the matrix predicate. It is used primarily to express a purpose relation 
between clauses (c). 
 
 (c) ro moatei he-mbo m-a-h-efi
  we pig hunt-prom past-ind-go-1pl 
   ‘we went to hunt pigs’ 
 
 The hypotactic relation is expressed by the conditional affixes -ani ‘when’ and -ana ‘if’, and the 
simultaneous action affixes -ane ‘simultaneous different referent’, and -hü(ndi) ‘simultaneous same 
referent’. These affixes were described above under external verb affixes. Haiman (1978) provides 
evidence for conditionals as topics in a Papua New Guinea language on the basis of universal 
morphology. In the following example the first clause with the temporal conditional -ani  is 
subordinate. 
 
 yamondi -hi -nd-ani fifirife-mbo-an-e 
 teach-3fpl-3fsgobj-cond know-prom-stat-3fsg 
 ‘When they teach them, they will understand.’ 
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 Parataxis (coordination) may be either tight or loose. However, the use of the terms ‘tight’ and 
‘loose’ here refers to grammatical conjoining rather than semantic relations such as sequence or 
logic as described by Huisman (1973), and Grimes (1975:40). The grammatical difference is 
primarily one of staging with a temporal or logical degree of closeness as one possible conclusion to 
be drawn from the grammatical closeness.21 The grammatical closeness may also signal related 
events in an expectancy chain. The closer the grammatical parataxis, the closer the association of 
the two events or states in the speaker’s presentation of the content with the closeness possibly 
being cultural association rather than time or logic, e. g. sleeping and the dawn coming are 
culturally closely associated for the Angor although there is no close tie with respect to logic or 
time. However, events that are closely associated in the culture such as ‘cook’ and ‘eat’, may also 
be expressed by means of a grammatically loose relation. 
 
 The tightest grammatical link is juxtaposition. The loosest is the use of a free conjunction. 
Intermediate between these is the use of external affixes with the looseness increasing with the 
number of affixes. Examples (a) to (d) go from greatest to least tightness. A tight link emphasizes 
the whole verb chain rather than the individual verb. A loose link emphasizes the interclause 
relationship between the two verbs as specific verbs. Tight links usually occur when the referents of 
the nuclear elements remain constant whereas loose links occur more often in the case where there 
is a change in referents or the roles of referents between clauses. Tight parataxis is most frequent in 
narratives, loose parataxis in nonnarrative material. 
 
 (a) hamani hani mbani karihe-hi sihe-hi he-heya 
  yesterday go.down sago cut-1sg put-1sg comp-1sg 
  ‘Yesterday I went down (from the village) and felled a sago tree.’ 
 (b) koa-ri -he-nd-a m-a-h-o 
  send-tran-comp-3fsgobj-and past-ind-go-3fsg 
  ‘he sent her and she went’ 
 (c) koa-m-a-ri -he-nd-a-mbo-y-o m-a-h-o 
  send-past-ind-tran-comp-3fsgobj-and-prom-seq-3fsg past-ind-go-3fsg 
  ‘he sent her and she went’ 
 (d) ... ro-amboa moai fifiri -heya-ndi ngga moani yafoi-ani -ha-ndi
  I-emphatic not know-1sg-3fsgobj but only air-stat-1sg-3fsgobj 
 

  hoaf-ay-ahi ra 
  talk-ind-1sg that 

‘... I myself don't know but it is only the air that I am speaking (I’m not confident of my  
explanation).’ 
 

Sentences 
 
 The definition of the sentence in those Papua New Guinea languages that have medial verbs has 
been approached in different ways by those involved in text analysis of these languages. The 
problem consists in the specification of a sentence terminus. The traditional definition of the 
sentence terminus for these languages was that it occurred when there was an independent or final 
verb, i.e. a verb inflected for tense, mood, and subject and without affixation to indicate time and 

                                                 
21 I would suggest that the same is true for Tok Pisin contrary to what Dutton says about interclause relations and time 
sequence (1972:233). He says that Ol i sindaun na ol i toktok ‘They sat down and talked’ and Ol i sindaun na toktok 
‘They sat down and talked’ indicate a difference in time sequence with the second example expressing a closer 
sequence than the first. Mr. Waf Sahayu, one of my Angor language assistants who is a fluent Tok Pisin speaker, says 
that there is no time difference between the two and that they are two ways of saying the same thing. In fact, sequence is 
not even necessary as the two clauses can mean ‘They sat and talked (at the same time)’. 
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reference monitoring with respect to a following clause. The problem with this definition for some 
linguists was that some texts would consist of long strings of medial verbs with few or only one 
final verb. In other words, some long narratives consisted of only one sentence according to this 
definition. 
 
 Because of his desire to find universal hierarchical constituents including paragraph and 
discourse, Longacre attempts to ‘destalinize’ the final verb and make it less focal in determining 
sentence structure (1970:150). One reason for rejecting the final verb-sentence terminus correlation 
and seeking another is the implausible size of sentences using this definition and the difficulty in 
defining paragraph boundaries. For Fore, a Papua New Guinea Highlands chaining language (Scott 
1973), he proposes that the sentence be limited to the domain of clauses with the same subject and 
that the paragraph terminus be the final verb. There are grammatical means by which there can be 
consecutive sentences with the same subject or one sentence with different subjects. 
 
 There are several objections that can be raised to this argument. The first is that size should not 
be a criterion for establishing grammatical units. The second is that the conclusions are based on 
narrations of sequence oriented stories only. Nonsequential and topic oriented written materials and 
conversations might cause one to drop the criterion of different subject equals different sentence. 
The criterion might be too rigid as it stands as Longacre introduces significant exceptions. The third 
objection is that the universality-of-grammatical-constituents model may impose an analysis that 
reflects the structure of the text less adequately than the final verb analysis. It may be possible that 
narrative texts with only one final verb in these Highlands languages can be adequately described as 
to grammatical constituent structure on the basis of interclause relationships. The final objection is 
that it may not be empirically justified to assume that there is a universally well defined linguistic 
unit such as the sentence that can be established on grammatical criteria alone into which all texts 
can unambiguously be divided. The grammatical universality of the sentence may be as difficult to 
establish as the universality of the grammatical notion of subject. 
 
 Deibler (1976:2-3, 63-4) disagrees with Longacre in that he considers the sentence as the largest 
grammatical unit for which constituent structure can be delineated and rejects the concept of the 
paragraph as a grammatical unit that can be fully specified as to constituents. He retains the concept 
of the final verb as marking a sentence terminus and includes intonation in his description of 
sentences. Staalsen (1972:65) feels that more important than attempting to isolate a grammatical 
unit such as the sentence is the description of the process of forming clause strings. He implies that 
any definition of Iatmul sentences would require the inclusion of appropriate intonation contours as 
well as verb forms. Lawrence (1972) sees the sentence as primarily an information packaging unit 
and defines its terminus in terms of both verb morphology and intonation. 
  
 Although the sentence has been accepted as a grammatical universal, my experience with 
analyzing Angor text causes me to question the validity and usefulness of the concept in purely 
grammatical terms. Theoretically it is not necessary to utilize the sentence for the representation of 
the semantic, or deep structure, of a text. Apparently this can be achieved adequately with a 
semantic network (Bobrow and Collins 1975, Freedle 1977). On the surface level, is there a 
constituent into which all Angor texts can be unambiguously divided on the basis of grammatical 
criteria alone? The answer is ‘no’ in that a text can occur without any final verbs at all: in this case 
intonation is the only basis of dividing the text into units larger than the clause. And assuming a 
final verb does define a sentence terminus, it is not necessarily grammatically independent as 
Bloomfield (1933:170) describes the sentence since a final verb in Angor may have clitics that 
monitor the temporal and referential relations of the following verb. 
 
 The view of the sentence taken here is functional rather than formal. It represents the speaker’s 
combination of diverse linguistic systems as he forms his text. It is in the sentence that he expresses 
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the semantic content, indicates his attitude toward the content, establishes his role in relation to the 
hearer in performative content, stages this content in relation to previous information in the text, 
and delivers it to the hearer in information units through intonation. The sentence is not an 
independent unit for it is linked to its linguistic context by grammatical and phonological signals 
(Gunter 1966) that partially determine its proper interpretation. 
 
 There are three components of the sentence which are the periphery, the nucleus, and the 
terminus. The periphery consists of response words, particles, conjunctions, or a linking clause. The 
nucleus consists of one clause or of two or more clauses conjoined by parataxis or hypotaxis as 
described above under interclause relations, or a clause with embedded sentences as in quotations. 
The terminus consists of final intonation with optional grammatical correlates, or in the case of 
some written styles, the presence of a fully inflected verb. 
Periphery 
 There are four elements that may occur in the periphery: a linking clause, response words 
including interjections and vocatives, conjunctions, and the change particle mami. 
 
 The phenomenon of linkage is found only in narrative sentences. It is a phenomenon common to 
many Papua New Guinea languages including Tok Pisin (cf. Longacre 1972:45-8). It occurs when 
part or all of the final clause of one sentence is repeated at the beginning of the following sentence. 
Only a small percentage of Angor narrative sentences have linkage with many oral texts having 
none at all. An example of linkage is: 
 
 …nggoafi -na-mbo a-h-efi. h-efi … sa-hu-ndüri ... sihe-hu mburi -hu 
 village-to-prom ind-go-1pl go-1pl give-1pl-fplobj put-1pl comp-1pl 
 ‘... we go to the village. After we go there ... we give them some ... and we put aside some.’ 
 
 The response words occur only in conversations or quoted speech. Examples are ao ‘I don’t 
know’, asi  ‘I don’t know’,  yini  ‘yes’, (yi)wani ‘no’, rambisai ‘that’s right’, and mami, 
‘exclamation’. They indicate the general response of the speaker to a preceding utterance. 
Vocatives, e.g. me ‘mother’ and some interjections, e.g. e ‘hey’, are attention getting devices. 
 
 ao. moai fifiri -heya-ndi
 indefinite not  know-1sg-3fsgobj 
 ‘I don’t know’ 

The conjunctions occurring in the periphery are asu ‘and’, ngga ‘but’, asüke ‘then, again’ (in 
sequence oriented text only) and the demonstrative root conjunctions with ra (cf. Chapter 6 on 
cohesion). asüke occurs only in event oriented contexts and does not cooccur with linkage or the 
other conjunctions. asu and ngga may occur together and ngga with linkage but not asu. 
  
 asüke huburi -fi h-aya haf-o 
 then turn-cs comp-3sg  go.up-3fsg 
 ‘Then she turned around and went up.’ 
 ngga asu amonggo ai han-o giba 
 but and older.sibling she go.down-3fsg down.there 
 ‘But the older sister went down there.’ 
 
 The change particle mami  is untranslatable and is used primarily as a particle that focuses on 
new information in event oriented contexts (S. Litteral 1972:40-1). mami  is a separate information 
unit having its own intonation contour. It may also occur sentence medially, usually at the 
beginning of a clause. Contexts in which it may occur are initially in a discourse, before a change of 
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subject or object, before a new location, and before a new series of events or specific events within 
a series. 
 
 … Badiforo nggoafi -na-mbo. mami - yifiafi heri -mbo m-a-haf-o 
 Badiforo village-to-prom change ghost sing-prom past-ind-go.up-3fsg 
 ‘... to Badiforo village. She went up for the ghost singing ceremony.’ 

Nucleus 
 The nucleus of the sentence expresses the main content of the text as it is divided into 
presentation units and is realized through clauses and their interrelationships. It consists of one or 
more clauses or clause series. The nucleus may be simple, complex, or compound. It is terminated 
by staging devices which may be grammatical, phonological, or both. 
Clause Series 
 The clause series is a group of tightly conjoined nonfinal clauses that terminate with a clause 
with a final verb or with a nonfinal verb with a completive, prominence morpheme -mbo, or an 
intonation contour, or any combination of the three. Clauses that are tightly conjoined have nonfinal 
verbs without any morphemes to indicate interclause relations, e.g. semündi  hu get.he go.he ‘he 
took it’. Any interclause morphology breaks the clause series and forms a compound or complex 
nucleus. It is unusual to have more than three clauses in an uninterrupted series. The clause series 
represents a set of related events from either a cultural perspective (an expectancy chain or script) or 
from the narrator’s perspective. It often terminates with a notion or position verb, i.e. ‘come’, ‘go’, 
‘sit’, ‘put’, or ‘leave’. (a) illustrates a clause series terminated by a final verb, (b) one terminated by 
a completive, and (c) one terminated only by an intonation contour. 
 
 (a) … haf-ifi ofis boatei hoe-m-a-ri -hu-ndi. 
  go.up-1pl office first see-past-ind-tran-1pl-3sgobj 
   ‘… we went up and saw the office first.’ 
 (b) han-ife mbani  karahoefi -ne sehe-ne he-na 
  go.down-3fdu sago cut.down-3du put-3du comp-3du 
   ‘The two went down and felled the sago tree, ...’ 
 (c) … si -wa-nd-ifani tük-iya-fi -ne. 
  get-3du-hold-3mdu arrive-nonind-cs-3du 
   ‘… they took it and arrived.’ 

Simple Nucleus 
 The sentence with a simple nucleus contains only one clause or clause series plus optional 
peripheral elements and a terminus. The simple nucleus has a staging function in that it gives more 
prominence to the information contained within it than would be the case if it were included in a 
sentence with a compound or complex nucleus. It is a tactic that the speaker can use to separate the 
content of a text into what he considers significant chunks. A comparison of narrative and 
descriptive texts indicates that the simple nucleus sentence is much more frequent in the descriptive 
one where the speaker presents extensive culturally new information in this manner. An example 
from that text is: 
 
 asüke karas-ambe timouyan anggüni sai-a-ra-ndi
 then glass-in mosquito sick put.they-ind-tran-3fsgobj 
 ra yihoefi himboari -na ho-ri -hu mburi -hu 
 that our eye-with see-tran-1pl comp-1pl 
 ‘Then we saw with our eyes the malaria (parasites) they put in the slide.’ 
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Complex Nucleus 
 The complex nucleus has two components, a dependent one and an independent one. The 
dependent component can be iterated and consists of a dependent clause or a clause series ending 
with a dependent clause. This component ordinarily precedes the independent one. The independent 
component consists of a simple or compound clause nucleus. The dependent component terminates 
with a clause expressing a conditional relationship -ani or -ana or a simultaneous temporal 
relationship -ihü(ndi) ‘simultaneous same referent’ and -ane ‘simultaneous different referent’. The 
dependent component itself may be complex as in the following example in which there are four 
dependent clauses before the independent nucleus. Its structure is (D(DD)D)I. 
 
 ...nimori furi-mbi nimboad-i-anani-mbo hoafi-nd-ef-ani
 child stomach-have stay.fut-3fpl-cond-prom talk-fut-1pl-cond 
 tüki-nda-hi-nd-anani-mbo wori ndan-ambe 
 arrive-fut-3fpl-3fsgobj-cond-prom house this-in 
 nimand-i-anani-mbo nimori rahi -ndi -hu-mindi-mbo-ey-efi
 it.will-3fpl-cond-prom child take.out-fut-1pl-hold-prom-ind-1pl 

‘... when there are pregnant women, when we tell them, when they come, when they sit in this 
house we deliver their children.’ 

 
Compound nucleus 
 The compound nucleus is composed of two or more simple or compound nuclei conjoined by 
juxtaposition, interclause clitics, or free conjunctions (cf. Chap. V). The compound nucleus with 
juxtaposition or interclause clitics is characteristic of event oriented discourse wereas the compound 
nucleus with free conjunctions is common in nonevent oriented discourse, e.g. descriptive and 
explanatory discourse. Free conjunctions generally correlate with final verbs, two features that 
provide prominence. (a) illustrates a compound with juxtaposed example nuclei, (b) juxtaposition 
with a polar interrogative, (c) conjoining with interclause clitics, (d) conjoining with free 
conjunctions. A final intonation contour cannot occur medially in a compound nucleus. 
 
 (a) mami dokta ai sif-u semündi -muni hay-a / 
  change doctor he come.up-3msg get.he-1plobj comp-3sf 
 

  hah-ifi ofis boatai hoe-m-a-ri -hu-ndi
  go.up-1pl office first see-past-ind-tran-1pl-3fsgobj 
   ‘The doctor came over and got us and we went up and saw the office first.’ 
 (b) sesi ra aboedi -y-o, wani -y-o 
  food that good-nonind-3fsg  no-nonind-3fsg 
   ‘Is that food good or not?’ 
 (c) ...nimi hiti -m-a-ri -hoey-u-a-mbo-y-o kabomo ai 
  tree cut-past-ind-tran-comp-3fsg-and-prom-seq-3fsg kabomo.spirit  they 
 

  hari -m-e-hi-ndo-a-mbo-y-o haf-u ap-u 
  hit-past-ind-3fpl-3sgobj-and-prom-seq-3fsg go.up-3msg sleep-3ms 
 

  si-m-ay-o-a-mbo-y-o 
  light-past-ind-3fsg-and-prom-seq-3fsg 

‘… he cut the tree down and the kabomo spirits hit him and he went up to the village and 
slept and the dawn came.’ 

 (d) ngga asu rani yanggiri -y-o si ngga masimei tibagi wori kameh-an-e 
  but and that only-nonind-3fsg perf but sore magic house also-stat-3fsg 
   ‘But there was not only that one but also a building for bandaging sores.’ 
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 The compound nucleus enables the speaker to present two or more information units as related 
yet equal. The simple nucleus does not necessarily indicate a relationship to any other information 
unit whereas the complex nucleus presents related information units but subordinates one to 
another. The compound nucleus is the normal realization of semantic relations such as alternative 
(b) and adversative (c). It is also typical for expressing a related set of events, e.g. an expectancy 
chain or a set of events necessary for accomplishing a goal (a) or a set of events related to one 
participant (d) or object. A free conjunction is usually required when there is a change in 
performative relations between the sections of the compound nucleus such as a switch from the 
declarative to the imperative (e). 
 
 (e) yiho-efi  wor-ambe a-mar-efi ngga sih-afi wor-ambe ngg-afi
      1poss-1pl  house-in  ind-sit-1pl  but  2poss-2sg house-in go.fut-2sg 
       ‘We are going to sit in our house but you go into your house.’ 
 
Terminus 
 The sentence terminus is not a separate grammatical position in the sentence but it consists rather 
of a number of grammatical and phonological features that indicate the end of a sentence. In oral 
and most written discourse the same grammatical features that indicate the end of a nucleus can 
occur at the sentence terminus. Only a final intonation contour distinguishes the sentence terminus 
from the sentence medial nucleus terminus, which has a nonfinal intonation contour. The written 
discourse of three authors, all of whom have had primary education and learned to write Angor after 
they had learned to write English, is characterized by a fully inflected final verb without interclause 
clitics as the grammatical sign of a sentence terminus. In this case, a grammatical marker has 
apparently been substituted for the lack of a phonological feature to mark the sentence terminus. 
Angor literates with little or no primary education generally follow an oral style and either use a full 
stop (.) to indicate a sentence terminus or do not indicate it. 
 
 The sentence terminus as defined here means that the Angor sentence cannot be delineated by 
grammatical means alone and that it is not a totally independent grammatical form. When a 
sentence terminus has conjoining clitics that specify temporal and referential relations between the 
final clause of that sentence and the first clause of the following sentence, then there is a 
grammatically interdependent relationship between the two sentences. Examples of this are given 
below for both oral (a.1) and written (a.2) discourse. (b.1) and (b.2) illustrate a nonfinal verb as 
sentence terminus for oral and written discourse respectively. (c.1) and (c.2) illustrate final verbs as 
sentence termini for oral and written discourse respectively. 
 
 (a) 1. … han-i pi -m-ay-o-a-mbo-y-afe  ninihondi purifandi -fe… 
       go.down-3fsg fall-past-ind-3fsg-and-prom-seq-3fdu animal kill-3fdu 
        ‘…(the tree) fell. They killed an animal …’ 
      2. … m-e-h-o-a-mbo-y-o. nimori ai anihondimbo-r-e ha-ya … 
   past-ind-say-3fsg-and-prom-seq-3fsg child he  believe-tran-3sg  comp-3sg 
    ‘… she said. The child believed her…’ 
 (b) 1. … sowasi -fe koafoa-ri -ne he-ni# 
           eat-3fdu swallow-tran-3du comp-3du 
    ‘ … they ate and swallowed it.’ 
      2. … sih-ai  hay-a h-o. nimori ai haf-o … 
            put-3sg comp-3sg go-3fsg  child she go.up-3fsg 
            ‘… she put it (down) and went. The child went up …’ 
  (c) 1. asu mami aboedi -m-ey-u# 
         and  change good-past-ind-3msg 
            ‘And so he got well.’ 
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      2. … h-ü fufuri -ha-mindi m-a-sin-ihi# 
           go-1sg get-1sg-hold past-ind-come-1sg 
          ‘… I went and brought it.’ 
 Prominent information may occur after the verb in which case the terminal intonation occurs on 
the postverbal constituent and the verb has nonfinal intonation as in (d). 
 
 (d) ngg-omo kiki –ndi -nd- imo h-ou-mbo/ nafi -na 
      will.go-3mpl  cut-fut-3sgobj-3mpl  comp-3mpl-prom path-to 
       ‘They will go and stop (the singing) along the path.’ 
 
Paragraphs 
 
 The sentence has been considered the largest unit of grammatical structure by most modern 
linguists, a concept formulated by Bloomfield (1933). Pike (1967) does not consider the sentence as 
the largest grammatical unit in the grammatical hierarchy but includes paragraph and discourse as 
grammatical units higher than the sentence. However, Pike does not specify what the paragraph’s 
grammatical features are but suggests that it is identified by sentence-sequence restrictions with 
semantic components of topic or focused attention (1967:442). Other tagmemicists (Longacre 1968, 
1972, Wise 1971) have developed the concept of the paragraph using grammatical and semantic 
criteria viewing it primarily in terms of constituents. Deibler, on the other hand, as a tagmemicist 
disagrees with the concept of the paragraph as a grammatical unit of constituent structure stating 
that ‘Sentences in Gahuku are the largest morphological units for which constituent structure may 
be fully specified according to contrastive types’ (1976:63). He does not deny the existence of the 
paragraph as a semantic unit. He does deny that it is a unit that can be described purely in terms of 
contrastive internal constituents (1976:128). 
 
 Grimes considers the paragraph as a surface constituent of discourse on the basis of 
partitionability (1975:101ff). However, he does not view the paragraph primarily in terms of 
internal contrastive constituents but rather in terms of semantics (settings, theme, participant 
orientation, rhetorical predicates), cohesion, and boundary features (tense, linkage, particles, etc.). 
Halliday and Hasan (1976) consider the sentence as the largest grammatical constituent with the 
paragraph as a semantic unit. The paragraph is like a wave with the crest consisting of many 
cohesive links and the troughs being the boundary of the paragraph where there are few cohesive 
links. 
 
 My attempts to analyze Angor into paragraphs on the basis of grammatical criteria alone have 
caused me to conclude that an Angor paragraph cannot be unambiguously established on the basis 
of grammatical constituency and that a meaningful grammatical paragraph taxonomy is fruitless, if 
not impossible. Attempts to find criteria for making paragraph breaks also proved nonproductive 
causing me to conclude that just as the Angor sentence boundary cannot be detected solely by 
grammatical criteria, so also paragraph boundaries cannot be established by grammatical criteria 
alone. 
 
 The Angor paragraph terminus, like that of the sentence, is most unambiguously indicated by a 
phonological feature: the terminal intonation contour /#/. Internal cohesion is another important 
factor in determining a paragraph with breaks in the cohesive links as a criterion for paragraph 
boundaries. These cohesive breaks can be determined by analyzing the cohesive system according 
to the method of Halliday and Hasan (1976) or by the use of Harris's lexical equivalence chain type 
of discourse analysis (1952). The domain of a rhetorical predicate may also help in establishing a 
paragraph. In many cases paragraph boundaries prove to be indeterminate. Because of the difficulty 
of attempting to describe the paragraph in grammatical terms, no description of paragraphs is given 
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in this study. Instead analytic efforts are given to describing the grammatical, semantic, cohesive, 
and staging processes in discourse. 
 
 A final question that needs to be discussed before leaving this chapter on grammar is the 
question of hierarchy. Discourse analysis began with attempts to extend constituent analysis 
procedures that had been successful in analyzing phrases, clauses, and sentences to larger linguistic 
units. Harris saw discourse structure as a chain of equivalence classes and not as a hierarchy of 
constituents. Pike however, extended the grammatical constituent concept to include paragraphs and 
discourses. Gleason (1968) did not feel that constituent analysis techniques could be profitably 
applied beyond the sentence and considered structure beyond the sentence to be primarily of a 
network nature. Schank (1975) argued that semantic memory necessary for understanding texts is 
episodic rather than hierarchical. What, then, is the best model for representing Angor discourse? 
 
 I would argue that any one model is inadequate and that all have elements of value for a model 
of discourse. The hierarchical model has value in showing that a text can be divided into smaller 
units. However, it may err in always assuming a grammatical relationship between the constituents 
as wholes. For example, when two paragraphs have different settings, they may be related to each 
other as wholes with respect to setting. But clauses in both the paragraphs may be related primarily 
in an ‘edge matching’ system, i.e., each clause is related to the next by time and reference 
monitoring with no grammatical relation expressed other than between clauses. This organization is 
primarily linear and cuts across any hierarchical organization. Equivalence chains, on the other 
hand, unite a text grammatically in a manner that is neither hierarchical nor linear but is rather of 
the nature of a network. 
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Chapter IV 
 

Semantics 
 

Introduction 
 The semantics of discourse has two components: a semantic structure and scripts. The semantic 
structure of a discourse is concerned with the information intentionally communicated by the 
narrator. This structure is represented by a propositional grammar with predicates, arguments, and 
indices, although other formats, such as semantic networks, are possible. The scripts represent 
formally the implied information presumably shared by the speaker and audience that is essential 
for an understanding of the semantic structure. These scripts are represented in the form of a 
propositional grammar. The combination of the two components explains the ability of a narrator to 
create an acceptable text without specifying all the details and for the audience to understand that 
text with the approximate understanding that the narrator intended. 
 
 Three types of predicates are represented in the semantic system: semantic roles, and lexical and 
rhetorical predicates. Semantic roles, or cases, predominantly indicate the functions of time-space 
elements (participants, objects, and locations) in states or events (lexical predicates). They have 
referential indices or other propositions as their arguments. Lexical predicates indicate states or 
events and the relationships of the time-space elements to these events or states. They have 
semantic roles as their arguments. Rhetorical predicates organize the content of discourse (Grimes 
1975: 207) and have lexical propositions or other rhetorical propositions as their arguments. 
 

Reference 
 Reference is that part of the semantic system that provides for the identification of objects, 
events, states, space, and time. Halliday and Hasan (1976:32) mention two types of nontextual 
reference: naming, which refers to an item independently of any context, and situational reference 
which identifies an item in its context of situation. The referential system is realized not only in 
lexical forms identifying specific items but also in the grammatical system which subcategorizes 
these items by general features such as countable, number, gender, etc. In this section I describe the 
Angor nontextual reference system utilizing some of the categories listed by Chafe (1970). A 
referential indexing system is also introduced as part of the formal semantic representation. 
 
Object reference 
 
 There are three systems for subcategorizing objects: quantitative, qualitative, and definiteness. 
The quantitative system subcategorizes nominals into count and noncount with the count nominals 
further categorizable as to number: singular, dual, and plural. The qualitative system 
subcategorization specifies gender: masculine or feminine. The definiteness system subcategorizes 
by generic versus specific with the specific further categorized by uniqueness.  
 
 Angor nouns are either count (+Ct) or noncount (–Ct). Count nouns can be modified by a 
numeral, e.g.  
 
 nimori yimbo 
 child  two 
 ‘two children’ 
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whereas a noncount noun can only be modified by the nonspecific quantifiers such as afündi  
‘many, much’, and bidifiri  ‘some’, e.g. 
 
 gudi bidifiri
 sand  some 
 ‘some sand’. 
 
The distinction is also manifested in the nominal cross-reference system of the verbs. Count nouns 
functioning as a subject, object, or indirect object are cross-referenced for number in the verb 
affixes, e.g. 
 
 nimori yimbo a-mar-ife 
 child two  ind-sit-2/3fdu 
 ‘two children are sitting’. 
 
Noncount nouns are cross-referenced as third feminine singular, e.g. 
 
 mupui afündi apeningg-o 
 star many be-3fsg 
 ‘there are many stars.’ 
 
Some nouns such as nimi  ‘tree’ may be viewed either as count or noncount according to verb 
inflection and verb root, e.g. 
 
 nimi  a-ningg-o tree ind-stand-3fsg ‘there is a tree’ 

 nimi  bor-ey-ei tree be-ind-3fpl ‘there are several trees’ 

 nimi  bor-ay-o tree be-ind-3fsg ‘there is a stand of trees’. 

 
 Count nouns may be specified as singular +Mi(nimal) –Pl(ural); dual –Mi, –Pl; or plural –Mi, 
+Pl. This number system is indicated by cross-reference affixes on verbs (cf. Chapter III Verb 
affixes). The features Mi and Pl can be specified only on +Ct nouns as the feature –Ct excludes the 
possibility of number specification. 
 
 The gender distinctions in Angor are feminine +F(eminine) and masculine –F(eminine). Gender 
distinctions are indicated in the verbal cross-reference affixes. Masculine is the marked category in 
that the large majority of objects are feminine and the third feminine singular object verb affix may 
be deleted in nonfinal verbs whereas the third masculine singular object is always morphologically 
specified. Also, if referents are both masculine and feminine, the feminine verb affix is used, 
whereas the masculine form is used only if all the referents are masculine. The masculine and 
feminine distinction is restricted primarily to animate or moving objects with most inanimate or 
immovable objects being feminine. For example the sun and moon are moving objects and have the 
potential of being masculine or feminine and both, in fact, are masculine. The stars as immovable 
objects are feminine. Some trees may be masculine or feminine with an immature tree being 
masculine 
 mbahi  a-ningg-u
 tree.species ind-stand-3msg
 ‘there is an immature mbahi tree’ 

and the mature fruit bearing tree feminine 
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 mbahi a-ningg-o
 tree.species ind-stand-3fsg
 ‘there is a mature mbahi tree’. 
 
 The concept of definiteness has been the cause of confusion in contemporary linguistics as it 
operates in discourse in conjunction with new information. Chafe (1976:38ff) discusses the 
interrelation of the two features of definite-indefinite and new-given. He says there are three 
possible combinations: indefinite and new, definite and new, definite and given. The combination of 
indefinite and given is found only when the referent under consideration is different from the 
referent establishing the givenness (1976:43). It seems to me that he also has confused the definite-
indefinite and new-given relations. This is revealed by his questions, ‘How is definiteness 
established?’ and ‘How long does definiteness last?’ (1976:39-40). These questions show that he 
confuses a semantic relation of definiteness with a cohesive relation of new-given. Definiteness is a 
referential category apart from any cohesive relations. 
 
 The confusion possibly arises from a partial dependence on the English morphological forms a 
and the which are traditionally known as ‘indefinite’ and ‘definite’ respectively. In the two 
sentences ‘I saw a dog. The dog had a flea on its neck’, both a dog and the dog are referentially 
definite, i.e. they refer to a specific dog and there is no change from indefinite to definite. a dog 
indicates new information whereas the dog indicates given information in this mini-discourse. The 
definiteness is expressed by the whole clause, not just the NP, for a nonhabitual past tense 
nonpsychological verb with a definite agent requires a definite referent as the patient. Likewise 
‘The elephant eats peanuts. It also eats grass.’ has two referential forms, the elephant and it, both of 
which have an indefinite referent if the discourse is spoken in a context where no specific elephant 
can be presupposed, i.e. the referent is generic. In a context where a specific elephant is 
presupposed both references would be to that definite elephant. Contrary to what Chafe says about 
the combination of indefinite and given being found ‘... only when the referent in question is 
different from the referent which established the givenness’ (1976:43), the pronoun it in the 
example above when read as generic of all elephants is a case of givenness and indefiniteness where 
the referent of it is not different from the referent that established the givenness. We can conclude, 
then, that the features of definiteness and givenness are independent, with definiteness providing 
identity, and givenness and new relating to discourse sequencing or presupposed knowledge. 
Definiteness is not signaled by nominal structure alone, as the verbs may also play a part in 
identifying a referent as to definiteness (Chafe 1970:189-90). 
 
 For Angor, referents may be indefinite (generic) -De(finite) or definite (specific) +De with 
definite further specifiable as unique +Un(ique). Unique referents are those that are one of a kind 
such as amoamo ‘moon’ and hüfihamindi  ‘sun’ or those that have proper names such as Sepiki 
‘Sepik River’, füfüriyari ‘Bibriari Village’, or ‘Sani Amafen’  ‘Sani Amafen’. The contrast between 
definite and indefinite referents cannot be distinguished by the structure of the nominal unit alone 
but rather depends partially upon the structure of the verb. Some structures like the English ‘the 
elephant eats grass’ are ambiguous as to definiteness and can be determined only by a cohesive tie 
with an unambiguous specification. 

 The present analysis is indicative of the definiteness system rather than exhaustive as it has not 
been fully analyzed.22 The following structures have been observed to indicate an indefinite (-De) 
referent:  

 (a)  a present tense verb when the event described is not simultaneous with the speech event  

                                                 
22 My present hypothesis concerning definiteness is that it is related to the proposition rather than specific referents 
because nominal and verbal definiteness cannot be separated. More research is needed to test this hypothesis. 
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  … Firipino ahafe-hoari kari naf-a-r-a-ndi
  Filipino  their-refl  car make-ind-tran-3sg-3sgobj 
   ‘… the Filipinos build their own cars.’ 

   (Indicative with no tense morpheme indicates present tense.) 
(b)  habitual aspect 

  … kina ra …  sihiri stoa-ambe pemi -y-efi a-ri-hu-ndi
  fish that  we. incl store-in  buy-nonind-1pl ind-tran-1pl-3fsgobj
   ‘... we buy the fish in stores.’  

   (Every nominal is indefinite.) 

 (c)  continuative aspect 
  … bisnis  woki ra singgu-ri -hi-nd-ih-an-ei
  business  work that follow-tran-3fpl-3fsgobj-sim-stat-3fpl
   ‘... they pursue business employment.’ 

 (d)  the stative 
  kina yimbo emünd-an-e
  kina two  leaf-stat-3fsg
   ‘The two kina (money) is a note.’ 

 (e)  verb roots uninflected for mood or person, number, and gender 
  … ran-ambe sesi mandife mburu-mbo … 
  that-in food cook  comp-prom 
   ‘... food is cooked in them…’ 

 
Final verbs play an important role in specifying an indefinite referent. Examples (a-d) all have final 
verbs. The third feminine plural subject affix may also indicate indefiniteness with stative and 
habitual verbs. (e) is indefinite because the verb is an uninflected stem without cross reference 
affixation. (f) is indefinite because it has a third feminine plural affix whereas (g) is definite because 
it has a third masculine singular affix. 
 
 (f) nindou ra aboed-an-ei.
  man  that good-stat-3fpl
   ‘people are good’ 
 (g) nindou  ra aboed-an-i 
  man  that  good-stat-3msg
   ‘that man is good’ 

 
 A definite referent may be indicated by verb structure also. Nonhabitual past tense verbs have 
cross-referenced nominals that are definite (a). So also do nonfinal verbs (b) unless they are part of 
a clause string that ends with one of the verbs above that indicates indefinite reference. A possessed 
noun phrase with unique possessor may indicate a definite referent (c). 
 
 (a)  nindouwenihi ai  nggoafi -na m-a-haf-omo
   man     they  village-to  past-ind-go.up-3mpl
   ‘The men went up to the village.’ 
 (b)  … kari  nindi -hu  hininggi -ri -hu hoa-hu 
    car   place-1pl  leave-tran-1pl  comp-1pl 
   ‘... we parked the car.’ 
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 (c)  deni-ndi   pusi nimband-an-e 
   Danny-poss  cat  black-stat-3fsg 
   ‘Danny’s cat is black’ 

 
 Whereas the verb plays an important role in indicating definiteness, noun modification is 
primarily concerned with providing reference specification. Reference specification is largely 
independent of definiteness: ‘men who live in glass houses’ and ‘the man who lived in a glass 
house’ are both equally specific but the first is indefinite and the second definite. The degree of 
specificity in Angor is closely related to noun phrase structural complexity. 
 
 The grammatical form of reference can be placed on a scale of specificity and prominence with 
noun phrases that have an embedded relative clause at one end of the scale and with zero verbal 
pronominal affixation at the other end. The relative clauses have the most prominence and 
specificity, whereas zero verbal pronominal affixation has the least. Table 4.1 displays this scale. 
 
 NP + rel N(P) pronoun NP N Pronoun Affix ∅ affix 
   
 most specific       least specific 
 most prominent       least prominent 
  Table 4.1. Prominence and specificity continuum of grammatical reference.  

N(oun), P(hrase), rel(ative clause) 
 

The more specific and prominent references involve more complex syntactic structures whereas the 
less prominent ones involve only morphological forms. The following examples proceed from the 
most prominent and specific to the least. 
 
NPrel: 
 … ho-ri -hu-r-an-e hamindi wari tapanangi ra
 see-tran-1pl-3msgobj-stat-3fsg bone  arm  broken that 
 

 ka-r-u hininggi -m-a-r-u-ri
 break-tran-3mpl  leave-past-ind-tran-3mpl- 3msgobj 
 ‘... while we looked there was the broken arm that they had broken.’ 
 
N(P) + Pronoun and NP: 
 rais ra bogori sesi nahurai-an-e. 
 rice that important food like-stat-3fsg 
 ‘Rice is like a main food.’ 
 (rais ra ‘rice that’ (N + Pronoun) is more prominent and specific than bogori  sesi ‘important 
 food’ (NP).) 
 

N: 
 ...Ukarumpa-hündi kari sa-hu-mind-if-embi
 Ukarumpa-from car get-1plsubj-get-1pl-prom 
 ‘... we got a car at Ukarumpa.’ 
 
Pronoun: 
 ... Baiberi  sukuri -hündi -ai ...  Asu  ai tüki -m-e-f-ey-u ... 
 Bible  school-from-he  and  he arrive-past-ind-cs-ind-3msg 
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 ‘...  the person from Bible school ... And he arrived ...’ 
 
Affix:  
 …m-e-h-u-a  h-ü fufuri -ha-mindi  m-a-sin-ihi
 past-ind-say-3msg-and  go-1sg get-1sg-get  past-ind-come-1sg 
 ‘… he said and I went and got it and came.’ 
 
ø affix: 

 … kari  nindi -hu-ø  hininggi -ri -hu-ø hoa-hu 
 car  put-1pl-(3fsgobj)  leave-tran-1pl-(3fsobj)  comp-1pl 
 ‘... we parked the car.’ 
 
 This same prominence-specificity scale is usually traversed for referential cohesion in the 
formation of a text. The referential system generally proceeds from an initial specific referential 
form to more general subsequent referential forms. A change in the opposite direction, from a 
general to a specific form, signals either a change in prominence or a change in a grammatical or 
semantic unit. Further discussion of this is given in the section on anaphora in Chapter V. 
 
Situational Reference 
 
 Situational reference specifies entities, events, time, and space in terms of the speech event 
without dependence upon the text. Entities are defined according to whether they are participants in 
the speech event or not. Time is categorized generally with respect to the speech event by tense and 
specifically by time words. Spatial reference is distinguished by relative distance from the speech 
event and relative elevation with respect to the speech event.  
 The analysis of reference with respect to participation in the speech event was discussed above 
(cf. Chapter III, Verb Affixes). The analysis is summarized here using the free pronouns. The 
distinguishing features are Sp(eaker) and He(arer). 
  Sp He 

ro ‘I, we (exclusive)’ +  - 

se ‘you’  - + 

sihiri ‘we (inclusive)’ + + 

ai ‘he, she, it, they’   -   - 
 General time reference with respect to the speech event is expressed by tense and general time 
words. Angor expresses only three tenses: past, indicating events prior to the speech event; future, 
indicating events or states subsequent to the speech event; and present, indicating events 
simultaneous with the speech event. Past tense is not obligatory on verbs indicating past events. Its 
morphological form is m. Future is obligatory for all events subsequent to the speech event except 
imperatives and is indicated by ndi or a morphophonemic process (cf. Chapter III, Verb Affixes). 
The general time word horombo indicates time before the speech event, ‘before’, nggoasimboa  
time after the speech event, ‘later’, and haponda ‘now’, time simultaneous with the speech event. 
 
 The specific time words for days with respect to the speech event are distinguished as proximal 
or distal. Proximal days indicate the same day as the speech event or one day removed from it. 
Proximal days indicate whether they are before or after the speech event. Distal days indicate those 
that are more than one day removed from the speech event (from 2 to 4) and do not distinguish 
whether they are before or after it, this being determined by the context. Days more than four 
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removed from the day of the speech event use the body parts tally system for counting. Table 4.2 
gives the analysis of specific time words. 
 
  + hapo   ‘today’ 
 + simult.  + hamani  ‘yesterday’ 
  - prior    
proximal   - sümbu  ‘tomorrow’ 
  2 asinggo   ‘day before yesterday, day after tomorrow’
 - simult. 3 rühündi   ‘three days before or after today’ 
  4 runühündi   ‘four days before or after today’ 
 
  Table 4.2. Angor specific time words 
 
 Situational spatial reference is also categorized by the features general-specific and proximal-
distal.23 The general terms have as roots the proximal deictic form (nda ‘this’) and the distal deictic 
form (ra ‘that’) with the epenthetic consonant n plus the locative affix -(i)hi  ‘at’. The specific 
forms have the additional distinguishing features higher, lower, and steep. The situational spatial 
reference words are given in Table 4.3. Where two words are given together, the distal form is 
given first, the proximal second. 
 
  + ndanihi   ‘here’ 
 + proximal     
  - ranihi   ‘there’ 
general      
  + nggahi, nggaha   ‘up there’ 
 - higher  - guogu, gogua  ‘same height’ 
  + lower  -gibi, giba ‘lower’ 
   + steep   
    + rihu, rohwa ‘steep lower there’
 

Table 4.3. Angor spatial reference 
  
 The deictics nda  ‘this’ and ra  ‘that’ are also used for situational reference. By themselves they 
refer to objects proximal or distal to the speech event in relative terms. The forms may also be used 
for textual reference with proximal nda functioning both anaphorically and cataphorically, but with 
distal ra restricted to anaphoric reference. These forms may combine with other morphemes to 
provide a nonpersonal situational reference system. A summary of the use of deictics for situation 
reference is given in Table 4.4. 
 

                                                 
23 See S. Litteral (1972) for a more thorough analysis of Angor spatial and motion words. 
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  Proximal Distal 

Demonstrative nda  ‘this’  ra   ‘that’ 

Locative ndanihi   ‘here’  ranihi   ‘there’ 

Time nda simboani ra simboani 
  ‘this time, now’  ‘that time, then’ 

Event ndefembo  refembo 
  ‘do this’ ‘do that’ 

Comparative ndahurai rahurai 
  ‘like this’ ‘like that’ 
  Table 4.4. Deictic nonpersonal situational reference 

 
Referential Index 
 
 Reference in discourse can be formally represented by a referential index. An indexing system is 
essential to represent the operation of the switch reference system since it may operate 
independently of features such as definiteness, person, number, or gender. Switch reference may 
indicate as minimal information that the prominent referent of the following clause is not the same 
as that of the present clause. For example, if two women are the referents in a section of discourse 
and the following clause sequence occurs, 
 
 hoafi -m-ay-o-a m-a-h-o 
 talk-past-ind-3fsg-and  past-ind-go-3fsg 
 ‘she(x) spoke and she(y) went’ 
 
the switch reference system indicates that the third feminine referent of the second clause is not the 
same as that of the first clause. That is, if the referent of clause A is x, then the referent of clause B 
is in the complement set of x. 
 
 The argument of any case consists of a set of feature specifications, an optional lexical form, and 
a referential index. Feature specification without a lexical form indicates a verb cross-reference 
affix whereas the presence of a lexical form indicates that this form functions as an element in the 
clause. In 
 
 moatei hoe-m-a-ri -heya-ndi
 pig see-past-ind-tran-1sg-3fsgobj 
 ‘I saw a pig’ 

 
the argument for the patient role is represented as: 
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+ Patient 

 x moatei   ‘pig’ 

      +Sp(ecific) 
      +Mi(nimal) 
      -Pl(ural) 
      +F(eminine) 
+Mi, -Pl indicates singular. 
The Actor case argument is represented as: 
 

Actor 

      y 
      +Mi 
      -Pl 
      +Sp(eaker) 
      -He(arer) 
 
 Different referential specifications can be combined to form a composite as in ‘Jack talked to 
Bill and then they walked away togather’ where the second clause represents a combination of the 
two referential specifications of the first clause. For Angor, definite and indefinite are incompatible 
and cannot be combined. Singular (+Mi, - Pl) plus singular (+Mi, - Pl) becomes dual (- Mi, - Pl). 
Dual plus singular becomes plural and plural plus singular, dual or plural becomes plural.24 A 
combination of feminine plus masculine becomes feminine. (+F plus - F becomes +F). The 
referential indices are combined, e.g. x and y become x,y. 
 

Semantic Roles 
 The concept of semantic rules, or case, as distinct from grammatical functions, is discussed by 
Fries (1952) although he does not use the term ‘case’. Pike (1964) notes the different roles the same 
referent could assume in discourse in Philippine languages. Kerr (1965) describes verbal affixes in a 
Philippine language as marking case relations. Halliday (1967) analyzes case relations within a 
clause in his theory of transitivity. Fillmore's well known article (1968) makes case a central 
concept for his model of transformational generative grammar. 
 
 The motivation for developing the semantic role was the need to separate grammatical function 
from semantic function. Since the formulation by Fillmore, numerous other formulations of cases 
have appeared (Langedoen 1970, Anderson 1971, Platt 1971, Grimes 1975, Hale 1974, and 
Frederiksen 1975) many of which are summarized by Longacre (1976). Each formulation presents a 
slightly different analysis of cases using the criteria that result in the most consistent system for the 
author's purposes. For this study the number and functions of roles will be determined by how they 
relate to cause and effect, time, and space. 
 
 Most semantic roles situate elements in space and time and relate them to cause and effect or to 
states. They tell what causes an event, what is affected by the event or state, and where the elements 
are located, before, after, or during the event or state. There are seven semantic roles posited here 
                                                 
24 The complexity of defining rules for number using binary features is one reason for using multivalued features 
instead of binary ones. If multivalued features are used, the combination of features would consist of adding the feature 
values with anything greater than 3 (plural) equaling 3. 
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relating to cause, effect, location, and beneficiary. (The latter is not related to the event or state by 
location, direct cause, or effect but rather by indirect cause through intention.) The seven roles are 
Actor (A), Patient (P), Instrument (I), Source (S), Range (R), Goal (G), and Benefactive (B). 
 
 The Actor (A) role indicates the element that is actively involved in the event either as an agent 
or experiencer.25 It is typically animate. The Patient (P) role indicates the element that is passively 
involved in a state or event, the element that is affected. The Instrument (I) role indicates a third 
element (real or imaginary) that connects the Actor to the Patient during the event. The Actor 
functions as initiating cause, the Instrument as mediating cause. 
 
 There are three basically locative oriented roles that are differentiated primarily by their temporal 
relations to an event. Source (S) indicates an element or location that is relevant before the event, 
such as house in ‘he left the house’. Range (R) specifies the location of an event or state indicating 
relevance simultaneous with the event or state, e.g. ‘he walked through the forest’. Goal (G) 
indicates relevance of location or elements at the cessation of an event, e.g. ‘he went to the house’.26 
The Benefactive (B) designates the typically animate element that is the intended beneficiary of an 
event. 
 
 The mapping relationship between semantic roles and grammatical functions may be one-to-one 
or one-to-many. These relationships are shown in Table 4.5. 
 
  Subj. Obj.  Inst-Go.  Ind.Obj.  Loc.  Benef. 
Actor x 

Instrument    x 

Patient x x 

Source            x 

Range            x 

Goal  x  x  x 

Benefactive      x   x 
  Table 4.5. Semantic role-grammatical function mappings 

 
Examples of the mappings of each semantic role are given here with the relevant affix or word 
doubly underlined. 
 

Actor: 

 (a)  Subject 
   nimi hiti -h-ü 
   tree cut-comp-3mpl 
   ‘they cut the tree’ 

                                                 
25 The actor role is essentially a collapsing of the proposed universal roles of agent and experiencer. However, Angor 
surface grammar does not seem to justify the establishment of two separate roles. The roles described here should be 
viewed as language specific rather than universal. 
26 A preliminary analysis of semantic roles in terms of distinctive features, one of which is temporal relations to events 
and states, is given in Litteral (1977b). 
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Patient: 

 (a)  Subject 
   ni -m-ay-o
   fall-past-ind-3fsg
   ‘she fell’ 

 (b)  Object 
   wori  m-a-fond-eya-ndi
   house  past-ind-put.up-3sg-3sgobj 
   ‘he set up his house’ 

Instrument: Instrument-goal 
   pisau-na  bobo-m-a-r-u-ndi
   knife-with cut-past-ind-tran-3mpl-3fsgobj 
   ‘they cut it with a knife’ 

Source: 
   nggoafi -nipoedi kus-u 
   village-from  come.down-3msg 
   ‘he came down from the village’ 

Range: 
   nggoaf-ambe nimar-u 
   village-in  sit-3msg 
   ‘he sat down in the village’ 

Goal: 

 (a)  Object 
   nimi har-ey-u 
   tree hit-ind-3msg 
   ‘he is hitting the tree’ 

 (b)  Instrument-Goal 
   nggoafi -na h-u 
   village-to go-3msg 
   ‘he went to the village’ 

 (c)  Indirect Object 
   m-a-sa-ga-do 
   past-ind-give-3sg-3sgio 
  ‘he gave it to him’ 
Benefactive: 
 

(a) Benefactive 
   wambo-hünda semündi sif-u 
   me-for   get   come.up-3msg 

‘he brought it up for me’ 
(b)  Indirect Object 
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   sandi -wa-piri -ndo
   put.in.net.bag-2sg-3duobj-3sgio
   ‘put the two things in the net bag for her’ 
 
 The Actor semantic role takes precedence over all others in mapping onto grammatical forms. 
The basis for this argument is twofold: (1) the subject is the grammatically prominent function in a 
clause in that it is the only function obligatory to every verb. This is true even when there is no 
coreferent for the subject affix, i.e. ambient verbs; (2) when an Actor role is present as the argument 
of a predicate it always maps onto the grammatical subject. No other role has this exclusive 
mapping relationship to the grammatically prominent function. This means that Angor has no true 
passives. The Patient can be realized as subject only when there is no Actor as an argument of the 
same predicate, e.g. 

 
 bori -ma-re-heya-ndi
 break-past-ind-1s-3fsgobj

‘I broke it’ 
but 
 bori -m-e-fe-o
 break-past-ind-cs-3fsg

‘it broke’. 
 

When there is an Actor the Patient is always realized as object. The accessibility hierarchy for 
subject is: 
 
 Actor > Patient 

 
where > indicates ‘takes precedence over’. 
 

 Instrument maps only to instrument-goal. It cannot map to a nuclear function (subject, object, or 
indirect object) even if it is the inanimate cause of an event and no Actor is present, e.g. 
 hoe-weri -na pi -m-ay-o 
 rain-wind-inst fall-past-ind-3fsg 

‘it fell down because of the storm’. 

On the other hand, for some lexical predicates an Actor role is specified so that when there is an 
inanimate cause it is realized as a subject, e.g. 
 hai wori m-a-ses-o 
 fire house past-ind-eat-3fsg 

‘the fire consumed the house’ 
 
 Range is realized only as a locative, a nonnuclear grammatical function. It is presupposed 
obligatorily for some verbs, e.g. himoni ‘river’ is presupposed for batirambo ‘fish with a hook’.   

 
 Source may be realized as a locative in the clause or as a possessive verb in a possessed noun 
phrase, e.g. 

 
 sihafi -m-ay-o hoe simindi -mbo-an-ahi
 2sgposs-past-ind-3fsg water  drink-prom-stat-lsg 

‘I want to drink some of your water (water that was yours)’ 
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Goal, however, may be realized as object, indirect object, or instrument-goal. The different 
realizations are determined by predicate type and partially by animateness. The Goal of any motion 
verb is realized as instrument-goal (a). The Goal of some nonmotion verbs is realized as a 
grammatical object (b) whereas the animate Goal of the same verb is realized as the indirect object 
(c). Some verbs like sembo ‘to give’ require an animate Goal that is obligatorily realized as indirect 
object (d). These latter verbs reveal the priority of animateness in the mapping relationship to 
nuclear functions. These verbs require that both the Actor as subject and the Goal as indirect object 
be specified in the verb affixes whereas the role of the Patient is specified only if it is dual or plural. 

 
 (a)  wori -na  h-efi
   house-to  go-1pl 
   ‘we went to the house’ 
 (b)  nimi   har-ey-u 
   tree   hit-ind-3msg 
   ‘he is hitting the tree’ 
 (c)  aha-mbo  hari -m-ey-u-ndo 
   3-prom   hit-past-ind-3msg-3sgio 
   ‘he hit her’ 
 (d)  sa-ga-do
   give-3sg-3sgio
   ‘he gave it to him’ 

 The Benefactive is realized as a benefactive construction when there is a lexical item realizing 
this function. With some verbs there is no cross reference (e). However, with some transitive verbs 
the Benefactive may be realized only as the indirect object affix of the verb (f). With such verbs any 
lexical item realizing the Benefactive cross-references to the indirect object affix of the verb. 
 (e) wa-mbo-hünda pemi -m-ey-u 
  1sgobj-prom-ben buy-past-ind-3msg 
   ‘he bought it for me’ 
 (f)  sandi -wa-piri -ndo 
   put.in.bag-2sg-3duobj-3sgio
   ‘put the two things in the (net) bag for her (him)’ 
 

Lexical Predicates 
 
 Lexical predicates specify the state of a referent, a change in the state of a referent, or a change 
in the position of a referent. They have semantic role propositions as their arguments. Their 
function is to relate semantic roles to states or events. There is an inherent temporal aspect to each 
lexical predicate; states represent indefinite time and events represent either durative or punctiliar 
time implicitly. The normal grammatical realization of the lexical predicate is a verb that expresses 
the lexical predicate, together with its arguments, normally realized as a clause. 
  
 Lexical predicates have inherent characteristics (Chafe 1970, Frederiksen 1975, Litteral 1977) 
some of which correlate with Angor verb classes. These inherent characteristics relate to transitivity 
and aspect. Transitivity distinguishes states from events, different types of events, and types of case 
frames. Referentiality distinguishes definite events from indefinite ones as was discussed above 
under referential definiteness. Aspect specifies the inherent aspect of event predicates as to 
punctiliar versus durative. 
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 There are also noninherent features. They specify contextual information that may be either 
textual, such as modifying aspects and temporal relations, or situational information that relates to 
the speech act, such as tense and mood. Distinctive features and a time index are utilized here for 
specifying the semantic features of lexical predicates. 

Inherent Features 

Transitivity 

 Transitivity features are the first kind of inherent features that distinguish predicate types. They 
specify whether a lexical predicate is stative (+St) or an event (-St). An event may have a relatively 
permanent consequence (+Co), e.g. ‘break’, or it may not have a consequence (-Co), e.g. ‘laugh’, or 
have only a temporary consequence, e.g. ‘be decorated’. The consequence of a predicate may either 
relate to space (+Sp), e.g. ‘put’, or it may be nonspatial (-Sp), e.g. ‘kill’. A lexical predicate may 
also be (+St)ative and (+Sp)atial, e.g. ‘be in a net bag’. These transitivity features are reflected in 
the different grammatical classes of verbs. 

 Stative predicates that are only (+St) are realized as stative verbs (Class I) that have as a 
distinguishing feature a lack of tense and the stative morpheme -an from the indicative set, e.g. 
 nindou-an-e 
 man-stat-3fsg 
 ‘it is a human’. 
 
Verbs that are (+St, +Sp) belong to Class II and indicate temporary states, e.g. ‘be hanging’, and as 
such can be inflected for past tense. All nonstative verbs are event verbs (-St). 

 
 Event predicates are further specified as to the feature Consequence (Co) indicating whether 
there is a change of state or space resulting from the event. Most of the verbs of Class III (those 
having the indicative suffix –ay / -ey) express (-Co) predicates, e.g. herimbo ‘sing’, aranimbo ‘cry’, 
but a few of them indicate a process that normally produces a consequence, e.g,. aboedimbo ‘get 
better’. 
 
 aboedi -m-ay-o 
 good-past-ind-3fsg 
 ‘she got well’. 
 
 The use of the past tense, as in the last example, is the normal way of expressing the resultant 
state of the process. Class XI verbs are (-Co) transitive counterparts to the Class III verbs. They 
have the same indicative forms as Class III,. e.g. 
  
 hoaf-ey-u-ndo 
 talk-ind-3msg-3sgobj 
 ‘he is talking to him (her)’. 
 
Not all Class III verbs have a Class XI counterpart. Most of the verbs of Class V that do not have -fe 
‘consequence’ in the infinitive are transitive verbs that indicate an action without indicating a 
consequence, e.g. hitimbo ‘chop at’, versus hitihefembo ‘chop down’, which has a consequence. 

 
Lexical predicates that are (+Co) are further specified as to whether the consequence is spatial or 

not. All verbs of Class II are (+Sp) verbs, e. g. apombo ‘lie down somewhere, sleep’, nimarimbo ‘sit 
down’, hombo ‘go’. Many of the verbs of this class indicate both the event that results in a spatial 
change (-St, +Co, +Sp) and the resultant temporary state (+St, +Sp), e.g. ninggombo ‘stand up, be 
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standing’. Some verbs of Class II are only (+St, +Sp), e.g. asanggiro ‘hang in a net bag’. All the 
verbs of Class VII (kemindimbo ‘cut off and take’), IX (semindimbo ‘take’), and X (saimbo ‘give’) 
are (+Sp) verbs. Some verbs of Class IV (tükifembo ‘to arrive’) are also (+Sp) verbs. 

 
Most of the (+Co, -Sp) lexical predicates belong either to verb Class IV (borifembo ‘to break, be 

broken’) or V (hitifembo ‘to cut’). All the verbs of Class IV and most of those of Class V that are 
(+Co, -Sp) have the form -fe in the infinitive. This morpheme, which I have called ‘consequence’, is 
the main surface realization of the feature (+Co). 

This derivational suffix retains its original form in the infinitive and some finite forms of Class IV 
verbs, e.g. 
 ke-m-e-fe-o 
 break-past-ind-cs-3fs 
 ‘it is broken’. 
 
In Class V verbs the -fe of the infinitive is reduced to e plus semivowel offglide or it produces 
fronting in finite forms. These operations can be seen by comparing some of the subject-person-
number affixes of Class V verbs with and without -fe.27

     without -fe          with  -fe 

1sg -ha   -heya 

3sg -a   -eya  

2,3du -na   -neya 

2,3fpl -hü   -hi 

2,3mpl -u   -ü 

  The lexical predicate mindi ‘hold’ never occurs as a root but may combine with other roots 
through proposition consolidation to form a compound verb of Class VII, a class with double 
subject inflection. When an adjective is the first root, it is first made into a verb by the suffixation 
-mbo and then the mindi form is compounded with it, e.g. 
 moarowai-mbo-mindi -mbo 
 bad-prom-hold-prom 
 ‘be unskilled at a task’. 
 

When the root is a verb, the -mbo form is not suffixed before compounding, e.g. 
 

 kike-mindi -mbo 
 cut-hold-prom 
 ‘cut and hold’. 
 

 Another transitivity feature of every lexical predicate is its case frame. The case frame represents 
the semantic roles that may function as the arguments of a lexical predicate, the case frame itself 
being specified as part of each lexical entry in the dictionary. The semantic features of a predicate 
may determine its case frame. All predicates that are (+St) have only one obligatory case, Patient. In 
this case (+St) entails the Patient case making its specification in the case frame redundant. (+Co) 

                                                 
27 The first dual and plural forms are not influenced by -fe. The second singular forms are -a and -oa with the o being 
unexplainable unless it has been influenced by the loss of the f. One can also view the -ey ‘indicative’ of class III verbs 
and the -ey of class V verbs as the same form. However, the morphophonemic processes associated with the two are not 
the same. Further research including a reanalysis of morphological forms may show the two forms posited here as being 
one underlying form. 
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can also be considered as entailing the Patient case by permitting compound cases. Consider 
borifembo ‘break’ (-St, +Co, -Sp) It has the case frame (Actor), Patient, and can be realized as 
 

 bori -m-e-fe-o 
 break-past-ind-cs-3fsg 
 ‘it is broken’ 

with only the Patient or 
 bori -m-a-r-eya-ndi
 break-past-ind-ran-3sg-3fsgobj 
 ‘he broke it’ 
with both Actor and Patient. Other (+Co) verbs with -fe are only intransitive, e.g. tükifembo ‘arrive’ 
(-St, +Co, +Sp). In this case the Actor is also the referent who experiences the consequence. If the 
case of this verb is expressed as Actor-Patient indicating a compound case with a single referent, 
then (+Co) also entails Patient.  
 
A single lexical item may have up to five case frames according to its inherent feature 
specifications. This system is productive with the products determined by sets of lexical predicates. 
An example is given using aboedi ‘good’. 

 aboedi (+St): Patient 
  aboed-an-e 
  good-stat-3fsg 
  ‘she is good’ 

aboedi (-St, +Co, -Sp): Patient 
  aboed-ay-o 
  good-ind-3fs 
  ‘she is getting well’ 

 aboedi (-St, +Co, +Sp): Actor-Patient, (Range) 
  aboedi -m-e-fe-o 
  good-past-ind-cs-3fs 

‘she escaped’ 

 aboedi (-St, +Co, -Sp): Actor, Patient 
  aboedi -m-a-r-eya-ndi
  good-past-ind-tran-3sg-3fsgobj 
  ‘he did good to her’ 

 aboedi  (-St, -Co, mindi): Actor 
  aboedi -m-a-r-a-mind-u 
  good-past-ind-tran-3sg-hold-3msg  
  ‘he does that well’ 

Any predicate with the feature (+Sp) has at least an optional spatial case (Source and/or Goal or 
Range) in its case frame. Predicates with an Actor, Patient case frame may usually be further 
specified with an optional Instrument although some predicates with only a Patient may also take an 
Instrument, e.g. 
 weri -na   pi -m-ay-o 
 wind-with  fall-past-ind-3fsg 
 ‘the wind blew it down, it fell because of the wind’. 
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The Benefactive is an optional case outside the basic case system (Grimes 1975:132-3) with the 
only constraint being that it requires an Actor. 

Aspect 

 Lexical predicates are not only distinguished as to states and events but events must be further 
categorized as to their inherent aspect, i.e. whether they are durative or punctiliar. Some events may 
be further specified as completed by the presence of a completive derivational suffix -he in the verb 
root. A lexical predicate that is (-St) may be further specified as inherently durative (+D) or 
punctiliar (-D). All inherently durative verbs may be modified by the continuative aspect which is 
realized either by repetition of an intransitive verb, e.g. 
 h-o, h-o,  h-o 
 go-3fsg  go-3fsg  go-3fsg 
 ‘she went and went and went’ 

or by the repetition of the verb hombo ‘go’ after a transitive verb, e.g. 
 wari -fe h- ife,  h- ife, h- ife 
 hand-3fdu  go-3fdu  go-3fdu go-3fdu 
 ‘they fished with their hands on and on’. 

Punctiliar predicates cannot have continuous aspect, e.g. the following verb sequence is abnormal 
because the verb is inherently punctiliar: 
 *tükife, tükife, tükife 
 arrive,  arrive,  arrive 
 ‘*she arrived and arrived and arrived’. 

 The completive hefembo functions both as a free form and as a derivational form to indicate 
inherent perfective aspect. This can best be illustrated by the derivational suffix added to the root 
hiti ‘chop’: 

 hiti -mbo chop-prom  ‘chop’ 
 hiti -fe-mbo chop-cs-prom ‘make a cut’ 
 hiti -he-fe-mbo chop-comp-cs-prom ‘cut down’ 

All Class VI verbs have this derivational suffix. A verb with this derivational completive may also 
have a modifying completive indicating the completion of an event, e.g. 
 si -hay-a hay-a 
 place-comp-3sg comp-3sg 
 ‘after he put it down’. 

When only the Patient is the argument of a verb with the inherent perfective, the completive form is 
-hoay.28 An example is: 
 nimihari ka-m-a-ri -hoay-o 
 stick break-past-ind-tran-comp-3fsg 
 ‘the stick has been broken’ 

This contrasts with the form that has only the consequence form -fe instead of hefe, e.g. 
 nimihari ka-m-e-fe-o 
 stick  break-past-ind-cs-3fs 
                                                 
28 The o of hoai represents labialization and is unexplained at present. It could be influenced by the loss of the bilabial 
fricative f or by the third feminine singular subject affix o which has caused the h to be labialized (hai + o = hoaio) with 
the labialization being retained when the third feminine singular o is not realized in the nonfinal form. Assimilative 
labialization is a feature of Angor, e.g. m- + aho = moaho ‘she went’. 
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 ‘the stick is broken’ 
 

Noninherent features 

Aspect 

 In contrast to the inherent aspect of a lexical predicate there may also be a modifying aspect that 
specifies the punctuality or durativeness of a lexical predicate in specific contexts. There are two 
types of punctiliar aspects, one durative one, and two stative ones. The punctiliar modifying aspects 
are inchoative and completive. The inchoative specifies the initial temporal point of an event and 
the completive the temporal terminus of an event. The durative aspect extends the normal time 
duration of an event. The stative modifying aspects are continuous and habitual; the first makes the 
event into a temporary state, whereas the second makes an event a state by habitual repetition. 

 The punctiliar aspect realizations are in an iconic relation to the verbs they modify. The 
inchoative occurs before the verb and the completives follow the verb. This is similar to Tok Pisin 
where the inchoative stat precedes the verb and the completive pinis follows the verb. 

 The inchoative is formed by a preverbal modifier consisting of the verb pi ‘go down, step’ plus 
the completive hefembo, both of which agree with the verb they modify in subject, person, number, 
and gender: 
 pi -y-u hay-a wori -mbo-r-a 
 step-nonind-3msg comp-3sg house-prom-tran-3sg 
 ‘he started building the house’. 

There are two completive forms: hefembo and mburumbo. The first is primarily associated with 
punctiliar events. The second is associated primarily with durative events. They follow the verbs 
they modify and agree with their subjects in person, number, and gender. An example of hefembo is 
given in the last example. An example of mburumbo is: 
 wori -mbo-r-u mbur-u 
 house-prom-tran-3mp1  comp-3mpl
 ‘they (men) completed the house’. 

The durative modifying aspect is accomplished by repeating the verb or by repeating an inflected 
form of the verb hombo ‘go’ after the verbs. Examples of these were given above under inherent 
aspect. 

 Continuous aspect is morphologically indicated by suffixation of the simultaneous form -uhi plus 
the stative -an with subject affixation: 
 hoe  nggini -r-eya-nd-üh-an-e 
 water  dry-tran-3sg-3fsobj-sim-stat-3fsg 
 ‘the water continually evaporates’ 

The habitual is formed by a phonologically separate word using the indicative suffix -a, the 
transitive -r, a transitive-subject- person-number-gender affix that agrees in person, number, and 
gender with the subject affix of a transitive or intransitive root, and the nonspecific third feminine 
singular object form -ndi. The root has no mood affixation, this occurring instead with the habitual 
suffix complex. 
 nafi -r-u a-r-u-ndi
 make-tran-3mpl ind-tran-3mpl-3fsobj
 ‘they manufacture it’ 
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 hoafi -y-u a-r-a-ndi
 talk-nonind-3msg ind-tran-3sg-3sgobj 
 ‘he always talks’ 
 

Realizations 

 Some lexical predicates may have more than one or no surface manifestations. A lexical 
predicate may have two surface manifestations in linkage where the last clause, part of it, or a 
proform for it is repeated as a dependent first clause in the following sentence. The quotation verb 
sambo has the most possible surface realizations and will be discussed here. The lexical predicate 
indicating quotation relates the content of a speech act to the act of speaking. It has two obligatory 
arguments and an optional one. The obligatory Actor specifies the speaker and the Patient the 
contents. The optional Goal specifies the hearer. The quotation predicate itself may be the general 
argument of a general-specific rhetorical predicate with the type of speech act, e.g. asking, lying, 
answering, etc. being the specific argument.29

 There are four possibilities for the realization of the quotation verb in relation to the quotation: 
preceding, following, preceding and following, and suppletion by raised voice register. The 
predominant realization is following the quotation: 
 mborai kos-afi  m-e-h-u-ndo 
 come come.down-2sg past-ind-say-3smg-3sgobj
 ‘ “Come, come down,” he said to him.’ 

When there is a specific type of speech (performative) indicated with the quotation margin, the 
margin must occur before the quotation. The verb indicating the type of speaking is affixed for 
simultaneous time and sambo is affixed with the bound conjunction notion -a ‘and’: 
 … hoafi -y-u-mun-ühi ya-h-u-ya. Sani,  Waf  se ... 
 talk-nonind-3msg-1plobj-sim nonind-say-3msg-comp Sani Waf you 
 ‘... he spoke to us saying, “Sani and Waf, you ... ” ’  

  (sambo is an irregular verb with h being the allomorph for third singular and third masculine 
 plural.)  

When there is no quotation margin preceding the quotation, the quotation generally is distinguished 
from the narration by the elevated register /!/: 
 …hombo-y-o-hünd-a-mbo-y-o. !i me  wandi hoafe ahuribure…  
 look-nonind-3fsg-sim-and-prom-nonind-3fsg  eh mother  my betel.nut flower  many are 
 ‘...while she looked (she said),“Eh, mother, my betel nut flowered…”’ 

 

Time Index 

 A temporal indexing system is associated with lexical predicates in order to give a formal 
representation of time relations within discourse. Each lexical proposition with a lexical predicate is 
given a time index that specifies its temporal relationship to other lexical predicates in the 
discourse. A theoretical presentation of time indexing is given in Litteral (1972b) and Grimes 
(1975). To this is added a referential index that identifies the proposition. 

 In Table 4.6 the lettered lines represent the spans of time for specific events. The unlettered line 
represents a time span specified in the discourse when there are no events taking place. The 
                                                 
29 Approximately seventy different types of Angor communicative categories have been recorded. 
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boundaries of these spans are indicated by points on the time base. The time base is indexed with 
boundaries indicated by even numbers and intervals by odd numbers. 

 
  (--------B-------)  (----E----) 
Events 
   (----A----) (---C---) (-------) (----D----) 
 
Time base ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 
Time index 0  1  2  3  4  5   6  7  8  9  10 11   12  13     14 
 
  Table 4.6. Event interval and time index 

Each event in the discourse can be indexed so as to specify its relation to other events in the 
discourse. The index has two numbers, the first indicating when the event begins, the second when 
it ends. The indices of the events in the chart are: A (1,3), B (3,7), C (7,9), D (13,13), and E (13,13). 
The indices show that the time spans of A and B overlap as do those of B and C. The time spans of 
D and E are simultaneous and those of A, C, and D are in sequence. The unlettered span (11,11) 
indicates a specified but unfilled time lapse in the discourse such as ‘after a while’. 

 Other temporal relations can be specified using the index. Inchoative aspect is specified with an 
initial boundary (even number) and a span (odd number): (2,3). The completive is represented by a 
span followed by a boundary: (3,4). A punctiliar verb is represented by a single span index : (3). It 
does not have a beginning and an end but is viewed as a point. 

 Durative aspect is (l…l), Continuative (-1,0) with negative numbers representing time before the 
speech event and () time simultaneous with the speech event: Habitual is -oo, +oo, or oo with a 
nonspatial change of state being (l,oo). Events or states that begin some time before the first event 
are indexed as (A, n), and those that continue beyond the last event as (n, Z), with states that both 
precede and follow the narrative as (A, Z). 

 Each lexical predicate in the semantic representation has a time index and one or more 
arguments consisting of semantic roles. The clause ‘after I got the motorcycle ...’ is represented 
semantically as: 
 Ro motapaiki sa-ha-mindi he-heya … 
 I motorcycle get-1sg-hold  comp-1sg 
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 Prop a (1,2)     se-mindi  get.hold 

     A 
  x 
  1  ro ‘I’ 
  sg 
  P  

  y 
  3 
  sg motapaiki ‘motorbike’ 
  fem 

The time index for this proposition indicates that it is the first event of the discourse as it covers the 
first time span and that it is a completive as the even number 2 specifies the boundary after the 
event, the formal representation of a completive. The letter a identifies the proposition. A(ctor)’s 
argument gives the person and number of the referent and its manifestation outside the verb. The 
referent of P(atient) is marked for person, number, and gender which is realized in the grammatical 
form of the object slot of the verb and the referent is specified as a motapaiki  ‘motorcycle’. x is the 
referential index for motapaiki. 

 

Rhetorical predicates 

 Grimes (1975:207) states that only part of the semantic content of a discourse is accounted for by 
the lexical predicates and their semantic role arguments. There are other types of propositions 
whose predicates have the function of organizing the content of discourse. These predicates are 
called rhetorical predicates. They have as their arguments lexical propositions or other rhetorical 
propositions. 

 Others have analyzed semantic relations similar to rhetorical predicates but have limited their 
domain predominantly to interclause relations. Halliday (1975) and Frederiksen (1975) term them 
logical relations with Frederiksen subdividing the logical network into relative, logical, and causal 
systems. Ballard, Conrad, and Longacre (1971a, 1971b), and Longacre (1972) provide a detailed 
deep structural taxonomy using symbolic logic with a statement calculus specifying relations 
between clauses and on higher levels and a repartee calculus concerned with relations within 
dialogue. Beekman and Callow (1974) speak of relations between propositions, listing twenty-three 
semantic relations that can be used as exegetical tools. These propositions have been utilized not 
only to analyze relations between clauses but also relations between sections of discourse. 
Frederiksen (1975) analyzes logical and causal relations in terms of truth values and functions. I 
(Litteral 1977b) analyze rhetorical relations in terms of distinctive features. 

 Grimes (1975:209) divides rhetorical predicates into three types according to their coordinating 
or subordinating characteristics. The arguments of PARATACTIC predicates have equal weight and 
produce coordinate constructions. HYPOTACTIC predicates are attached in a subordinate position to a 
higher predicate and form the basis of subordinate constructions. NEUTRAL predicates may assume 
either form: either coordinating their arguments or subordinating them to other predicates. Grimes 
(personal communication) has now dropped this classification, observing that subordination and 
coordination are aspects of staging rather than of the rhetorical relationships themselves. 

 I divide rhetorical predicates into four types on the basis of the relations between their 
arguments: logica1, equative, setting, and response. There are six LOGICAL rhetorical predicates 
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divided into two subgroups: those with dependency relations and those without. Those with 
dependency relations have one argument whose realization depends on the realization of another 
argument. Grimes terms these relations covariance. This subset of logical relations includes result, 
purpose, and condition. Result indicates that one argument causes the other argument; purpose that 
one argument contains the intention of performing the other; and condition that one argument is 
realized on the condition that the other is realized. The other subsets without dependency are 
adversative, alternative, and conjunction. Adversative has a negative component in that it indicates 
differences between arguments. Alternative specifies that one of its two arguments is possible but 
not both. Conjunction joins its arguments into a set.  

 EQUATIVE rhetorical predicates specify set membership. Inclusion indicates that one argument is 
a member of the set defined by the other argument. An object (attribute) or event (manner) may be 
included in the set of objects or events having an attribute, e.g. in ‘the red house’ ‘house’ is 
included in the set of objects that are red. Likewise an object may be included in a set of other 
objects (identification). The equivalence predicate asserts that its arguments are identical. Specific 
has one argument, which is a conjunction or a sequence that provides the specific elements for the 
general set of another argument. Analogy is similar to equivalence but specifies that one argument 
is like another, not identical with it. 

 SETTING predicates relate their arguments to time, space, states, or events. The location predicate 
orients its arguments in space. Trajectory is a location predicate that involves a moving spatial 
orientation, as in a travel narrative. A time predicate provides the temporal setting for its arguments. 
The explanation predicate provides a logical setting for other states or events. This predicate relates 
to the participants in the speech event as the speaker provides background information that he 
assumes the hearer does not know. Evidence is also a type of explanation. 

 The RESPONSE predicate relates two arguments in which there is in initiating action by one 
participant and a responding action on the part of another participant. This relation is typically 
expressed in conversations and plot structure. 

Logical Predicates 

 Logical predicates except conjunction ordinarily have only two arguments.30 In covariance 
predicates one argument, the consequent, is logically dependent upon another argument, the 
antecedent. With the adversative there is a negation of some feature or features of one argument in 
the other argument or in the expected result of an argument. The alternative relates two or more 
arguments, only one of which is possible. 

 Result is one subtype of covariance predicate. It is equivalent to Frederiksen’s causal 
contrafactual (1975:436). Unlike purpose or condition, both of its arguments specify actual events 
or states, past, present, or future. The two constraints on its arguments are that they have sequential 
time indices and that both be true (Frederiksen 1975:436, Litteral 1977:186). It differs from purpose 
in that it makes no specification as to intention. These characteristics are evident in the semantic 
representation of result in these Angor sentences: 
 Bidifiri yifiri -na-mbo simbori pifi -r- iy-imo 
 some arrow-with-prom reciprocate shoot-tran-ind-3mpl 
 ‘Some men were shooting each other with arrows.’ 

                                                 
30 Hunt (1975) provides a more detailed analysis of cause-effect relations. He analyzes them according to cause 
characteristics and effect characteristics. Cause characteristics include a feature of condition and one of volition giving 
four possible combinations of cause characteristics. Effect characteristics have the features uncertain and conclusive 
content, again giving four possible combinations. The combination of four cause and four effect characteristics gives 16 
possible cause-effect combinations. 
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 Rani -y-imo bidifiri … karafusi -ya-fundi
 that-ind-3mpl  some  jail-ind-3mpl 
 ‘Because of that some were jailed.’ 

 

Prop result raniyimo ‘because of that they’ 

 Prop a (1.1)  simbori  pifembo  ‘shoot each other’ 
   3 
  A masc  bidifiri ‘some’ 
   pl 
   xy 
   3 
  I  fem  yifirinambo ‘with arrows’ 
   pl 
   z 
  Prop b(3.w) karafusifembo  ‘be jailed’ 
   3 
  P masc  bidifiri ‘some’ 
   pl 
   y 

 

First, the time index of the antecedent proposition with ‘fight’ (l,l) precedes that of the consequent 
with ‘jailed’ (3). Second, there is no obligatory element of intention, i.e., the men did not fight for 
the purpose of being put in jail. Third, the actors of the antecedent ‘some’ are not the actors of the 
consequent but are its patients. Although not necessarily a feature of result, this switch from actor to 
nonactor between antecedent and consequent is common with result predicates. 

 There is no explicit lexical manifestation of result comparable to ‘as a result’ or ‘because of 
that’. Rather, the result relationship is implicit with different types of conjoining that specify 
different relations between the clauses. The lexical manifestation of result in the above example is 
raniyimo ‘that happened and then they (masculine)’ which is an anaphoric demonstrative rani 
‘that’, the nonindicative form -(i)y  which indicates sequence, and an anticipatory subject -imo 
‘3mpl’. This form indicates sequence and relatedness of events.  ran-ane ‘that-stative’ indicates 
simultaneity or a consequence of a state and can be translated as ‘it was like that and’. Other lexical 
manifestations of the result relationship illustrated below are ngga asu ‘but, and’ ‘because, and so’ 
(a), asu ‘and, so then’, asu mami  ‘and then’ and -a(mbo) ‘and’ (b). Result may also be left implicit 
as a part of the script that is understood by the speaker and hearer (c). Examples are: 
 (a) … pemi -y-ei a-ri -hü-ndi.  Ngga asu rani fi-hind-an-e ai-ana 
  sell-nonind-3fpl ind-tran-3f pl-3fsgobj but  and that skin-from-stat-3fsg  they-cond 
  kaki a-sa-hü-mind-i… 
  money ind-get-3fpl-hold-3fpl 
    ‘... they sell it. And so from that they get money….’ 
 (b) hoe-m-ey-o-a ples barus bagarapi -m-ey-o-a m-a-mar-efi
  rain-past-ind-3fsg-and place airplane ruin-past-ind-fsg-and past-ind-sit-1pl 
   ‘It rained and the airstrip became unuseable and so we sat.’ 

   (Note that past tense m plus a ‘and’ indicates switch reference.) 
 (c) … hiti -hoe-fi -n-eya-ndi -ø han-i pi -m-ey-o-a-mbo-ey-afe 
  cut-comp-cs-3du-ind-3fsgobj go.down-3fsg fall-past-ind-3fsg-and-prom-ind-3fdu 
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   ‘... they (two) cut the tree and (as normally expected) it went down and fell.’ 

 The different lexical manifestations of the result relationship indicate different semantic aspects 
that are specified. The three semantic aspects that the connectives may specify are the relation 
between two events, switch reference from actor to patient, and sequence. Table 4.7 below shows 
the relationship between the semantic aspects and the lexical forms manifesting a result 
relationship. 

   Rel SR Seq 
rani ‘that’ x x x 
mami change particle  x 
asu ‘and’ x 
ngga ‘but, and’ x x 
-a  ‘and’ x x 
m-a-mbo-y-o   x x  x 
∅      x    

Table 4.7. Semantic aspects of lexical forms for result Rel(ation between clauses), 
S(witch) R(eference), Seq(uence). 

rani  ‘that’ forms have the greatest potential for indicating the result relation as they can specify all 
three semantic aspects. It is the form used most frequently when result is made prominent. ngga 
‘but’ indicates a conjoining relationship between predicates as well as a switch in their contents, 
whereas asu ‘and’ specifies only that there is a conjoining relationship between two predicates. a 
‘and’ with past tense m indicates both a conjoining and switch reference relationship. A verb with 
the affixes m past plus a-mbo-y-o and-foc-seq-3fsg indicates all three semantic aspects but with less 
prominence than the free form with rani ‘that’. 

 Two factors predominantly determine the surface form of result predicates: familiarity of content 
and domain of the antecedent argument. In texts about familiar events and procedures the 
predominant manifestation (100% in some texts) of the result relation is ∅ or m past, -a ‘and’ 
switch reference. In these situations the speaker assumes the hearer knows the script that provides 
the rules for interpreting result from the semantic information. Consequently he does not need to 
specify result in a prominent manner. On the other hand, when the text contains explanatory and 
hortatory material most result relations (over 90% in some texts) are marked by a form of rani 
‘that’, or else by asu ‘and’ mami  ‘change particle’, or ngga ‘but, and’. With this type of content 
there are few scripts that the speaker assumes the audience is familiar with as he is supplying 
predominantly new information. In this situation semantic relationships are prominent and 
consequently are specified as such in the surface grammar. 

 The other situation in which result is usually specified in the surface grammar is when the 
antecedent argument covers more than a few lexical predicates. When this occurs, the result is 
usually specified lexically. The simplified semantic representation of part of a text about a curing 
ceremony is given here.  
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Prop covariance (result) asu mami  ‘and so’ 

 Prop a (1,5) Conjunction 

  Prop n (1,1) hundurifoariwuri ‘they wash him’ 

  Prop o (3 ,3) butakifoariwuri ‘they cut him’ 

  Prop p (5,5)  hori  pefoedihiyo ‘blood flowed’ 

 Prop b (7,7)   aboedimeyu ‘he got well’ 

 ‘They washed him, cut his skin, the blood flowed, and so he got well.’ 

The semantic representation shows the man was healed because of several actions, the collection of 
events. Result is indicated by the forms asu ‘and’ and mami  ‘change particle’. 

 The unmarked order of clauses for result is cause, then result. The marked order occurs when the 
result precedes the cause. There are two result-cause constructions. In one the construction 
containing the cause is introduced by nimboe ‘why, because’, ngga ‘but’, asu ‘and’ or ø and is 
inflected with a past tense final verb with -a(mbo) ‘and’. The -a(mbo) is not used when there is a 
negated verb (a). The other structure has the cause followed by the demonstrative rani  ‘that’ plus 
the prominence form -mbo (b). 
 (a) yimb  ai yifiyari-m-e-fani. nimboe nggorü  ai songgo     
  two they fight-past-ind-3mdu why  one  he bush.fowl.egg  
  humbuhuni -m-ey-u. 
  steal-past-ind-3msg 
    ‘The two fought because one stole a bush fowl egg.’ 
 (b)  yimbo ai  yifiyari -m-e-fani  nggorü ai songgo    humbuhuni -m-ey-u rani -mbo 
     two  they  fight-past-ind-3mdu  one   he bush.fowl.egg steal-past-ind-3msg  that-prom 
    ‘The two fought for one had stolen a bush fowl egg.’ 

 The purpose predicate specifies that one event occurs in order that another event may occur. 

 There are four grammatical manifestations of the purpose rhetorical predicate. They differ in the 
amount of information they specify and in prominence. The predominant order of clauses indicating 
purpose is consequent, then antecedent; that is, the clause encoding the intended action precedes the 
clause specifying the action by which the intended action is accomplished. The four grammatical 
manifestations are given in Table 4.8 with their specifications as to prominence and coordination or 
subordination. 

  Purpose Prominent Subordinate 

1. Cl infin + Cl – + 
2. Cl infin + hünda + Cl + + 
3. Cl fin + Conj + rani + Cl fut + – 
4. Cl fin + sambo + Cl + – – 

  Table 4.8. Grammatical manifestations of purpose 

 The mapping of purpose onto surface forms depends on staging rules. If the intention argument 
has the feature subordinate, then sambo ‘say, want’ is deleted and the purpose is expressed as an 
infinitive if without prominence and as an infinitive plus -hünda if prominent (b above). If the 
intention argument is coordinate without prominence, sambo is realized (d above) whereas it is not 
realized if the intention argument is coordinate and prominent (c above). Examples of these purpose 
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predicates are given here following the order of presentation in the chart above: 
 (a)  he-mbo m-a-h-omo 
  pig.hunt-prom past-ind-go-3mpl 
   ‘they (men) went pig hunting, they went to hunt pigs’ 
 (b) …yiw-ehi -mbo hunduri -mbo-hünda… a-kus-u. 31

  1st-du-prom wash-prom-purp  ind-come.down-3msg 
   ‘... he came down in order to wash (baptize) us.’ 
 (c) ... se rani  sunggu-ndu mbo-emo. Ngga rani -mbo-an-ahi … siha-mu-mbo hoaf-ay-ahi
  you  that  follow-fut-prom-2mpl but that-prom-stat-1sg  2-mpl-prom talk-ind-1sg 
   ‘... you shouldn’t follow that custom. And because of that I am talking to you.’ 
 (d) Se fifiri -mbi -ri -hi-nd-a  s-ahi   he-heya
  you know-possb-tran-3fpl-3sgobj-and say-1sg comp-1sg  
  ro siripapi -m-a-ri -ha-nd-an-e  nda 
  I  write-past-ind-tran-1sg-3sgobj-stat-3fsg  this 
   ‘I wanted you to know that and so I wrote this.’  

Example (a) has an infinitive in the first clause and a finite verb in the second. This indicates a 
subordinate relationship for that consequent with the purpose relation not prominent. Example (b) 
has an infinitive with -hünda ‘purpose, benefactive’ in the first clause and a finite verb in the 
second. This signals a subordinate consequent with purpose prominent because of the additional 
purpose specification with -hünda. Example (c) has a finite future verb in the first clause, a 
conjunction, a demonstrative rani that is anaphoric with the stative indicating simultaneity plus 
cataphoric affixation, and a second clause with a finite verb. This indicates that the antecedent and 
consequent are coordinate and that the purpose relation is prominent because of the free conjunction 
complex. This conjunction complex may also express result. The first clause of example (d) has a 
future finite verb expressing the event performed to obtain the purpose, the second clause is a form 
of the verb sambo ‘to want, say’, and the third clause has a finite verb. This sentence has the 
antecedent and consequent in a coordinate chaining relationship and no free conjunctions so that 
purpose is nonprominent. Types (a) and (b) with infinitives permit only minimal information in 
conjunction with the consequent predicate. Types (c) and (d), on the other hand, have finite verbs 
which permit information about performatives, modality, tense, and participants. 

 Purpose can be viewed semantically in two ways. One position is the one that I took (R. Litteral 
1972b:398) and that Grimes (1975:227) takes also. There I noted three features of purpose:  

‘First there are identical agents in the propositions dominated by each argument. Second, the 
time indices for the two lexical propositions must be in sequence. Third, the underlying 
predication of the proposition containing the intended action corresponds to the verb sambo ‘to 
want, say’, and its time index is identical with that of the proposition indicating the initial 
action.’ 

That is, the person who performs the antecedent is the one intending to perform the consequent 
action and his intention and the first action are simultaneous, i.e. they have the same time indices. 
This is represented semantically as:32

                                                 
31 See chapter III, footnote 18 for another possible interpretation of -hünda. 
32 This formulation is simplified by deleting prop. In future formulations the conjunction of a horizontal and descending 
line is to be read as ‘proposition’. Only essential information will be given. 
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Purpose 

 a (1,1) hombo ‘go’ 

       A 

       masc 

       sg 

       x 

 b (1,1) sambo ‘intend’ 

       A 

       masc 
       sg 
       x 

       P 

        --- c(w,w) hembo ‘hunt’ 

           A 
           masc 
           sg 
           x 

           P 

           fem 
           y 

 he-mbo m-a-h-u 
 hunt-prom  past-ind-go-3msg 
  ‘he went to hunt a pig’ 

This indicates that a man went and at the time that he went he intended to hunt a pig. The sambo 
‘say’ is not realized in the surface form except in the infinitive form of the verb hembo ‘hunt a pig’ 
or the conjunction complex as in (c). It is realized, however, when intention is prominent as in (d) 
above. This formulation closely fits the surface form of (c). 

 My present view is that purpose is a subtype of result. In this formulation the antecedent is the 
intention, the consequent is the action performed which dominates the proposition specifying the 
intended action. This would be formalized as: 
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Purpose 
a (1,3) sambo ‘intend ’  

         A 

         masc 
         sg 
         x 

         P 

          c (w,w) hembo ‘hunt 

          A 

          masc 
          sg 
          x 

          P 

          y 

  c (3,3) hombo ‘go’ 

      A 

      masc 
      sg 
      x 

This formulation is preferable in that it represents more accurately the relationship between the 
events as expressed in Angor, e.g. (d) above where the intention precedes the writing. First the 
person intends to hunt pigs (1,3) and then because of this intention he goes (3,3), i.e. his action is 
the result of his intention. The intended action is not given a numerical index as it is not specified 
whether or not the action occurs. W,W indicates an unspecified future time. 

 Accomplished purpose, which is common in narratives, is ordinarily not signaled in the surface 
grammar but is treated as a sequence of events. For example, in a folk tale a man with sores is 
carried away by birds to the top of a tree. His family come and tell the birds to let him down but the 
birds refuse. The family then go and get their stone axes and cut down the tree. The sentence about 
going to get the axes indicates a purposive action, a plan, yet the events are treated merely as a 
sequence: 
 hahüs-i yiriwaran-iy-ei he-hi hahüs-i hiti -hü 
 go.up-3fpl ax.hand-ind-3fpl  comp-3fpl go.up-3fpl cut-3fpl 
  ‘They went up (to the village), got the axes, went back up the path and cut the tree.’ 

The first three actions are for the purpose of being able to perform the last. As purpose of this type 
is not indicated in the semantic representation it would need to be specified as a plan. Plans specify 
that events told in a narrative after a lack or need is mentioned are purposive. The interpretation of 
sequences of events with the same actor as purpose is apparently based upon an assumption shared 
by the speaker and hearer that most human behavior is purposive and not random. 

 A purposive covariance predicate may also dominate a complete discourse, e.g. procedural 
discourse. Most events in a procedural discourse are purposive, and lead to an expected goal. 
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Usually this purposive element is specified in the text, such as a procedural text about pig hunting in 
which the purpose is stated in the first paragraph when the men say ‘Let’s go pig hunting’. At other 
times the purpose is unstated and may be indicated only by the event or events at the end of the 
discourse which typically terminate a script. For example, the purpose in a discourse about 
preparing sago is indicated in the last verb of the discourse which states the result that the people ate 
the sago. 

 There are three types of Angor conditional rhetorical predicates: temporal, neutral and contrary-
to-fact. Conditional predicates specify a relationship in which one argument, the consequent, 
depends upon the realization of the other argument, the antecedent. Each type differs with respect to 
its presuppositions about the antecedent. The temporal conditional assumes the truth of the 
antecedent with the consequent having the same value. The neutral conditional does not assume the 
truth or falsity of the antecedent but the antecedent and consequent must both have the same truth 
value. The contrary-to-fact conditional assumes that the antecedent is false resulting in a false 
consequent also. 

 The forms -ani and ananimbo (prominent) mark the antecedent of the temporal conditional. The 
antecedent has no restrictions as to tense but must have a nonindicative verb. The consequent has no 
restrictions as to tense or mood. The temporal conditional is often used by the Angor in a non-
temporal sense, a usage that is similar to some other languages of Papua New Guinea in which there 
are no single grammatical forms to distinguish temporal and nontemporal conditionals (Lauck 1976, 
Frantz 1976). The unmarked order is with the antecedent preceding the consequent. An example is: 
 sifi-ani  hambur-an-e 
 ripe-if  red-stat-3fsg 
  ‘if (when) it is ripe, it is red’ 

 The neutral conditional has the morphological forms -ana, -animbo (prominent), and -anana 
(with future verbs). These forms mark the antecedent and occur only on present indicative and 
future nonindicative verbs with the consequent having only future tense verbs. The unmarked order 
is antecedent before consequent. The neutral conditional can be considered one argument of an 
alternative argument with the other argument of the alternative predicate expressing the negative 
counterpart of the expressed neutral conditional. An example of the neutral conditional is: 
 a-sin-u-ana fandi -hu-mbo-ey-efi
 ind-come-3msg-cond gather-1pl-prom-ind-1pl 

‘if he comes, we will gather’. 

 The contrary-to-fact conditional rhetorical predicate is marked morphologically by the complex 
form -mbonana on the antecedent. This complex form consists of the prominence morpheme -mbo, 
the epenthetic consonant n, and the conditional morpheme -ana. This rhetorical predicate can be 
considered one argument of a higher level adversative rhetorical predicate. The other argument of 
the adversative predicate consists of the implied information concerning the real situation. For 
example if the contrary-to-fact conditional says ‘if you had seen it, you would have known’, then 
the other implied arguments of the adversative predicates would be ‘since you did not see it, you do 
not know’. 

 The form -mbonana occurs on a nonindicative nonfuture verb that may be optionally affixed 
with the possible affix mb. The consequent must have a nonindicative nonfuture verb. An example 
is: 
 sif-u-mbonana fandi -hu 
 come.up-3msg-contrary.cond gather-1pl 
  ‘if he had come up, we would have gathered’ 
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 The predominant form of conditionals is for the conditional morphemes to be affixed to a verb, 
the result being a subordinate antecedent. A coordinate form can be produced by affixing the 
conditional morphemes to the demonstrative rani  ‘that’ to form a conditional free conjunction. 
With this form the antecedent and consequent have equal prominence because of the coordinate 
structure. An example is: 
 … diboado-ndi -hu hohoanimo-nd-efi ran-ani -mbo sihefi -amboani  kaki  
 correct-fut-1pl think-fut-1pl that-cond-prom we-at-also  money 
 ra akidau yanggori -mbo-an-e-si
 that  little be-prom-stat-3fsg-decl 
 ‘… let us do what is right and when that happens we also will have a little money.’ 

 The condition predicate is a predominant feature of explanatory and hortatory discourse. Three 
discourses of this type analyzed in detail average 24% with conditional affixation, versus 9.8% for 
the narrative with the highest percentage of conditional clauses. Typically these discourses have a 
high level adversative rhetorical predicate dominating two high level condition predicates. The 
antecedent of the high level condition predicate dominates a series of conditions in a collection or it 
dominates conditions embedded in conditions. In a text about malaria with both explanation and 
exhortation one alternative explains through conditions what happens if a mosquito takes 
contaminated blood from one person and bites another, the consequence being that the person who 
gets malaria may die it he does not have medicine. The other argument exhorts the people to follow 
preventive procedures and states that if they do they will not get malaria and die. 

 Reason-result is a covariance type of rhetorical relation proposed by Beekman and Callow 
(1974) and analyzed by Hunt (1975). However, this separate category from result may not be 
necessary for Angor as most candidates for examples appear to be either a result relation, e. g. 
Hunt’s example ‘it rained heavily so the ground is wet’ or a special purpose relation, e.g. ‘they are 
dying so I am writing this (so they won’t die)’ with the intended result unspecified. 

 The adversative predicate is another type of logical predicate. It relates two arguments in which 
there are one or more sets of contrasts (AX but BY), one of which may be a negative (not X but Y). 
Whereas covariance predicates a relation of dependency between its arguments, the adversative 
predicates a relation of negation between elements of its arguments. All adversative relations are 
realized coordinately in the surface grammar. 

 When an adversative is realized within a sentence it is usually signaled by the conjunction ngga 
‘but, and’ which signals a contrast or change in parallel elements between two units e.g.: 
 … gad-ife ngga nimar-ef-ombo-an-efi … 
 go.down.fut-2fdu but sit-1pl-prom-stat-1pl 

‘you go down but we want to stay’ 

This is semantically represented as: 
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adversative 

   a (1.1) hanimbo ‘sit down’ 

       A 
       2 
       fem ‘you two (feminine)’ 
       du 
   b (1.1) nimarimbo ‘sit’ 

        A 
        1 ‘we’ 
        pl 

The two contrasts are between the subjects (‘you’ versus ‘we’) and the events (‘go down’ versus 
‘sit’). 

 Although the majority of adversatives are indicated in the surface grammar with the adversative 
conjunction ngga which represents a prominent adversative there are also nonprominent forms in 
which there is no adversative conjunction. The example given here contrasts with an almost 
identical statement earlier in the text in which the focused form with ngga was used. 
 ahoroho wani andemi yanggiri  sin-ife he-ni m-a-h-afe 
 brother.sister no husband.wife  only come-3fdu  comp-3fdu past-ind-go-3f du 
  ‘It wasn’t a brother and sister. Only a husband and wife came and then went.’ 

This example shows the predominant order of elements when a negative is used: negative first, then 
positive. In teaching Papua New Guineans to analyze their own languages I have observed that 
negative-positive is the common order for noninterrogatives. 

 Angor like most Papuan (non-Austronesian) languages, does not have comparative forms 
comparable to the English -er and -est. Comparisons in many of these languages are semantically 
adversatives and are of these possible forms: 

antonyms A is big. B is small. 

negation A is big. B is not big. 

intensification A is big. B is very big. 

 The adversative predicate is predominant in the higher levels of semantic organization in 
hortatory and folk tale types of discourse. In hortatory discourse the speaker often contrasts the 
results of poor behavior with those of good behavior. In a discourse on the problems of leaving the 
village to work on labor contracts without developing the village economy through cash crops the 
speaker ends his first section with moai diboadorihehundi ra. ‘We do not do right in doing that’. 
His next section begins with the exhortation to diboadondihu hohoanimondefi ‘Let’s follow better 
customs’ (by developing the village economy so there will be a steady source of income). This 
second section (possible events and states) is in an adversative relation with the first. (real events 
and states) and begins with ngga and ends by stating that there will a lasting supply of money in 
contrast to the temporary supply from labor contracts. In this text there are 23 adversative predicates 
at different levels. 

 The alternative predicate is the fifth type of logical rhetorical predicate. The arguments of this 
predicate are unordered and are related in the sense of the logical exclusive OR (one argument or 
another is true but not more than one) with each realized coordinately in the grammar. One 
semantic aspect of this predicate is uncertainty which is reflected in Angor grammatical structure by 
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nonindicative forms and the use of the possible affix mb. The alternative predicate, possibly because 
of its inherent uncertainty, does not dominate large domains in a discourse. Its arguments are 
primarily lexical predicates. 

 The alternative and adversative predicates are similar, but there are several features that 
distinguish them. (1) The adversative focuses on contrasts between arguments that are real or 
assumed real, whereas the alternative focuses on contrasts, only one of which can be real. (2) The 
adversative predicate may dominate a complete discourse whereas the alternative provides 
collateral information, i.e. possibilities other than what happens, and dominates primarily low level 
predicates. (3) The grammatical manifestations are different with the adversative having a 
predominantly negative-positive order of clauses whereas the alternative has positive-negative; the 
prominent connective for the adversative is ngga ‘but’, that for the alternative asu ‘and’; and the 
alternative is realized by interrogative affixation whereas the adversative is not restricted in this 
way. 

 The arguments of the alternative predicate may be two lexical items representing mutually 
exclusive categories or a lexical item and its negation. An example of the first type as an argument 
of an adversative predicate is: 

 
adversative nnga ‘but’ 
   alternative  asu ‘or, and’ 
      possible 

      a(1.1)   nimarimbo  ‘sit’ 
       ---A 

       3 
       masc (-u)  ‘he’ 
       sg 
       x 
   possible 
    b (1.1) apombo ‘sleep’ 
       A 
       3 
       masc (-u)  ‘he’ 
       sg 
       x 
 c (1.1) apombo ‘sleep’ 
    A 
    1 
    sg  ro   ‘I’ 

 … mb-a-mar-iy-u asu mb-a-po-iy-u ngga ro m-a-po-ah … 
 possb-ind-sit-nonind-3msg or  possb-ind-sleep-nonind-3msg but  I past-ind-sleep-1sg 
 ‘he may have sat or he may have slept but I slept ...’ 
 
The time indices of the lexical predicates that are arguments of the alternative predicate are 
identical, a feature of all alternative predicates except when a difference in time is in focus. When 
one argument is the negative of the other there is no conjunction but rather a nonfinal rising 
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intonation /,/ on the positive clause with the negative clause, consisting of a negative word, 
following with final falling intonation /./, e.g. 
 
 nggoaf-ühi ra hoe-mb-ay-o, wani -mb-ay-o 
 village-at  that rain-possb-ind-3fsg not-possb-ind-3fsg 
 ‘I wonder if it is raining at the village or not’ 

 No alternative predicate has been observed to dominate numerous other rhetorical predicates or 
lexical predicates with both arguments of the alternative specified. However, one section of a text 
specifies what might be happening somewhere else with each verb affixed for possibility. The other 
alternative, the negative of what is listed, is not realized in the text. However, it could be specified 
in the script by a general rule stating that all domains specifying possibility have a negative 
counterpart that is deleted in the semantic representation. 
 
 … sesi  mb-a-siwand-umo. sesi siwand-umo hou-mbo-ani -mbo  
 food possb-ind-get-3mpl food get-3mpl comp-prom-cond-prom 
 siwasi -mond-ihi mb-a-mar-omo 
 eat-3mpl-sim possb-ind-sit-3mpl 
  ‘... They probably are getting food. After getting food, they are probably sitting and eating.’ 

The negative counterpart not specified is that they did not get food and are not eating. 

 Disjunction is a logical rhetorical predicate that is extremely rare in the texts analyzed thus far 
and was not included in earlier analyses (Litteral 1972b, Litteral 1977b). In logical terms 
disjunction indicates the ‘and / or’ inclusive relation in which the proposition is true as long as one 
argument is true. However, as it is used in Angor it is more like a weak conjunction and alternative. 
It indicates that one or both propositions may be true. This relation is indicated morphologically in 
Angor by the particle o, possibly borrowed from Tok Pisin. Disjunction is more common within 
phrases than between clauses and has never been observed marking a relation between sentences. 
One example observed tells what mosquitoes might say when people do things that leave small 
pools of water near the village: 
 yiho-efi -mbo nimar-imbo-hünda-mbo, o ndüf kaki -mbo-hünda-mbo. 
 1st-1pl-prom sit-prom-purp-prom or egg play-prom-purp-prom 
 raw-a-ri -hi-ndi. 
 do-ind-tran-3fpl-3fsgobj 
 ‘They do that in order for us to sit down or to lay eggs (or both).’ 
 

 The seventh logical rhetorical predicate is conjunction (Grimes’s Collection). This predicate is 
the least specific of the logical predicates and relates its arguments merely by joining them into a 
set. There are no restrictions on the time indices of its arguments and there are no implications 
associated with it. The only restriction on arguments is that they must be of the same semantic 
domain. Conjunction is the most common rhetorical predicate, joining the events in a narrative or 
statements in a description. It has both coordinate and subordinate realizations. 

 The conjunction rhetorical predicate is the neutral member of the logical rhetorical predicates. 
As such most of its occurrences are not overtly signaled in the surface grammar. The other logical 
rhetorical predicates are predominantly two argument predicates whereas the conjunction predicate 
may have multiple arguments. The conjunction relation may be concomitant with other semantic 
relationships that are specified in the grammar with the conjunction relationship left implicit, e.g. 
result. My distinctive feature analysis of rhetorical predicates (Litteral 1977b:191) indicates that the 
conjunction feature is present in the result, purpose, adversative, and conjunction rhetorical 
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predicates. 

 There is a scale of prominence ranging from compound free forms as most prominent to no 
morphological expression as least prominent. The different lexical forms indicate semantic features 
concomitant with conjunction, e.g. ngga indicating differences between arguments, asüke repetition 
or sequence, and so forth with asu being the neutral form. The free forms are: 
 asu ‘and’ conjoining 
 asüke ‘again, then,’ repeated action 
 ngga ‘but, and’ different objects, events or states 
 raniyo ‘and then, after that’ sequence 
 ranane ‘at the same time as that’ simultaneous 
 linkage repeated verb  sequence 

The affixed forms focusing on temporal and chaining relationships are: 
 -hü(ndi) simultaneous events, same referent 
 -ane simultaneous, different referent 
 -amboyo sequential, anticipatory referent 
 ∅ sequential, same referent 

The four grammatical realizations of conjunction are illustrated below: (a) ∅, (b) free form, (c) 
chaining, and (d) linkage (elements of one sentence repeated in another). The first three are found 
conjoining clauses, sentences or larger stretches of text, whereas linkage predominantly conjoins 
sentences. 
 (a)  … hembo mahanimo, ∅ Hapodumbo worarundana … 
   ‘... they went pig hunting. After a while they encircled it ...’ 

 (b)  … farihauri  haumbo mafundundi. Asu simbori Weamai ai … 
   ‘... after they helped him they came together. And in return Weamai ...’ 

 (c)   … sesi pipimareyapura masiwasumo. 
   ‘... he gave them food and they ate.’ 

 (d)  … nggoafinambo ahefi. hefi nggoafihi ... sahundiri ... 
   ‘…we go to the village. After we go we give them some (money) at the village.’ 
 

 The arguments of the conjunction rhetorical predicate must have elements that are in a common 
semantic domain. This common semantic domain may be the events and participants of a narrative 
or locations in a description. The conjunction predicate is predominant in historical narratives in 
which the unifying factor is the conjunction of events. In the short narrative below the semantic 
structure is represented only by the predicates and conjunctions with the translation following 
providing the full text. Linkage is indicated by identical verbs with identical time indices. 
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conjunction 

    (1.1) hombo ‘go’   a 

     conjunction  

      conjunction asu ‘and’ 

        conjunction 

        (3.5) nimarimbo ‘sit’  b 

        (5.5) wataporimbo ‘converse’  c 

       conjunction 

       (7.7) nimarimbo ‘sit’  d 

       (7.8) hundurimbo ‘bath’  e 

    (9.9) masifombo ‘come up’   f 

   conjunction 

    (9.9) bukurifembo  ‘leave’   g 

     conjunction 

     (9.9) sifombo  ‘come up’   h 

     (11.11) sifombo ‘come up’   i 

 conjunction asu ‘and’ 

    conjunction 

    (11.11) sifombo ‘come up’  j   

    (13.14) hoefembo ‘see’   k 

    (15.15) sifombo ‘come up’  l 

conjunction asu ‘and’ 

   conjunction 

    (15.15) sifombo ‘come up’  m 

    (17.17) simindimbo ‘drink’  n 

   (19.19) hafimo ‘go up’   o 

 
 …mahehi (a) …nimare (b) wataporeyefi (c) …asu 
 we went  we sat  talked and 
 …nimarefi (d) hundüreyefi (e) …masihifi (f). 
 we sat  bathed  we came up. 
   
 ...bukureyefundi (g) …sihifi (h) …masihifi (i). sihifi (j) 
 they left we came up we came up. We came up 
 …horihu (k) …asu masihifi. (l) sihifi (m) …simindefi (n) 
 we saw him ... and  we came up. we came up we drank 
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 ... asu ... mahahihi. 
 and I went up. 

 ‘Day before yesterday I went (a) to Senagi with Bob. We sat (b) and talked (c) in Senagi village 
and then we sat (d) and bathed (e) at Wofoan River and then we came up f). The Senagi children 
left (g) and I, Bob, Danny, Shirley and Nanette came up (h) (the Wofoan) and came up (i) the path 
at the mouth of the Yefi. We came up (j) and saw (k) Sambanao and then came up (l). We came up 
(m), drank (n) water in the house and then I went up (o) to my house.’ (Underlining indicates verbs 
repeated in linkage constructions.) 

 The semantic structure reveals that the conjunction of events is not like a lot of beads on a string 
with each event coordinate with every other event. Rather there are conjunction predicates that are 
the arguments of other conjunction predicates indicating that some events are more salient and some 
are more closely associated than other events. The conjunction predicate dominating this discourse 
has five arguments that map to the five sentences each of which ends with a motion verb in past 
tense.33  The conjunction relation is realized predominantly as Ø with asu ‘and’ occurring three 
times. There are two instances of conjunction realized as linkage in which the last verb of one 
sentence is repeated as the first verb of the following sentence. This is the case with verbs i, j and l, 
m. 

Equative Predicates 

 Equative rhetorical predicates focus on qualitative features. Equative predicates are concerned 
with inclusion ( ) and equivalence (=). Equative rhetorical predicates differ from logical rhetorical 
predicates in that they require referential identity between predicates whereas logical predicates 
have no such referential restrictions. These predicates generally do not dominate whole discourses 
but are what Grimes (1975: 214) terms supporting or supplementary predicates that provide 
information about objects, events and states within the discourse. Equative predicates are 
characterized by arguments with time indices that are identical or by one argument with a time 
index that indicates a state. 

 One subset of equative rhetorical predicates consists of inclusion relations. They include the 
element or elements of one or more arguments in a set specified by another argument. Among this 
subset are attributive, which includes an element or elements within a set with a specified quality, 
and identification, which defines a specific set of which an element is a member. 

 The attributive predicate has one argument that contains the element in focus and another 
argument that indicates an attribute of that element. An example of an attributive predicate is found 
in a text about men repeatedly going to the plantations on labor contracts. The attributive statement 
in this case is evaluative giving the speaker’s opinion on the custom under discussion. 
 ...nggo munggundowani rananimbo asükeyo tesin hihirife hombo 
 will.go when.finished because.of.that again plantation return  go 
  

 hohoanimondemboyefi, O: sihefi hohoanimo ranana aboedipoani. 
 we.will.think oh,  our  thought that is.not.good 

 ‘... (the money) lasts until it is gone then we think about going back to the plantation again. Oh, 
that custom of ours is not good!’ 

The root hohoanimo ‘think. thought, custom’ occurs in both sentences and the time index 
underlying the second sentence is –oo,+oo indicating a state. 

                                                 
33 In this written text each sentence ends with a past tense verb. This is typical of the written style of some writers. In 
oral texts sentences ending with a past tense verb are infrequent. 
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 Manner is a type of attributive that adds information concerning events rather than objects. The 
time indices of the arguments are usually identical. An example is given from a text about a hospital 
in which the function of an ambulance is explained. 

attributive 

   conjunction 

      hombo (a,a)   ‘go’ 

      semindimbo (b.b)  ‘get’ 

      hombo (c.c)   ‘go’ 

  conjunction (attribute) 

    hombo (a.c)   ‘go’ 

    condition 

      mberombo (a,c)  ‘ring bell’ 

      condition 

        nafoefembo (b.b)   ‘give the right of way’ 
        hombo (c.c)  ‘go’ 
 …kari ranai nimai nggo ndemindi haya nggomboe. 
 car  that.it  fast  will.go will.get comp will.go 

 Ngga kari ra ai hohimbo-mberorandananimbo amuri kari 
 but car that it go.sim-ring.if other car 

 nindou ra ahambo nafoefewananimbo nimai nggomboe 
man that to.it give.right.of.way.when fast will.go 
‘... that car will go fast and after it gets him will go. But if while that car is going it rings its bell 
when the man in another car gives it the road, it will go fast.’ 

The event of going in an ambulance is described in both sentences. The second sentence covers the 
same event and period of time as the fisrt but adds information on the manner of going. 

 The identification predicate takes an element in the discourse and identifies it by describing it or 
describing its function. One argument of the predicate is a referential index for the element being 
described and the other argument is a lexical or rhetorical predicate having the same referential 
index within its domain where it is the theme. 

 The identifying argument may be realized in the surface grammar is a separate sentence, as a 
relative clause, or as a modifier in a noun phrase. When there are no specific referents as part of the 
identification, then the identifying argument may be embedded as a noun modifier (a), when 
specific referents are indicated the identifying argument is either a relative clause (b), or a separate 
sentence (c), the difference apparently being one of staging. The difference in staging is not 
indicated in the content component but rather in the staging component. With a relative clause the 
identifying argument is less prominent than the identified object. When there is a separate sentence 
both arguments are equally prominent. The identification predicate is the source of all relative 
clauses. Examples of each type are: 
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  (a)  Modifier: 
  ... nimori wakemindi wori hoemarihundi
  child carry house we.saw 
   ‘We saw the maternity room.’ 

 (b)  Relative clause: 
  hai sowarimbi ra nggorü rumo mamariya hoerihundüri hoahu. 
  fire  man.with.sore that  another  room  they.sit we.see.them we.comp 
   ‘We saw the people with burns that were in another room’ 

 (c)  Separate sentence: 
  mani ahandi ndüri ra kina toeaane. 
  money its name that kina toea.is
  Kina emindane ngga toea ra hoarane. 
  kina leaf.is and toea  that  seed.is 

‘The money’s name is kina and toea. The kina is a note and the toea is a coin.’ 

 Identification predicates are predominant in descriptive discourse, used in two ways. In one type 
found in a description of new Papua New Guinea money there is a conjunction of identificational 
sentences with stative verbs, e.g. ‘it is a note, there is a bird of paradise on it, it is like the Australian 
dollar’, etc. The other type is found in a description of a hospital in which the identification 
predicates are either stative sentences, (e.g. ‘and that room is for hearing the telephone’) or are 
relative clauses embedded in narrative statements about where they went and what they saw (e.g. 
‘again we went and he showed us another room in which they take some blood from the little finger 
and rub it on glass’). 

 In contrast to the inclusion subset of equative rhetorical predicates just discussed above there is 
another subset that consists of equivalence relations. With equivalence relations one argument of 
the predicate is equivalent to another argument or set of arguments. The rhetorical predicates of this 
subset are equivalence in which there are two or more arguments all of which are equivalent, 
specific in which there is a general argument that is equal to a set of specific arguments, and an 
analogy predicate in which the two arguments are equivalent by comparison. 

 In the equivalence predicate, both arguments must have generally the same referents, semantic 
content, and time spans. The equivalence predicate may have as its arguments two affirmative 
statements or an affirmative statement with an equivalent negative restatement. An equivalence 
predicate is found in higher levels of discourse when its arguments are overlays, i.e. texts containing 
repetitions of the same general information but with different details. The primary function of this 
predicate is to provide emphasis. 

 An example of an equivalence predicate with both arguments affirmative statements is: 
 …mamikari hohoanimoyefimbo. hihindihihindeyefi ranahandamboanesi… 
 all.kinds customs.we.are.doing incorrectly.we.are.doing  about.that 

‘... we are doing all kinds of things (idiom: not good), we are mixed up in the things we are 
doing.’ 

An example with a negative and an affirmative statement is: 
 O: nggiri gedahi yagodo. Mami amoamo yanggiranimbo yagodimboe 
 oh not always will.remain one  month only.prominence will.remain 
 ‘Oh, it won’t last forever. It will last for only one month.’ 

 The equivalence predicate dominates a discourse or portion thereof when there is an overlay. The 
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overlay, first described by Grimes (1972, 1975:295ff), consists of information that is repeated in a 
number of planes but with each plane providing some unique information. The planes are overlayed 
to form the complete unit or overlay. The planes are equivalent in that they have approximately the 
same time span and share information in common. Each plane is an argument of an equivalence 
predicate. 

 Overlays are used in Angor to provide emphasis, especially in texts involving explanations 
where information foreign to the audience is being introduced.34  In a text given in a village meeting 
where the village counselor is explaining the aid the public health nurses would like to give, an 
overlay with six planes is used. In this example only the verbs in each plane are given. Underlined 
items indicate information that is not repeated in another plane. 
Plane I Plane II Plane III Plane IV Plane V Plane VI 
come      
 not went think    
  not object    
get up   get up   
 get    get 
   go   
go down go down  go down go down go down 
leave them      
  sit Sit  sit 
do something  look after wait for  wait for 
     sleep
 show     
work     work 
  understand understand  turn around
come up come up come up come up come up come up 
sit      
     understand
show show   show  
follow   follow follow  
work  work work work  
talk      
show      
    eat  
    live well  

The first plane (in the first column, reading downwards) is the most complete with each successive 
plane repeating some information and adding some unique information (underlined). Although each 
plane talks about the same topic, only two verbs (‘go down’, ‘come up’) are repeated in every plane. 
A basic translation of the first plane follows: 

The nurses will come. Then we will get up and go down to Amanab. We men 
will leave the women and do something. The women will work at learning. 
Then we will come up to the village. While the women live there they will 
show others the new things. The women will follow them and do their work. 
The women will talk and show them the new things. 

                                                 
34 This may exlain the repetition in Grimes’s Tok Pisin example of overlay (Grimes 1972). My analysis of historical 
Tok Pisin narratives has not shown overlays to be a general feature of them. More research is needed to determine the 
significant factors relating to the use of overlays. Two possibilities are newness of information to the audience and 
excitement. 
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 The specific rhetorical predicate has one argument that consists of general information with one 
or more specific arguments that provide detailed information about the general information. There 
are three restrictions on the specific predicate: (1) The set of referents of the specific arguments 
must be a subset within those of the general argument, and (2) the time indices of the general and 
specific arguments must be equal, and (3) the semantic content of the specific arguments must be 
within the semantic domain of the general arguments. These restrictions are illustrated in a text 
about a hospital in which the narrator explains an examining room. The first statement is general 
and contains the words nindowenihi ‘men’, nimohoafirehi ‘women’, and hoefembo ‘see’. The 
second sentence explains that if the patient is a male (nindowenihi) the doctor alone will examine 
(hoefembo) him. The third sentence specifies that when the patient is a female (nimohoafirehi) the 
doctor takes a nurse with him when he examines (hoefembo) her. The relationships between the 
general and specific arguments are shown in Table 4.9. 

  General Specific 

Reference nindowenihi nimohoafirehi nindowenihi  ‘man’ 
  ‘men and women, people’ nimohoafirehi  ‘woman’ 

Time –oo, +oo –oo, +oo 

Semantic hoefembo dokta yanggiri 
Content ‘see, examine’ hoefembo 
   ‘doctor only examines’ 

   nes hüfandimbo 
   dokta hoefembo 
   ‘nurse watches, doctor examines’ 

Table 4.9. Relation of general and specific arguments 

 Christensen (1963) observes that the general-specific semantic relation is an important aspect of 
English rhetoric. The same is true for Angor, as this semantic relation may dominate large sections 
of discourse and may even dominate a complete discourse. It is used especially in formulaic 
statements that give the title as a general statement and the remainder of the text as the specifics 
with a general statement sometimes repeated at the end. An example is the text about going to see 
the Kainantu hospital which starts with the general statement: 
 Kainantunambo hausik hoefembo mahefi hoafane nda 
 Kainantu.to hospital see we.went talk.is this 

‘This is the talk about our going to see Kainantu hospital.’ 

The text ends with: 
 Ngga ndeyarane Kainantunambo mahefi hoafi akidou ra. 
 and enough.is Kainantu.to we.went talk little that 

‘That is all of the little talk about our going to Kainantu.’ 

In this text the specific arguments related to the general statement have either hoefembo ‘to see’ or 
nafoefembo ‘to show someone’ as prominent verbs. 

 The general reference verb rambo ‘to do’ is used as a general statement of recapitulation at the 
end of a text. In one text the narrator lists his activities for the day and ends the text with: 
 Mami  ramarihundi
 change we.did.that 

‘That’s what we did.’ 
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 The analogy rhetorical predicate is a type of equivalence predicate that states that its arguments 
are equivalent in respect to comparison. The analogy predicate is the basis of comparison, simile, 
and metaphor. One argument consists of the element being compared and the other argument 
provides the grounds for comparison. For comparison and analogy the grounds for comparison are 
specified in the text whereas for metaphor and simile the grounds for comparison are specified in 
the lexicon or are innovations. 

 The forms marking an analogy predicate in the surface grammar are nahurai ‘like this’, rahurai 
‘like that’, and nau ‘as’. The former two indicate general comparison; anything from two objects to 
a long illustration. nau is used only for the comparison of events or states. Both types are found in a 
message about Easter in which the speaker explains that the Jewish Sabbath is a rest day like the 
times when the Angor stay in the village rather than doing normal activities: 
 ai, mami nggoafihi nimarambe nggoafihi nimarambe ra. ai nahurai, 
 they well village.at sit.in village.at sit.in that it like
 sapo ninimbo fandihebe munggu amarefi nau.  ai rawefeyo nau refimbi
 when for.something we.gather all we.sit as one does as  thing  
 

‘They, well, it was the time of sitting in the village. That time of sitting in the village is like this. 
It is as when we all gather and stay in the village. It is a time when they do like that.’ 

 Although there are no recorded examples of analogy covering large segments of discourse in the 
texts available, it is used in Angor speech. One example remembered was in a sermon on prayer 
where the speaker said that God would hear those who kept praying just as a dog’s master will get 
up and help it into the house when it keeps yelping at night because the log ladder is turned over. 

 For metaphors and similes the grounds of comparison are not specified in the text. Behind these 
figures of speech there is an analogy rhetorical predicate in the scripts. From the text part of the 
information for the analogy is provided with the remainder being supplied from the lexicon. For 
example, for the Angor metaphor 
 Se yafori man-an-afi
 you dog  louse-stat-you 

‘you are a flea’ 

the following information about the cultural stereotype of the flea would need to be provided by the 
lexicon: A flea jumps from place to place to get its food.35

Orientation Predicates 

 Whereas logical predicates relate elements of discourse focusing on connection, and equative 
predicates on qualities, the setting rhetorical predicates organize the elements of discourse by 
focusing on orientational features. They relate events, objects, and states to the context whether it be 
time, space, events, or states. 

 The location predicate provides the spatial setting for the events within its domain. It is an extra 
predicate added to the proposition that dominates all the arguments relating events that occur in the 
location. The location predicate defines a space that may be subdivided by other location predicates 
or by locations implied by lexical predicates that it dominates. This space may also function as a 
reference point for motion verbs. The lexical form of a location predicate is usually realized initially 
in the section of discourse that it dominates. It differs from the case Range in that Range specifies 
space for only the lexical predicate that dominates it whereas location specifies relevant space for 
more than one lexical predicate. 

                                                 
35 Litteral (1964) povides an earlier model for describing metaphors. 
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 In the following example Aitape is the location specified by the location predicate. Points within 
this space are specified by locative phrases and motion verbs. 

conjunction 

    conjunction 

      setting 

          Aitape 

      (1.3) nimarimbo ‘sit’ 

       response 

        (3.3)  yahombo  ‘say’ 

        conjunction 

          (5.5) hombo ‘go’ 

          (7.7) semindimo ‘get’ 

          (9.9) sinimbo  ‘come’ 

  conjunction  

     setting 

       suguri  wori  ‘school house’ 

      (11.11) tikifembo  ‘arrive’ 

    response 

       (11.11) yahombo  ‘say’ 

     conjunction 

        (13.13) semindimbo ‘get’ 

       (15.15) hombo  ‘go’ 

       response 

       (17.17) yahombo ‘say’ 

       (19.  ) hohoanimombo ‘think about’ 
 … nimarihane Aitape fihi. …wambo mehua hü fufurihamindi
 I.sit.was Aitape at  …to.me he.said I.go I.get.goods 
  ‘... I was at Aitape. ... he said to me and I went and got the goods 
 masinihi … sini  suguri wori so tikiyaheandane … 
 I.came  I.come school house at I.arrive 

and came ... I came and when I arrived at the school house 
 mehundiri …  sahamindi heheya ha  Kirifenimbo … masahi  …hohoanimomeyu 
 he.said.to.me  I.get    comp  I.go  Kirifen.to    I.said   he.thought 

... he said to me. After I got (his bike) I went and said to Kirifen ... he thought (about me).’ 

All the events listed occurred at Aitape. Two points are specified within this location: the school 
house and Kirifen. Two other points are implicit but not specified. One is the point where the 
teacher tells the narrator to go and get his personal effects and he leaves to get them. The second 
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point is the location of the personal effects. These two implicit points are indicated by the motion 
verb hü ‘I go’. The location of the narrator at the time the teacher spoke to him is the implicit 
Source of ‘go’ and the location of the personal effects is the Goal of ‘go’. Figure 4.10 is a map of 
the relationships in this location predicate. The small circles represent locations specified in the text 
while the points represent unstated locations. The school is the focal point in the location as ‘come’ 
is used for motions toward it and ‘go’ for motions to other points from it. (Cf. S. Litteral 1972). 

 

 Aitape   
speaking  •  o school  
  go  come   go  
  get goods  •  o Kirifen 

Figure 4.10. Map of spatial relationships in Aitape text 

 The location predicate is a setting predicate in which a space is defined that orients events and 
states. The trajectory predicate, on the other hand, defines a geometric line by its arguments which 
are a series of points and lines that correspond to the location of events in temporal sequence. These 
points and lines have temporal indices that are coreferential with the time indices of the events that 
occur on them. The points correspond to punctiliar verbs and the lines to durative verbs.36

 Trajectory predicates are found primarily in travel narratives. A partial list of locatives and 
associated events in the following travel narrative illustrates the points and lines of the trajectory: 
 (1)  Momorofo tumbuhi …kabada 
  ‘Momorofo (stream) mouth ...dig.out.taro.’  
 (2)  homoni   mandihu  … sahusifi … 
   ‘at.stream we.cook    ... (and) we.eat.’ 
 (3)  Nonggoanofo    kosamo hefi
   ‘Nonggoanofo (stream) along  we.go …’ 
 (4)  Hoibabihi …  nggasendihuri
   ‘At.Hoibabi ...  we.passed him …’ 
 (5)  Fiari    kosamo hifi … 
   ‘Fiari (stream) along   we.go.up ...’ 
 (6)  Hurinima sowapari kosamo  hifi ... 
   ‘Hurinima  ravine   along (it)  we.go.up ...’ 
 (7)  Abiri  nggoafihi huhurihu … 
   ‘Abiri village.at we.turn.around ...’ 
 (8)  Unamari     pitapeyefi. 
   ‘Unamari (stream)  we.stepped.into (crossed).’ 
 (9)  Nggorumbi    tikeyahu…  
   ‘Nggorumbi (hill)  we.arrived.at.the.top ...’ 
 (10) Tapanari    pitapeyefi … 
   ‘Tapanari (stream)  we.stepped.into (crossed) …’ 

The punctiliar and linear aspects of the ten trajectory locations are as follows: 

                                                 
36 Another possibility for formalizing the semantic content here described as location and trajectory predicates would be 
to introduce a spatial index. Each proposition would have a spatial as well as a temporal index. All propositions having 
the same spatial index would correspond to those dominated by a location predicate. Propositions having sequentially 
numbered indices would correspond to those dominated by a trajectory predicate. 
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1 2  3  4    5   6  7 8  9  10 

. . _______  .  ______ _____  .  .  .   . 

 

The narrator may choose to give the method of moving from one location to another in the 
trajectory as in (a) or he may choose to delete all intervening motion and list only the actions at the 
locations as in (b). 
 (a) Fiari pitapeyefi hoahu. Hahifi tikiyahu hanefi,  
  Fiari we.step.in comp we.go.up we.arrive we.go.down  
  ‘We stepped in (and crossed) the Fiari. We went up, arrived at the top, went down, 
  mami. Unimari  pitapeyafi. 
  change Unimari we.step.in 
  then stepped into the Unimari.’ 
 (b) Tapanari pitapeyefi hoahu. Fiari  pitapeyefi hoahu. 
  Tapanari we.step.in comp  Fiari we.step.in comp 
  ‘We stepped into the Tapanari. We stepped into the Fiari.’ 

 A trajectory predicate may provide the focal points of a narrative with locative predicates 
associated with the points dominating the events occurring there. The trajectory predicate is the 
general member of a general-specific pair with the locations providing the specifics. In one text 
only four points are given in a trajectory from the village of Bibriari to the town of Ukarumpa: 
Bibriari, airstrip (get airplane), Ambunti (airplane layover) and Ukarumpa. Most of the narrative 
consists of telling what happened at the last three places. A text that describes a hospital also has a 
trajectory predicate within a location predicate (the hospital) that dominates most of the text. In it 
the author tells of going from room to room (the trajectory) and describes each room as he comes to 
it. 

 Trajectory and location predicates are a prominent feature of historical and descriptive 
narratives. Folk tales and procedural and hortatory discourses do not have space in focus, but in 
historical narratives locations may be defined in relation to the narrator such as by ndanihi ‘at this 
place’ (S. Litteral 1972). 

 The time rhetorical predicate relates a semantic domain to a temporal setting. Like the locative 
predicate it is added as an extra argument to the proposition that dominates everything occurring in 
that temporal setting. It may dominate a whole discourse, as in a text where the first word hamani 
‘yesterday ’ provides the temporal setting for every event, or it may dominate only a section of the 
discourse. 

 The temporal setting is specified in relation to cultural norms, the speech event, or the narration. 
Culturally defined terms may specify long periods such as bagirihindi  ‘the time of the ancestors’; 
time defined by the type of activity occurring during it such as nggoafihi nimarambe ‘time when 
people stay in village’; and the periods of a day, a long list including such definitions as si 
hoafambe ‘in the time when the light talks, early dawn’, kinini hoafambe ‘in the time when the 
cicadas talk, in the early evening’. Bilinguals who know it use Tok Pisin terms for days, months and 
years, e.g. Tunde Me 4 sina ‘Tuesday, on the day of May 4’ . 

 The temporal settings that are defined in relation to the speech event are tenses and time words 
specifying times before, during, or after the time of speaking. Angor has past, present, and future 
tenses (cf. Chapter III on tenses). When future is specified in the time predicate, every verb in the 
domain of that predicate will be inflected for future tense in the surface grammar. Present tense is 
used primarily in conversation and for indefinite actions and is specified only on final verbs that 
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have an indicative affix. Present tense is indicated by an indicative affix without past tense 
affixation. Unlike texts about future events, texts about past events do not require that each verb be 
affixed for tense. However, verbs that specify participant switch reference and sequence require 
past tense affixation. A feature that distinguishes historical texts from folk texts is that the last verb 
of the historical text must be affixed for past tense. Folk tales on the other hand do not require past 
tense on the last verb and most of those recorded with past tense have historical narrative features 
such as names of specific places and persons. This might indicate that although the content has 
mythical characteristics they are treated as historical. 

 Time words may also be defined in relation to the speech event. hapo indicates either ‘now’ or 
the day of the speech event. Some of those referring to times after the speech event are hapodumbo 
‘later’, sungguni ‘afterwards’, and simbu ‘tomorrow’. Some terms for times before the speech event 
are horombo ‘before’ and hamani ‘yesterday’. The words rühündi ‘two days away’ and runühündi 
‘three days away’ may refer either to preceding or following days according to the context they 
occur in. Beyond these, body parts are used as in counting, i.e. waranduhuambe ‘in.the.elbow, 6 
days before or after today’. 

 Temporal settings may also be specified contextually by means of events or participants in the 
text. The most common time specification of this type is the use of an event in the event chain to 
indicate a new day. The idiomatic means of indicating the next day is the verb apombo ‘sleep’ plus 
the verb simbo ‘shine’, e.g. apu simayoa ‘he.sleeps it.gets.light.and’. In one folk tale the lexical 
cycles or episodes are divided by a phrase of this type. Time may also be specified in relation to one 
of the participants in this text, e.g. nimoreyuambe ‘in the time when he was a child, during his 
childhood’. 

 The lexical realization of a time predicate generally occurs as a time word in the first sentence of 
the section of discourse that it dominates. The idiomatic ‘sleep and it dawns’ phrase occurs both at 
the beginning and end of sentences. The past tense affix indicating the temporal setting of historical 
narratives occurs on the last verb of the text.37

 The explanation predicate is a special type of setting predicate. Instead of relating its arguments 
to space or time, it relates them to states or events. These provide background information that 
makes the main information understandable. The explanation predicate has an interpersonal 
dimension as the speaker uses it when his evaluation of the audience considers them to be in need of 
this information to understand his text properly. Grimes’s description of explanation (1975:217) 
speaks of an implicit cause-effect relationship between the arguments of this predicate. However, as 
used here explanation does not focus on a cause-effect relationship but rather on providing 
information that aids in understanding a situation. 

 Two characteristics of explanations are that their content is not part of the narrative sequence to 
which they are attached and the content is predominantly of a general nature rather than of specific 
events. In Angor, explanatory information occurs primarily in stative sentences (a), rhetorical 
questions (b), quoted speech (c), and proverbial statements (d). Some forms used to introduce 
explanatory information are ngga  ‘but’, asu ‘and’ (b), and nimboe  ‘why, because’ (d). 

 An example of a general statement occurs in a text in which a woman first meets a man. 
 (a) Amoai aho yitifi kimou wandimoiyihi ninggoane  
  Amoai she.go Yitifi leaves gather.sim stand.sim   
  nindowenihi koate  nimohoafirehi yanggiri  
  man none  woman only  

                                                 
37 An earlier analysis of temporal relations in Angor discourse is given in R. Litteral (1972a). 
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  nimohoafirehi yanggiri diboadembi o nindowenihi wani  
  woman only  living.thing oh man  not 
  ngga nimohoafirehi yanggiri. 
  but woman  only 
   ‘Amoai went and was standing gathering leaves at Yitifi. There were no men, only women.
   There were only women living there, oh there were no men but only women.’ 

 In (b) a rhetorical question is used to explain the fact that mosquitoes lay eggs in water even 
though we do not see them. The narrator apparently anticipates a statement to the effect that they 
had never seen mosquitoes lay eggs. 
 (b) ... ndüfi kakindihümboyei. asu sihiri ra  
  egg they.will.lay and you.and.I  that  
  horihundihiyefi ra. ra nggiri hondihundi
  not.we.see that that not will.we.see 
   ‘... they will lay eggs. And we do not see (them do) that. We can’t see that.’ 

In the same text the narrator makes a mosquito talk in order to explain why it is not good to leave 
empty containers lying around. 
 (c) … pitindahundananambo; orait timouyani ranai,  i sia, yihoefi nggunindanei 
  when.we.litter then mosquito that.it eh good our  friends.are 
  …rawarihindi nda yihoefi nimarimbohündambo, o ndüfi  kakimbohündambo 
  they.do.that  this  our for.sitting.down or egg for.laying 
  rawarihindi mbisei . . .  
  they.do.that they.will.say 

 ‘... when we litter, then the mosquitoes will say, Eh, good, they are our friends … they do 
that for us to sit down or to lay eggs, they do that, they will say ...’ 

 A proverbial statement occurs in a conversational text when a woman jokes with a young man 
after he said that he was unsuccessful in bird hunting. 
 (d) …“moai ndu nariheyandi” yahu. “nimboe awesihanini rühü   
  not bird I.shoot he.say why I.eat.your.feces here  
  warifihündiyoanimbo semindimboyo …” 
  when.mark.on.arm  not.get 

 ‘... “I didn’t shoot a bird”, he said. “I’m sorry, for it’s not something you can mark on your 
 arm (set a date) and get …” ’ 

 The explanatory predicate is supplementary and does not dominate complete discourses. 

Response Predicate 

 The response rhetorical predicate relates two arguments in which in one argument an actor 
initiates an action directed towards an animate noninitiator and in the second argument the roles are 
reversed as the initial noninitiator responds to the action of the first argument. The response 
predicate is common in conversations in which one participant performs a speech act such as 
stating, questioning, or commanding and the other participant responds by adding information, 
answering the question, or obeying or disobeying the command. The response predicate does not 
require speech acts as part of the content of the arguments. The actions may be nonverbal as in John 
hit Bill and Bill hit him back. 

The three essential characteristics of the response predicate as given in Litteral (1977b:195) are: (1) 
a reversal of semantic roles between arguments, i.e. the actor of the first argument becomes a 
nonactor in the second and vice versa, (2) there is a time sequence between arguments, and (3) there 
is implicit or explicit carryover of semantic content (explicit or implied) from the first argument to 
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the second, i.e. the content of the first is affirmed, negated, added to, or counteracted. There are 
similarities to the result predicate in that there is time sequence between arguments, both arguments 
are true, and the second action is in some way related to the first. Response is different from result 
in that it requires an actor in the second argument and in that the first argument may have little 
efficacy in causing the second, e.g. the giving of a command does not determine whether the 
response will be compliance or noncompliance. 

 The response rhetorical predicate is found primarily with conversations and folk tales. In 
conversation there are speech acts with responses to them. The second argument (response) of one 
response predicate may become the initial argument of another response predicate as the dialogue 
continues.  

The semantic structure of a command and response to it is illustrated here. 
 response 
  a (1.1) sambo ‘say’  
    A___3 
    masc Mista Birain ‘Mister Brian’ 
      1  
    G ___ sg  wambo ‘me’ 
    P - conjunction 
    c (a.a.) fufumindimbo ‘get’ 
        2 
      A___ sg 
        3 
      P___ fem sesi napo ‘food goods’  
        sg 
      R----- ambe ‘in’ 
        kar ‘car’ 
    d (b.b) sinimbo ‘come’ 
       2 
     A___ sg 
  conjunction 
    b (3.3) hombo ‘go’ 
       1 
     A___ sg 
    c (5.5) fufumindimbo ‘get ’ 
       1 
     A___ sg 
       3 
     P___ fem 
       sg 
   d (7.7) sinimbo ‘come’ 
     1 
     A___sg 
 
 …Mista Birain ai wambo karambe sesi napo fufundandifi
 Mister Brian he to.me in.car food goods you.get 
 didifi hü fufurihamindi masinihi
 you.come go I.get I.came 
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 ‘… Mister Brian said to me “Bring the food in the car”, and I went and got it and came.’ 

 When the response to a statement is another statement, the speaker may select one semantic 
element in the original statement as the basis of his response. In the following example the speaker 
has selected the possession declared in the first statement as the basis of her response: 
 
 i me  wandi hoafe ahuribure … 
 eh mother my betel.nut flowered 

‘Eh, Mother, my betel nut tree flowered…’ 
 i me awesihanini sihafipoani wandane ranana 
 eh mother I.eat.your.feces not.yours it.is.mine  that.one 
 ‘Eh, Mother, sorry, it is not yours. It is mine.’ 

 A command or question partially determines the form of an affirmative response. As a result 
information in the first argument may be elided in the response or referred to by a proform. The 
proform may be used when the response agrees with the totality of the initial argument. 
 simboani mbani kehefe gademboane. yandihoamboane simbora. 
  on.tomorrow sago  out let’s.go down let’s.do.that he.responds 
 ‘ “Let’s go down and cut a sago tomorrow.” “Let’s do that”, he responded.’ 

 All commands require a response. However, in some cases there is no response given in the text. 
These situations must be interpreted by a script that specifies that all commands without explicit 
responses imply compliance. 

 

Nontext semantics 

 The analysis of Angor discourse followed in this study has been primarily linguistic, analyzing 
the relationship between a text and its semantic representation. Another component of 
understanding discourse that is not the focus of this study but that will be discussed here briefly is 
the cultural inferences that are presupposed by the speaker and not made explicit in the text. 
Contributions to this aspect of text comprehension have come primarily from psychology and 
artificial intelligence (Bobrow and Collins 1975, Roy O. Freedle 1977). In the following discussion 
I briefly introduce some of the concepts introduced by those doing research in text comprehension 
and indicate the role they have in discourse analysis.  

Scripts 

 The term script was introduced by Schank to refer to ‘an elaborate causal chain which provides 
world knowledge about an often experienced situation’ (Schank 1975:264). A script specifies the 
predetermined sequences of actions that define a cultural situation. It is similar to the description of 
cultural events proposed by Bock (1962) and an extension of the concept of the ‘expectancy chain’ 
used by Longacre (1972). Scripts can be viewed as attempts to formally represent ethnographic 
information or cultural knowledge so that it is available as semantic memory to be utilized in the 
comprehension of texts. 

 When a speaker tells a story he does not provide all the details of what happens but rather leaves 
implicit many events, participants, props, and settings as he assumes the hearer shares cultural 
knowledge with him and can supply the necessary details as long as he mentions enough events in 
the script for the hearer to know that the participants are in that specific event sequence. For 
example in most Angor texts when the speaker mentions the process of preparing sago, he does not 
mention all the details about filling bark baskets with sago pith, taking the pith to the washing 
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trough, washing one handful of pith at a time, etc. Usually he only mentions two generic terms 
‘scrape’ and ‘wash’ assuming the hearer knows the details of how it is done. The details are given 
only when it is relevant to the story or when someone asks information about how something is 
done. In my early efforts at text analysis much of my problem with understanding the text was due 
to my lack of knowledge of the script information that the speaker had left implicit assuming that I 
was a cultural insider. 

 Although Schank represents scripts in terms of abstract semantic components, scripts could also 
be represented in terms of a semantic propositional grammar such as is used here. Lexical 
predicates would represent the events in the sequence with the time index specifying the sequential 
order. Role restrictions of participants could be specified by restricting a referential index, e.g. for 
preparing sago starch the index would be marked +Feminine and for chopping down the sago tree 
the actor would be specified as +Masculine. For pig hunting all human participants would be 
+Masculine with those who shout to scare the pig further specified as -Adult. Some elements would 
need to be specified with specific lexical items, e.g. a müti ‘sago scraper’ as the instrument in 
scraping sago. Settings would need to be specified as well as events, participants, and instruments. 
The time setting for sago scraping is daytime whereas that for hunting bats is night. Certain dance 
ceremonies would have their locational setting specified as the village whereas others would have 
theirs specified at some sacred location in the bush. 

Plans 

 Abelson (1975) divides scripts into two types: situational and planning. Situational scripts are of 
the type described above that specify a culturally recognized causal chain. A plan is a problem 
solving strategy that is utilized to enable an actor to achieve a goal. A plan indicates purposeful 
behavior, the performance of one or more intermediate acts in order to achieve a final result. The 
plan may include scripts but the intended goal is more than what is accomplished merely by a script 
causal chain. For example, in a folk tale about a man covered with sores, birds have taken him to 
the top of a tree and when his family return they want to get him down. They tell the birds to bring 
him down but they refuse. The family then go and get axes and cut the tree down. Cutting the tree 
down is a part of a causal chain but the plan was obtaining their kinsman, not merely cutting down 
the tree. 

 A plan cannot be specified as a script can, because each plan is in some sense unique to a 
specific situation. Since plans cannot be specified as scripts can, there need to be criteria that enable 
the hearer to know that planned action is in progress. I would suggest that since it is a premise of 
story telling that actions are purposeful and not random, that when there is a sequence of actions 
that are not restricted to scripts, and that involve the same actor(s), then that behavior may be 
interpreted as a plan. The goals may be suggested by an uncompleted script, a response of 
noncompliance, or an unexpected event, e.g. in a story about walking in the bush the participants 
happen upon a cassowary and a section of text describes the plan of killing it and returns to the 
description of the walking when the cassowary escapes. 

Inference 

 Crothers (1978) discusses the inferences that must be drawn from a text for it to be understood 
and suggests a system of representing such inferences in the text. He proposes three types of 
inference: (1) whole propositions, (2) elements in a proposition, and (3) connectives between 
propositions. The proposition inferences are a priori and a posteriori presuppositions, a priori and a 
posteriori premises, and an posteriori consequent. As for inferences concerning elements, he 
considers insertions of elements left implicit and substitution to be essentially the same process as 
both involve inferences concerning propositional elements. Connective inferences are basically all 
of those that are listed as logical rhetorical predicates above. Connective inference would be needed 
when there is no surface manifestation of the connective relationship.  
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 Although no detailed analysis of Angor texts with respect to nontext semantics has been 
attempted, personal experience in acquiring the necessary knowledge to understand texts points to 
the need to supply such information if we want to formally represent the components that contribute 
to text comprehension. I suggest here that the same formalism of a propositional grammar that is 
used for representing text content can also be used for representing nontext semantics. 
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Chapter V 
 

Cohesion 
Introduction 

 Discourse does not consist merely of semantic propositions mapped onto surface structure 
strings. There is also a set of nonstructural relationships that unite the constituents in discourse into 
a cohesive whole. This set of unifying relationships is Cohesion. 

 Cohesion is considered by Grimes (1975:112f.) to be one of three sets of relationships in 
discourse. The other two are Content, or semantic, relationships and Staging relationships that 
express the speaker’s perspective on the semantic content.38 He views cohesion primarily as a 
relation between new and given information. It relates ‘what is being said at the moment to what 
has already been said’ (113). Its organization is linear rather than hierarchical. 

 Halliday (1967b) does not use the term cohesion but discusses information units in English in 
terms of new and given information. New information is that which is nonderivable, i.e. not 
‘recoverable from the preceding discourse’ (204). Given information is recoverable either by 
anaphora or by the situation (211). This information structure is part of the textural system of 
language (1970a).  

 Chafe (1974) also speaks of new and given information but defines it in relation to the 
psychological factor of awareness rather than to recoverability from text. For him new information 
is not necessarily information that is being introduced into the text but rather that which is ‘assumed 
not to be present at this moment in the addressee’s consciousness’ (121). In like manner, given 
information is not all the information that has been supplied by the text but rather that which is 
considered to be in the addressee’s consciousness. 

 The above concepts of cohesion are narrow, although Grimes includes overlays in cohesion, in 
that they focus upon new and given information as it relates to information blocks delineated by 
intonation contours. What information within these blocks is treated as new and given is signaled by 
stress and word order. Callow (1974) has a broader concept of cohesion which consists of the 
identification of participants and the relationships between events in discourse. She discusses new 
and given information under the topic ‘information’, providing a more thorough summary of the 
linguistic instruments such as affixation, connectives, and repetition that signal new and given 
information. 

 Halliday and Hasan (1976) provide the most thorough discussion to date of the cohesive system 
of English except for intonation. They consider cohesion to be that which forms a group of 
sentences into a unified text, whereas sentences without cohesion would merely be a collection of 
sentences. A text is semantic rather than a grammatical unit and cohesion is semantic in that it 
relates meanings within a text. They state that ‘Cohesion occurs where the interpretation of some 
element in the discourse is dependent on that of another’ (4). Cohesion involves an item and a 
presupposed item, this relationship resulting in a cohesive tie. They discuss the cohesive relations of 
English in terms of reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunction, end lexical cohesion. 
                                                 
38 Grimes (personal communication) now adds sound as a fourth relationship in discourse. He states that in prose sound  
is largely determined by the other three choices whereas in poetry it represents an independent choice that interacts with 
the other three. This seems to be true for Angor prose as well because intonation plays an important role in indicating 
interrelationships in discourse (cf. Intonation in this chapter). 
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 The concept of cohesion used here is broader than any of those given above. Cohesion refers to 
any linguistic system that has the function of uniting the components within discourse into a whole. 
This is not restricted to new and given information but also includes phonological, grammatical, and 
semantic cues that provide cohesiveness to a text. 

Phonological Cohesion 

 Intonation contours have two functions in Angor discourse. Their first function is to divide the 
discourse into information blocks. By dividing the discourse into information blocks the speaker is 
able to control the amount of information the hearer receives by a system that operates 
independently of the grammatical system. The second function of Angor intonation is cohesive in 
that it tells the hearer whether or not an information block is related to the following block. 

 The Angor information unit does not operate with stress to distinguish new and given 
information as it does in English. New and given information are primarily distinguished by free 
versus affixual referential forms. Information units function primarily to divide the text into groups 
in a system independent of the grammatical system. They have a cohesive function as described 
here as well as a staging function that will be described in Chapter VI. 

 There are three types of information blocks: dependent, semidependent, and independent. The 
dependent information blocks are defined by nonfalling intonation contours and are described in 
Chapter III. These nonfalling intonation contours not only divide the discourse into the smallest 
information blocks but are also cohesive in that they signal to the hearer that this information block 
is closely related to the following information block. The termini of dependent information blocks 
are associated primarily with items in a list (a), dependent verbs (b), nonfinal verbs (c), or linkage 
(d). 
 (a) …mbe emündi --  hoafei emündi -- 
  ‘…coconut leaf, betel.nut leaf …’ 
 (b) …dif-u-ani -- watapori -nde-mbo-y-efi. 
  come.up-3msg-when converse-fut-foc-ind-1pl 

‘… when he comes up here, we’ll talk.’ 
 (c) …nindi -hoafi-r-a? mbur-a? huf-u 
  put-talk-tran-3sg comp-3sg go.up-3msg 

‘ … after he told them, he went up.’ 
 (d) …pi -m-ey-efi, pi -y-efi mburi -hu-mbo--… 
  fall-past-ind-1pl fall-nonind-1pl comp-1pl-prom 

‘ … we landed. After we landed…’ 

 The semidependent information blocks are terminally marked by the intonation contours /./ and 
/// that have falling termini. The /./ information block terminus marks sentence boundaries which 
also are frequently marked by final verbs, i.e. those verbs that are fully inflected for tense and 
mood. This information block is semidependent in that its intonation contour signals that it is part of 
a larger information block. (b) and (c) above both have final intonation contours that signal the end 
of a semidependent information block. The contour /// predominantly marks off clauses or sets of 
clauses in a series or a verb from following emphatic information (e). 
 (e) …sih-ifi/ ndanü-hi pi -m-ey-efi/  Ukarumpa-hi
  come.up-1pl this-at fall-past-ind-1pl Ukarumpa-at 
  ‘…we came up and landed here, at Ukarumpa.’..  

 The independent information block is terminated by the sustained falling intonation contour /#/. 
This contour has a longer and lower terminus for the fundamental frequency than does the final 
falling contour /./. It also has a longer pause following it. The pause after this contour is often 
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followed by hesitation forms such as the lengthened, nasalized vowel i or the change particle mami. 
In one text six of seven information blocks that follow /#/ begin with i or mami. This information 
block is independent in that there are no intonation contours that signal a more inclusive 
information block than this one. An example of an independent information block terminus is: 
 …nimihondi -wami hininggi -re-ri hay-a# 
 iron.wood-on leave-tran-3msgobj comp 
 ‘… he left him in the top of the ironwood tree.’ 

 The higher speech register that marks quoted speech can also be considered an information block 
in that it indicates a section of text that is to be considered a unit. It is manifested by a higher 
fundamental frequency than that of the register of the nonquotation parts of the text around it. This 
quotation information block is not contrastive with the other blocks but is coterminous with them 
changing only at their boundaries. It also signals specific meaning i.e., the information consists of 
the content of a speech act, whereas the other information blocks do not signal meaning in the same 
way. This information block is not externally cohesive, i.e. it does not signal a relationship to any 
other information block, but is internally cohesive in that it unites all terminally distinguished 
information blocks within it into a unit. (a) illustrates initial and terminal quotation block 
boundaries in contrast to their nonquotation matrix: 
 (a) … han-ife. !pi-- awio hoe honggono-m-ay-o-a-mbo-an-ahi. 
  go.down-3fdu pi (bird call)  wait  water  dirty-past-ind-3fsg-and-prom-stat-1sg 
   ‘… the two went down. “ Pi, wait. The water is dirty and I am waiting.” 
  aya.  hoe  fui-and-afi  sih-üfi… yahurai 
  aya (bird call) water water-get-2sg come.up-2sg like.that 
  “Aya, get some water and come.” Like that…’ 
 

Referential cohesion 
 
 Referential cohesion is the system that has the function of distinguishing reference within 
discourse. The three referential cohesive systems that operate in Angor are agreement, anaphoric 
reference, and cataphoric reference. 
 
Reference 
 
 Halliday and Hasan (1976:32) specify three types of reference: (1) naming, in which an item is 
referred to independently of any context, (2) situational reference in which an item is identified in 
its context of situation, and (3) textual reference, in which an item is identified by the surrounding 
text. They use the term Exophora for situational reference and Endophora for textual reference. 
They do not classify naming, which for our purposes here should be classified as exophoric, in that 
it is not related to cohesiveness of a text, this being restricted to endophoric reference. Endophoric 
reference includes anaphora which relates to the preceding text and cataphora which relates to the 
following text. The types of reference are shown in Table 5.1. 
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  naming (culture)  
 exophora (non-textual)   
  situational (speech event)  
reference   clause 
  agreement  
   discourse 
 endophora (textual)   
   anaphora (preceding text) 
  discourse reference  
   cataphora (following text)
 

  Table 5.1. Types of Angor reference 

 Exophoric reference is not cohesive as it is based upon knowledge that cannot be obtained from 
text. Naming basically provides all the new or contrastive information for a discourse and is based 
upon the speaker’s and addressee’s knowledge of the culture. It establishes identity with the real 
world as perceived through the culture. This identity is established primarily through the Angor 
vocabulary, identifying classes of items, or events, qualities, and relations; but it may also be 
established through onomatopoeia, e.g. aya ‘the cry of a cockatoo’ can identify cockatoos or pi  pi 
pi can identify events of running. 

 Situational reference also depends on information outside the text for establishing identity. 
Situational  referential forms are shifters (Jesperson 1961:123), i.e. the referent of the form shifts 
according to the context. Identity is established in relation to participants in the speech event: 
+speaker, _addressee, ro ‘I, we’; –speaker, +addressee, se ‘you’; +speaker, +addressee, sihiri ‘you 
and I, we’; –speaker, –addressee, ai ‘he, she’; object near speaker and addressee, nda ‘this’; an 
object distant from speaker and addressee, ra ‘that’. 

 Endophoric reference functions to bind a text into a unit, whether it be the structural relation of 
cross reference within a clause or the nonstructural relations of anaphora and cataphora. Clause 
agreement consists of cross reference and nominal topic and verb-tense-mood agreement. In cross 
reference a verbal affix specifying person, number, and gender for subject, object, or indirect object 
agrees in person, number, and gender with the NPs in the clause dominated by that verb that 
function as subject, object, or indirect object. In the nominal topic agreement system a 
topicalization affix on the noun agrees in tense-mood with the verb of the clause in which it occurs. 
Discourse reference is the most important cohesive system for text and includes anaphora which 
presupposes an item in the preceding text and cataphora which presupposes an item in the following 
text. Object anaphoric reference is realized primarily through the pronominal affixes of verbs that 
indicate function, person, number, and gender of elements within the clause. Anaphora is also 
realized through repetition of lexical items and zero anaphora. Cataphora is realized primarily 
through the chaining system whereby a verb affix indicates whether there is a change of prominent 
referent between the clause in which it functions and the following clause. Some adverbs also 
specify the subject of the verb that follows them. 

 The personal referential system is analyzed in Chapter III (cf. Verb Affixes). This reference 
system distinguishes persons on the basis of their relation to the speech act. They are distinguished 
according to whether they are participants in the speech act (speaker and addressee) or non-
participants in the speech act but discourse participants. The personal reference system is 
manifested both in free pronouns and pronominal affixes. The pronoun roots distinguish only the 
relation of the participants to the speech act whereas the pronominal affixes further distinguish 
number and gender. 
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 Nonpersonal reference is distinguished by deictic versus contextual reference. Deictic reference 
is further divided along the proximal-distal dimension, which is based on the relation of the 
location, time, object, or event to the speech situation. Contextual reference is not determined by the 
speech situation but refers to unspecified elements, e.g. ‘some man, a man’ or elements used for 
comparison, e.g. nindou nahurai ‘like a man’. 

 Some of the deictic forms are also used for textual reference with proximal forms functioning 
both anaphorically and cataphorically and distal forms functioning anaphorically, e.g. watapori nda 
‘story this’ referring to the story that preceded or is to follow and watapori  ra ‘story that’ referring 
to the story that has just been completed. 

 Table 5.2 (Chapter IV) summarizes the nonpersonal reference system. Notice that all proximal 
forms have the initial morpheme nda - nde and all distal forms have the initial morpheme ra - re. 

Agreement 

 There are two types of agreement, clause and discourse. Clause agreement consists of a 
cross-reference system and topic nominal-verbal-tense-mood concord. Discourse agreement relates 
to tense-mood agreement between clauses. It differs from anaphoric and cataphoric relations in that 
it does not presuppose an item in the text but refers directly to the speech situation. There are two 
cross-reference systems operating in Angor. One operates between every verb and its subject, 
object, and indirect object. The other operates between a question word or nonsubject topic nominal 
and the subject of the clause. 

 Every Angor verb has an obligatory subject pronominal affix that agrees in person, number, and 
gender with the optional syntactic subject of the same clause when it is specified by a nominal. For 
intransitive verbs this involves distinction between masculine and feminine for dual and plural but 
with no distinction between second and third persons. 

  
  Person 
 Number 1 2  3 
 1 -ahi -ifi  -u M 
     -o  F 
    -ifani  M 
 2 -ehi
    -ife  F 
    -imo  M 
 pl -efi
    -ei  F 

Table 5.2. Person, number, and gender distinctions in intransitive verb affixes 

The two gender distinctions for nouns are inherent, not being marked morphologically except on 
topicalized nominals. For nontopicalized nouns where the gender distinction is not decideable from 
the meaning as is possible with nindou ‘man’ and nimorehi  ‘woman’, gender can be recognized 
only by subject affix agreement. An example of cross-reference subject agreement is: 
 tiferi afindi  rani -wami afindafind-e-mo
 fly (masc) many that-on swarm-ind-3mpl 
 ‘Many flies swarm on that.’ 

The third masculine plural affix -mo agrees in person, number and gender with masculine plural 
subject NP tiferi  afindi  ‘many flies’.  
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 Third feminine singular is zero on some verbs in their nonfinal form, i.e. when they are followed 
by another verb and are not inflected with tense or indicative affixes: 
 nimorehi sini -Ø m-a-mar-o 
 woman(fsg)  come-3fsg past-ind-sit-3fsg 

‘The woman came and sat down.’ 

The verb sini  is a nonfinal form and with zero affixation and no root modification indicates third 
feminine singular subject. 

 Transitive, ditransitive, and intransitive change-of-state verbs (Class IV) differ from the other 
intransitive verbs and from one another in the degree of specification of person, number, and gender 
used for cross reference to subject. The main difference is that gender contrast does not extend to 
nonplural second and third person for some verbs and the neutralization of second and third person 
singular for others. See Appendix A for the semantic contrasts of subject affixes. 

 Transitive verbs have object person-number-gender affixes that cross reference to the 
grammatical object of the clause. There are fewer semantic contrasts for object affixes than there 
are for subject affixes, the main neutralizations being between dual and plural for first person and 
the gender of dual nonfirst person. The semantic distinctions of object affixes are given in Table 
5.3. 

 
  Person 
 Number 1  2  3  
 1 -ndiri -nini  -ndi F 
     -ni, -ri M 
 2   -piri
 pl -muni  -nduri  F 
    -puri  M 

  Table 5.3. Person, number, and gender contrasts for object affixes 

 

An example of object cross reference is: 
 asu wori ra hoe-m-a-ri -hu-ndi … 
 and house (fem) that see-past-ind-tran-1plsub-3fsgobj 

‘And we went and saw that house …’ 

The third feminine singular form is the unmarked form of the set and with some verbs is manifested 
as ∅, e.g.: 
 …kari sa-hu-∅-mind-if-embi
 car(fem) get-1pl-3fsgobj-hold-1pl-prom 

‘… we got the car.’ 

Third feminine singular object is the general reference form in that it is used for ambient verbs and 
to cross-reference a number of items considered as a group, e.g.: 
 … koni mbini painafo ra tin-ambe rarao-re-∅-∅ 
 corn bean pineapple that tin-in do-tran-3fsg-3fsgobj 

‘… they prepare corn, beans and pineapple in tins ...’ 

Both the subject and object in this example have third person feminine singular as general reference 
manifested by zero referring to non-singular referents. The antecedent of the subject is Filipinos and 
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the cross reference for the object is corn, beans, and pineapple. 

 Another type of intraclausal cross reference is that among a question word, the subject of the 
clause it is in, and the subject affix of the verb. Some question words also have object agreement. 
Most Angor question words can be considered verbs as they are inflected with verbal affixes for 
subject person, number, and gender with some also having object affixation. Some are also inflected 
for tense. The question subject affixes agree in person, number, and gender with the subject of the 
clause and the subject affix of the verb if a verb is present. Those inflected for tense also agree with 
the verb in tense. Subject and object question word agreement is illustrated in (a), tense agreement 
in (b). 
 (a) nini -hü-ndi a-sa-hü-s-i
  what-3fpl-3fsgobj ind-eat-3fpl-eat-3fpl

‘what are they (feminine) eating?’ 
 (b) ninggu-ma-ndi -hu hoafi -ma-nd-efi
  how-past-fut-1pl talk-past-fut-1pl 

‘how shall we say that?’ 

 Ditransitive verbs and transitive indirect object verbs (class XI) have indirect object affixes that 
cross reference to the nominal indirect object of the clause and agree with it in person, number, and 
gender. The semantic contrasts are the same as those for direct object affixes except that there is no 
gender contrast for third person singular as shown in Table 5.4. There is an additional semantic 
feature required of all indirect objects: they must be animate. 
  Person  
 Number 1 2  3 
 1 -ndiri  -nini   -do 
 2   -piri
 pl -muni  -ndüri  F 
    -puri  M 

Table 5.4. Person, number, and gender contrasts for indirect object affixes 

In the following example of indirect object cross reference observe that the cross reference agrees 
with an object pronoun, a form that functions both for direct and indirect object. 
 ran-ah-ai-mbo sesi m-a-sa-ga-düri
 that-3-3fpl-prom food past-ind-give-3sg-3fplio

‘he/she gave food to those women.’ 

 Tense-mood agreement provides both interclause and intraclause cohesion. An example of 
intraclause question word-verb agreement was given in (b) above. There is also intraclause 
agreement of tense-mood between a topicalized nominal and the verb in the same clause. 
Topicalized nominals have one of three tense-mood suffixes plus a subject person-number-gender 
affix (optional with the conditional) that agrees with the nominal. The tense and mood affixes agree 
with the tense and mood of the verb. The topicalization affixes are -(i)y nonindicative, -an stative, 
and -ana conditional. The nonindicative (i)y cooccurs with past definite events (a), -an with present 
tense (b), -ana with statives, negatives, futures, imperatives, and habituals 
 (a) …burimakao yafe awai fisingiri -ambe-ahi-y-efi m-a-h-efi
  cattle  poss feces  smell-in-at-nonind-1pl past-ind-go-1pl 

‘… it was through the smell of cattle manure that we went.’ 
 ( b)  nindowenih-an-i a-sin-u ra 
  man-stat-3msg ind(pres)-come-3msg that  

‘it is a man that is coming’ 
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 (c) ro-ana moai fifiri -heya-ndi
  I-cond not know-1sg-3sgobj 

‘I don’t know (that)’ 

 Discourse tense agreement is expressed primarily by the use of future tense. When a series of 
verbs representing future actions occurs in a text, every verb must be morphologically marked for 
future tense. Such is not the case with past or present tense. Whereas present and past tense are 
cataphoric in that verbs unspecified for tense assume the tense of the next final verb in the text, 
future tense cannot be considered either cataphoric or anaphoric as each verb itself refers to the 
speech event axis and does not presuppose any other form in the text. The relation within a series of 
future tense verbs is one of agreement rather than anaphora or cataphora. 

Anaphoric reference 

 Anaphoric reference results when there is a form in a text which is coreferential with a 
presupposed referential term that occurs previously in the text. Halliday and Hasan define the 
relation between referential forms as a Tie (329). An Immediate anaphoric tie is one in which the 
presupposed item is in the immediately preceding clause. A Mediated anaphoric tie occurs when the 
preceding clause does not identify the presupposed item but rather contains another referential term 
that also refers to the presupposed item. The presupposed item is not referred to directly but rather 
through a referential chain.  

A remote anaphoric tie occurs when the presupposed item does not occur in the preceding clause 
nor can it be reached via a referential chain. Rather there are a number of clauses intervening 
between the referential term and its presupposed item in which the presupposed item is not referred 
to by surface structure forms. In Angor a remote tie often requires the reintroduction of the original 
lexical item. 

 Anaphoric reference is realized by repetition, by use of a proform, by affix chains, and by 
linkage, in which the final clause of one sentence is repeated in part or in toto at the beginning of 
the following sentence. Repetition is the use of the same lexical form or a lexical correlate for 
reference to a specific referent in successive grammatical constructions. When the initial item is 
repeated, it may be repeated without modification (a), or repeated with a demonstrative (b), or 
repeated in a construction with different grammatical forms (c). 
 (a) … ukarumpahindi kari sahumindifembi. Hefi 39 kainantu hausik 
  Ukarumpa.from car we.get we.go Kainantu hospital 
 

  tükiyahu kari nindihu hininggirihu hoahu 
  we.arrive car we.put we.leave we.comp  

‘… we got the car at Ukarumpa.We went and arrived at the Kainantu hospital and parked 
the car.’ 

 (b) ngga asu kari adikarane enisin anggunipoedi hoani
  but and car large.is  engine far.from when.go 
 

  ranambo ahafehoari kari adükari ra ahafehoari narafandi
  after.that themselves car large that themselves make.they 

‘And as for the large cars, when engines come from afar then they themselves make their 
own large cars.’ 

 (c) asükai hefi wori nggorü nindou nggoafihündi hembi dokatambo  
  again we.go house one man  from.village go doctor  

                                                 
39 In subsequent examples, morpheme by morpheme divisions and translations are given only when necessary for the 
purpose of the illustration. 
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  hondeyamundananimbo sehehi hifandihi nimaririhündi worambeyahi  
  if.he.see.us  they.wanting they.wait they.sit in.house    
   fariyahu 
   we.go 

‘Again we went and entered a house where village people wanting the doctor to see them 
sit and wait.’ 

 The repetition of verbs may not be coreferential. In some cases the repetition is not coreferential 
as the repeated verbs do not have the same referent, i.e. they do not refer to the same event. This 
repetition occurs when an action is repeated, in which case there are different referents cooccurring 
with the verb, e.g. the different things shown on a conducted tour. 
 (d) …nggorü rumo … ra nafuimuni mbura asükai ki napo himoandurindembi
  a  room that he.show.us comp then key thing hanging 
  ra nafuimuni mbura asükai ahei nggoafi ndüri nafuimuni mbura
  that he.show.us comp then their village name he.show.us comp

‘… he showed us a … room. Then he showed us the thing for hanging keys. Then he 
showed us their village names.’ 

A verb may, however, be repeated in reference to the same event when a speaker wants to back 
track and add some information about a preceding event. This back tracking is signaled by the use 
of past tense verbs without cataphoric affixation which indicates that the narration is no longer 
following temporal sequence. In the following example there are additional signals such as a non-
sequential conjunction ngga and a conditional affix -ana on the first verb of the back tracking 
sentence. 
 asükeyefi hefi kini hoe hoemarihundi ngga asu mahefana burimakao yafe  
 then.we we.go fish water we.saw.it but and cond.we.went cattle their  
 awai  fisingirambeyahiyefi mahefi
 manure smell.in we.went

‘Then we went and saw a fish pond. However, as to our going, we went through the smell of cow 
manure. 

 Verbs may be repeated with an anaphoric referential function in linkage, a phenomenon common 
in Papua New Guinea (Longacre (1972: 45-48), Lawrence (1972), J. Allen (1972), Dutton 
(1973:267) and also found in the Philippines (Longacre (1972)), and South America (Loos (1963)). 
Thurman clarifies a certain terminological confusion over this phenomenon and defines linkage as 
operating ‘on the sentence and even paragraph levels to link sentences or paragraphs together, 
usually by repetition of a least part of the previous clause’ (1975:342). He contrasts linkage with 
clause chaining which is cataphoric. 

 Linkage is infrequent in Angor text. Although it always occurs across sentence boundaries, its 
presence cannot be used as a criterion for determining the presence or absence of a paragraph 
boundary. In the example below linkage is realized by the repetition of the last clause of the first 
sentence at the beginning of the second sentence. 
 mami  hanife mbani huriyafe. mbani huriyafe. rehi ai … 
 change two.go.down sago two.scrape sago two.scrape sister she 
 ‘Well, the two went down and scraped sago. They scraped sago and the sister …’ 

The two occurrences of ‘scrape sago’ across a sentence boundary do not refer to separate events but 
the repetition in the second sentence uses that event as a starting point for the information that is to 
follow. 

 A proform (pronoun, pro-verb, referential locative) may replace a full lexical form in the text for 
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subsequent reference to the same item or event. Other proforms are listed here. 
 Demonstrative ra, rani ‘that’ 
 Locative rani  plus locative clitics ‘there’ 
 Time ra simboani ‘that time’ 
 Event  rafembo ‘do that’ 

 For personal pronouns there can be proform anaphora only for third person reference as the only 
full references for first and second person are pronominal forms. In (a) both personal pronoun and 
demonstrative anaphora are illustrated. 
 (a) …rani burimakao hifandirarandembi ranahandi ndüri  
  that cow watcher that.one’s name 
  merik binabinaane ahandi ndüri. ai kari nggorü  
  Merik Binabina.is his  name he car one 
  semündi mbura ranambe bidifiri nimarefi … 
  he.get comp in.that some we.sit  

‘… that cowboy’s name is Merik Binabina, that’s his name. He got a car and some of us 
sat in it …’ 

The pro-verb refembo ‘do’ is found frequently in the context of quoted speech. In (b) it indicates 
agreement to do what was requested by the first speaker. 
 (b) …simboani mbani kehefi gademboane.  
  tomorrow sago cut let’s.go.down  
   ‘…Tomorrow let’s go cut sago.’  
  yandihoamboane simbore  
  let’s.do.that response.form 
   ‘Let’s do that.’ 

 Zero syntactic anaphora in which there is no free form in a clause to specify a previous referent 
is the norm for Angor discourse. Once a participant is introduced into a discourse by a nominal 
form, there is generally no syntactic form to refer to him thereafter unless there is contrast or a 
remote tie. Usually the morphological cross-reference affixes assume the anaphoric referential 
responsibility. In the example below, once the doctor is introduced into the discourse by the 
nominal dokta, he is throughout the remainder of the discourse referred to, not by a syntactic form 
in the clause, but rather by the person, number and gender affixes on the verbs. 

 dokta yah-u… doctor say-3msg 

     ∅  yah-u… doctor say-3msg 

 …∅ yah-u… doctor say-3msg 

 …∅ yah-u… doctor say-3msg 

 …∅ yah-u ra nafui-∅-muni…  say-3msg that show-3sg-1plobj 

 … Ø  nafui-Ø-muni ….   show-3sg-1plobj 
 ‘The doctor said, … He said, … he said…he said … he said and showed it to us … he showed it 
 to us …’ 

The above example illustrates zero syntactic anaphora in which the deleted element (∅) in each 
clause refers to the same item. 

 Zero anaphora for locatives is a common feature of Angor discourse. This occurs when the 
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lexical predicate case frame has an optional locative but the locative is deleted in the surface clause 
as the referential information it would provide can be obtained from a locative in a preceding 
clause. The example below is part of a written paragraph in which there are six sentences, five of 
which predicate actions that occurred at a specific water hole or had it as their goal. Three of the 
sentences have locatives giving the name of the water hole with the other two having zero anaphora 
of the locative. 
 …kosa utipuiarahi… hifandimarihapuri  
 I.come.down at.Utipuiari I.waited.for.them   
 ‘… I came down and waited for … them at the Utipuiari.’ 
 Deni… küsi utipuiarahi tükimefiyu. 
 Danny  he.come.down  at Utipuiari he.arrived 
 ‘Danny … came down and arrived at the Utipuiari.’ 
 asu bob seri naneti waf ai… kosei ∅ tükimehindi
 and Bob Shirley Nanette Waf they they.came.down they.arrived  
  ‘And then Bob, Shirley, Nanette, and Waf came down and arrived (at the Utipuiari).’ 

 My research does not provide evidence for temporals participating in the operation of zero 
anaphora. Zero anaphora occurs primarily when a lexical predicate has a role in its case frame that 
is not realized in the surface structure of the clause. The information for that unrealized case can be 
found in the surface structure of a preceding clause. Temporals, on the other hand, are never 
specified in lexical predicate case frames and are outside the nucleus of a clause. Temporals are 
optional structural elements and are constrained not by lexical predicates but rather by the speech 
situation, e.g. ‘tomorrow’ requires a relation of events to the speech situation that specifies the 
future, or by the context of the text, e.g. ‘the day after that’ relates to some event or events in the 
text. Temporals, then, do not participate in zero anaphora as they are realizations of setting 
rhetorical predicates rather than of cases. This is shown in the surface structure by the fact that 
temporal settings are infrequently specified in a discourse whereas locatives are much more 
frequent due to the occurrence of lexical predicates that require a locative in their case frame. 

 There may also be clausal zero anaphora in which a complete clause is deleted in the surface 
structure but can be reconstructed from information in a preceding clause. It is primarily a 
conversational phenomenon. The most frequent form is found in one word responses to questions 
such as yini ‘yes’, yiwani ‘no’, and roamboa ‘I also’. In the example below the deleted structure of 
clausal zero anaphora is given in parentheses: 
 ahandi hoafi himboriyafai. yini (ro himborimayahi) 
 his talk did.you.hear yes (I I.heard.it) 

‘Did you hear his speech? Yes, (I heard it).’ 
 nindou bidifiri ai aminafinambo pemombo gadimboemo 
 man some they to.Amanab to.sell they.will.go.down 
 ‘Some men are going down to Amanab to sell things.’ 
 roamboa  (aminafinambo  pemombo gadimboeyahi) 
 I.too to.Amanab to.sell  I.will.go.down 

‘I too (am going to Amanab to sell things).’ 

 The latter example is ambiguous and could refer to the same event as the men going or to a 
separate event involving only the speaker. 

 The final type of Angor anaphoric reference to be described here is affix chains. The main 
responsibility for given information reference in Angor discourse is carried by the pronominal 
affixes of verbs that specify by person, number, and gender the subject, object, and indirect object 
of the clause. This fact is illustrated in the statistical count of a text by S.Litteral (1972:35) in which 
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she notes that of 312 clauses each of which had a verb with person, number, and gender cross-
reference specification, only 85 nouns and 21 pronouns occur. An affix sequence occurs when the 
person, number, and gender affixes of succeeding verbs are in agreement. A short chain was 
illustrated above by the -u and ∅ forms referring to the doctor. 

 There are two problem areas in analyzing an affix chain. The first is: how does one distinguish 
two referents when they both have the same person, number and gender? The second is: how is the 
affix chain maintained when a referent moves from one function in one clause to another function in 
another clause? In other words, what rules tell the hearer that the referent of the object of one clause 
is the same referent as the subject of the following clause when both referents in the clauses have 
the same person, number and gender? 

 There are four rules which answer the problem of distinguishing two referents when they have 
the same person, number, and gender. The rules are: (1) When the first verb has switch reference 
affixation, then the second verb has a different referent than the first verb for its subject as in (a). (2) 
When the first verb is transitive and its subject realizes an Actor role and the second verb is 
intransitive and its subject realizes a role other than Actor, then the referents of the two subjects are 
different as in (b). (3) When the second of two verbs in a series is an ambient verb, it has no subject 
referent and therefore cannot have the same referent as a preceding nonambient verb (c). (4) When 
a clause has a role specified only by the verb affixes and a following clause has the same role 
specified by specific nominals, then some of the referents of that role in the two clauses are 
different even though the verbal affixes are identical in person, number, and gender (d). In all other 
cases the referent is the same. 
 (a) fifiriwandai m-e-h-u-a-mbo-y-u yini m-e-h-u
  do.you.understand past-ind-say-3msg-and-prom-nonind-3ms yes  past-ind-say-3msg

  ‘He(x) said, “Do you understand?” and he(y) said “Yes”.’ 
 (b) haf-o  nimi hiti -ri -he-Ø pi -m-ay-o  
  go.up-3fsg tree  cut-tran-comp-3sg fall-past-ind-3fsg  

‘She(x) went up and cut the tree and it(y) fell.’  
 (c) haf-o hoe-m-ay-o-a worambe m-a-mar-o 
  go.up-3fsg rain-past-ind-3fsg-and house.in past-ind-sit-3fsg

 ‘She went up and it rained so she sat down in the house.’ 
 (d)  … nimi hiti -ri -hu. ro yisou sambanao h-efi … 
  tree  cut-tran-1pl I  Yisou  Sambanao go-1pl  

‘… we (t,...x,y,z,) cut the trees. Then Sambanao(x), Yisou(y), and I(z), we (x,y,z) went …’ 

 Affix chains are based upon semantic identity rather than morphological identity since the 
affixes for a specific combination of person, number, and gender vary according to verb class. Affix 
chains only carry a heavy referential load in discourse, they may carry the complete load for a 
specific referent. In one text there are 49 verbs with first person plural subjects, all of which are 
indicated only by verbal affixes without the use of a single free pronoun. 

 Angor has three anaphoric demonstrative conjunctions that occur either between clauses or 
initially in a sentence to connect two or more sentences. These anaphoric conjunctions have as their 
presupposed element not a nominal but rather an indeterminate domain which can range in size 
from one clause to most of a discourse. They are formed from the anaphoric demonstrative pronoun 
-rani plus verbal affixes that indicate condition, sequence, and simultaneity. The latter two also 
have anticipatory subject. The three forms are: 

ran-ani -mbo that-cond-prom ‘when that happens’ 
ran- iy-u that-nonind-3msg ‘after that, then he …’ 
ran-an-emo that-stat-3mpl ‘while that happens they … 
  that being the case they …’ 
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 (a) … nggo munggundowani rananimbo asükeyo hihirife hombo  
  will.go finish.when that.when again turn.around  go  
   hohoanimondemboyefi
   we.will.think 

‘… it (money) will last until it is finished and when that happens we will think about 
turning and going back again (to the plantation to work).’ 

 (b)  … utipuiarahi  guguruhu mamarefi. asu  raniyu nanao hanü    
  Utipuiarahi we.gather  we.sat and  after.that.he  Nanao he.go.down  
  utipuiarambe nunggumbo  
  in.Utipuiari he.stand 

‘… we gathered and sat down at the Utipuiari. After that Nanao went down and stood in 
the Utipuiari.’ 

 (c) …firipino ahafehoari kari nafarandi. ngga ranane  aiyana  
  Filipinos themselves car make and while.that .happens  they.cond  
  diboadorihoai amaro 
  properly sit 

‘… the Filipinos make their own cars. Because they do these things, they live well.’ 

In (c) the anaphoric demonstrative conjunction ranane does not refer to only the preceding clause 
but to most of the major part of the immediately preceding discourse in which the activities of 
Filipinos which enable them to be independent are described. 

Cataphoric reference 

 Cataphoric reference presupposes an identification that occurs later in the text than the 
cataphoric referential. There are three types of Angor cataphoric reference: clause chaining 
affixation, conjunction, and the cataphoric demonstrative nda ‘this’. 

 McCarthy, who introduced the term chaining, describes it as a phenomenon where ‘strings of 
clauses show interclause concord and agreement in the relationship of time and person’ (1965:59). 
Thurman says of chaining that it ‘… occurs only in the New Guinea Highlands where it serves to 
chain together a sequence of clauses by predicting the subject of the next clause’ (1975:342). He 
considers it to be forward thematization in that it predicts the subject of the following clause and 
contrasts with linkage which is backward thematization. Chaining is a special case of the general 
phenomenon of switch reference. For Highlands languages verbs with chaining affixation are called 
medial verbs, those with tense, mood, and cross reference affixes that do not have chaining affixes 
are called final verbs. An Angor clause chain may be, but is not necessarily, broken by a final verb, 
a free conjunction, or a final intonation contour /./. 

 Verb chaining in Angor is different from that of the Highlands languages in that it is more 
related to semantic categories, such as participant and Actor, than to the surface structure relation of 
subject.40 The Angor system also appears to be a derived system in that it utilizes affixes found 
elsewhere in the morphology to indicate switch reference and temporal relations, whereas the 
Highlands languages generally have a special set of medial verb affixes that indicate both temporal 
and reference monitoring relations in a single form. Angor cataphoric reference is different from 
that of the Highlands languages in that it may occur across sentence boundaries if a sentence 
boundary is taken as final falling intonation /./ in oral discourse or by a full stop by those who write 
                                                 
40 Although the terms different and same subject are used to indicate meaning categories in analyses of Highlands 
medial verb systems, these terms are technically incorrect for some languages, as different subjects between clauses 
may be marked by ‘same subject’ forms, e.g. Deibler (1974:94 example 73), where there is a change from rain to water 
(river) as subject but the medial verb form is categorized as ‘same subject’. Franklin (1971) indicates that actor-person 
is the determining factor in the Kewa reference monitoring system. 
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using it.41 The following example comes from a written text where a full stop is utilized where there 
is a major break in semantic content. 
 … mami tikomariminduamboyefi. asükei  hefi hoahu nggorü worini
 change gave.him.injection.and we  then  we.go  we.comp another building.in 
  fariyahu 
 we.enter 
 ‘… so he gave him an injection. Then we left and entered another building.’ 

 Angor chaining is cataphoric in that it specifies both the temporal relation and the relation of the 
referents, generally between successive clauses. The temporal relation contrasts are simultaneous 
and sequential. These relations are signaled by a combination of tense and aspect affixation on the 
verbs. The contrast concerning successive referents is between same or different referent in the 
succeeding clause. These relations are signaled by a combination of tense, conjunction, temporal 
and subject-person-number-gender affixes. The specification of the following referent may be 
general or specific, with general stating only that the prominent referent of the following clause is 
the same or different from that of the present clause. Specific cataphoric switch reference provides 
anticipatory reference which gives the person, number and gender of the participant referent of the 
following clause. No reason for the use of the different forms is known at present. 

 The past tense (m- or -m) on the verb root functions in chaining not only to signal time relations 
but also in cooccurrence with the conjunction suffix conjunction suffix -a ‘and’ to signal that the 
prominent referent of the following clause is different. -a on a final verb without the past tense affix 
indicates different referent when immediately followed by another clause but cooccurs with same 
referent when the verb is followed by the temporal clitic complex m-ay-o-a past-ind-3fsg-and 
‘temporal gap’. Nonfinal verbs (those not inflected for tense), except for those with -ane 
‘simultaneous different referent’, have the same referent following or else the following role 
prominent referent is a nonparticipant. Verbs with -ane specify only that the following referent is 
different and that the verbs are simultaneous in relation to time. When the affix is -an, with a 
nonthird feminine singular affix it specifies the prominent referent of the following clause. 

 The switch reference system is determined by two semantic factors: semantic role and participant 
versus nonparticipant status. The Actor role is the most prominent semantic role in that it is always 
realized as grammatical subject. Participant status is more prominent than nonparticipant status, 
with the difference being indicated by switch reference monitoring. If two clauses in sequence have 
case frames that include an Actor and the Actor roles are realized by different referents then switch 
reference is indicated in the clause chain. When the first clause of a temporal sequence has Actor 
and Patient cases and the second has only a Patient case with the Patient participant referent being 
the same in both verbs, then switch reference is indicated: He(x) shot him(y) (SR) and he(y) died. If 
the situation is the same except that the Patient referent of the two clauses is not a participant, then 
switch reference is not indicated if the object is not specified in the first verb (d), and is indicated if 
the object affix occurs in the first verb (g). This represents the speaker’s staging choice of whether 
or not to give the Patient referent the prominence of a participant. 

 Temporal sequence with the same referent in the prominent role of each clause is not indicated 

                                                 
41 This analysis of Angor cohesion leads me to disagree with Halliday and Hasan who state that ‘… cohesion is a 
relation between sentences, not a relation within the sentence’ (1976:232). The reason for their statement may be their 
desire to distinguish between the sentence as a well defined grammatical structure and the text which is defined not by 
structural relations but rather by textual ones. The difficulty of defining the sentence in narrative for Papua New Guinea 
Highlands languages (Longacre 1970, 1972; Scott 1973) leaves even the hallowed concept of the sentence as a well 
defined grammatical structure in question. For these languages any well defined structure beyond two clauses can be 
questioned, since the most important factor there is chaining relations which are cohesive. If the notion of the sentence 
is applicable to Angor narrative, it is probably better defined by intonation and Halliday and Hasan’s textual relations 
than by those of grammatical structure. 
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morphologically (c) unless there is a temporal gap (a). A simultaneous temporal relation with 
identical role prominent referents is indicated by -(ü)hi. Simultaneous with different referents in the 
prominent roles is indicated by the stative -an plus a subject person-number-gender-affix. An 
anticipatory reference marker may specify prominent referents functioning as the object rather than 
the subject of a clause. In the following example the anticipatory reference of the first verb 
coreferences to the object of the second verb (the main participants) and not the subject (the event 
of becoming dark). The second verb again indicates switch reference from the darkness as Actor to 
the main participants as Actor in the third verb. 
 nimbi m-a-mar-o-a-mbo-y-efi… yihimbo-m-a-r-a-mun-a…   
 darkness past-ind-sit-3fs-and-prom-nonind-1pl afraid-past-ind-tran-3sg-1plobj-and
 tüki -ya-hu mburi -hu  
 arrive-nonind-1pl  comp-1pl  
 ‘It got dark and it scared us and …we arrived outside.’ 

 Angor may also indicate double anticipatory reference, a phenomenon that is unique in Papua 
New Guinea as far as I know. I am not familiar with any other instances in the literature. Only a few 
examples have been found in my Angor oral texts but numerous examples have been observed in 
written texts. The example below comes from a pig hunting text in which at the exciting time when 
the charging pig arrives and the men shoot it, the speaker uses double anticipatory reference to 
make prominent both the pig and the hunters: 
 tüki -m-e-fiy-u-a-mbo-y-o r-ü-ri ngar-i  
 arrive-past-ind-cs-3msg-and-prom-nonind-3fs tran-3sg-3msgobj shoot-3sg 
 safoa-r-i-r-a han-ü pi -m-ey-u-a-mbo-emo 
 hit-tran-3sg-3msgobj-and go.down-3msg  fall-past-ind-3msg-and-prom-3mpl 
 ‘He (pig) came up and (someone) shot and hit him and he ran down and fell down.’ 

The past tense m- plus amboyo of the first verb indicates switch reference from the ‘pig’ to the 
‘hunter’ who shoots it on the second verb. The double anticipatory referent form rüri specifies that 
the subject of the following clause is third singular and that the object is third masculine singular. 

 There are four features that distinguish the interclausal chaining relationships of Angor. These 
features are: (1) switch reference (sr); +sr means different referent and -sr means same referent, (2) 
simultaneous time (sim) for following clause; -sim means sequence and +sim means simultaneous 
time; (3) participant (part) in discourse; -part indicates that the following prominent referent is not a 
participant, and +part that the prominent referent is a participant; and (4) specific (spec); -spec 
means that the following prominent referent is not specified as to person, number and gender, and 
+spec means that the following prominent referent is so specified. In the following examples of 
chaining the cataphoric relations are specified on the first verb of the two verb chain. 
 (a) … ho-ri -heya-nd-a m-ay-o-a m-a-hepin-ahi
   –sr 
   –sim 
   +part 
   –spec 
  see-tran-1sg-3fsgobj-and  past-ind-3fsg-and past-ind-amaze-1sg 
  ‘… I saw these things for a while and then I was amazed.’ 
 (b) … ro heri -nd-ef-ühi sihambo hohoanimo-nd-emboy-efi.
   –sr 
   +sim 
   +part 
   –spec 
  I dance-fut-1pl-sim you think-fut-prom-ind-1pl
  ‘… While we are dancing we will be thinking about you.’ 
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 (c) … kus-u-Ø pi -m-ey-u. 
  –sr 
  –sim 
  +part 
  –spec 

  come.down-3msg-seq.same.ref/seq.diff.ref.nonpart fall-past-ind-3msg 
  ‘… it (an airplane) came down and landed.’ 

 It should be noted here that when there is no chaining affixation on a verb (∅), there is ambiguity 
of the switch reference and participant features. This grammatical construction can indicate either 
(-sr, +part) or (+sr, -part). The features must be opposite (F,- F), i.e. both cannot be - or +. (d) 
illustrates ∅ with the features (+sr -part), this specification occurs primarily where the object of a 
transitive verb becomes the subject of a following intransitive verb. 

 (d) … ka-ri -ne. ka-ri -ne-∅; haf-o. haf-o.    
     +sr 
     –sim 
     –part 
     –spec 
  stir-tran-3du stir-tran-3du-seq.diff.ref.nonpart/seg.same.ref go.up-3fsg go.up-3fsg   
  sirihoai haya … 
  settle comp.3sg 
   ‘… they stirred and stirred it and it went and went and then settled …’ 
 (e) … nimboad-ef-an-e mami dokta ai sif-u… 
    +sr 
    +sim 
    +part 
    –spec 
  stand-1pl-stat-3fsg  change  doctor  he  come.up-3msg 

‘… while we were standing there the doctor came up …’ 
  (f)  … ai tok pisin hoafi -na hoafi -m-ey-u-a      waf ai 
       +sr 
       –sim 
       +part 
       –spec 
  he tok pisin talk-inst talk-past-ind-3msg(x)-and  Waf he 
  sihefi hoafi -na-mbo hihirifoa-re  hoafi -m-ey-u
  our talk-inst-prom turn-tran  talk-past-ind-3msg(y)

‘… he spoke in Tok Pisin and Waf interpreted it in our language.’ 
 (g)  … hütufoa-re-nd-a hif-o  p-e-o
    +sr 
    –sim 
    –part 
    –spec 
  cut.down-tran-3fsgobj-and  go.along.contour-3fsg  fall-ind-3fsg

‘… he cut it down and it fell down along the ridge.’ 
 (h) … tiko-m-a-ri -münd-u-a-mbo-y-efi. asükai h-efi … 
   +sr 
   –sim 
   +part 
   +spec 
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  thorn-past-ind-tran-get-3msg-and-prom-nonind-1p1 then go.1pl 
‘… he gave him an injection. Then we went …’ 

 (i)  hoe honggono-m-ay-o-a-mbo-an-ahi  hifand-a-ri -ha-ndi  
    +sr 
    +sim 
    +part 
    +spec 
  water dirty-past-ind-3fsg-and-prom-stat-1sg wait-ind-tran-1sg-3sgobj 

‘The water got dirty and I am waiting.’ 

 When the third person feminine singular subject form is an anticipatory referent with a verb 
inflected for past tense, it may function as a nonspecific switch reference form rather than to specify 
third person feminine singular. When the prominent referent of the following clause is not third 
person feminine singular, then this form signals that the prominent referent of the following clause 
is the same as the last preceding different participant. In other words, it looks both forwards and 
backwards and says to go back in the text until there is a participant different from the one in the 
present clause. That participant is the referent of the following clause. 

 This usage is found primarily where there are two separate participants both of the same gender 
(S. Litteral 1972) or after an ambient verb when the participants are again involved in the narrative 
action. (j) illustrates this usage of third feminine singular subject as general referent for anticipatory 
referent. 
 (j) ap-afani si-m-ay-o-a-mbo-y-o han-ifani
     –sr 
     –sim 
     +part 
     –spec 
  sleep-3mdu shine-past-ind-3fsg-and-prom-nonind-3fsg go.down-3mdu 

‘They slept and it got light (it dawned) and then they went down from the village.’ 

 Anticipatory reference may refer to a participant in an implied clause. The information in an 
implied clause is supplied from general cultural knowledge. The deletion is characterized by a 
clause ending with a cataphoric reference to the prominent referent of the anticipated following 
clause but with the following clause deleted. The hearer is expected to supply from his knowledge 
of the culture that the participant referred to by the cataphoric reference performed the appropriate 
action for that situation. In (a) the supplied information is ‘I’m waiting for the water to clear’ and in 
(b) it is ‘I am getting him some food.’ 
 (a)  “hoe foiandifi sihüfi ” “hoe honggonimayowamboanahi” 
  water you.get you.come.up water dirty.and.I.am

‘“Get some water and come up here.” “The water is dirty and I am” (waiting for it to 
clear).’ 

(b) wembombomeyuwamboanahi
   he.is.hungry.and.I.am

‘He is hungry and I am (getting him some food).’ 

 Chaining relationships ordinarily do not apply across sentence boundaries although they may as 
in (h) above. Across sentence boundaries the subject of the first clause of the second sentence is 
presumed to be the same as that of the last clause of the first sentence when the subject verb affixes 
agree. However, if there is a new subject introduced in the first clause of the second sentence or 
there is an anticipatory referent specified at the first sentence terminal, the subjects are different. 
Time across sentence boundaries is presumed to be sequential in an event chain but no time relation 
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is presumed when the event chain is broken by background or other types of information. 

 Some free temporal conjunctions may also have cataphoric affixation. They are asükei ‘then’, 
raniy- ‘after that’, ranane ‘at the same time’, and ranamboane ‘during the time after that’. asükei 
with variant asükai ‘then’ is a sentence initial conjunction that has optional person-number-gender 
affixation specifying the prominent referent of the first clause of the sentence. The main function of 
this affixation  is to signal prominent referents. It has no relation to same or different referent and 
occurs in either context. It occurs only in the event chains of discourse and its coreferent must be a 
participant. (a) illustrates asükei without affixation and (b) illustrates it with affixation. 
 (a)  ra horihu mburibu. asükai hefi … 
     –sim 
     +part 
     –spec 
  that we.see we.comp then we.go 
  ‘We saw those things. Then we went …’ 
 (b)  … hihirihoafihe hoafimayahi asüke-y-u nindou ranai simbori  
   –sim 
   +part 
   +spec 
  I.turn  I.talked then-nonind-3msg man that.he new  
  nggoafi tükifi 
  village  he.arrive 

  ‘…I translated. Then that man arrived at the new village…’ 

 The conjunctions with ran ‘that’ plus cataphoric referential affixes are both cataphoric and 
anaphoric, the ran- ‘that’ referring to the preceding clause or context and the person-number-gender 
affix referring to the subject of the following clause. The time relations of these forms are raniy-, 
preceding and following verbs are in temporal sequence (a); ranane, preceding and following verbs 
are simultaneous (b); and ranimboane, the time of the second verb is simultaneous with the time 
after the completion of the first verb (c). The latter is a perfective relation in which the relevance of 
the first event is considered to continue beyond its completion. The time relations can be shown 
schematically and by time indexing as: 

Vb 1 (n,n) raniy- Vb 2  (n+1,n+1) 
Vb 1 (n,n) ranane Vb 2  (n,n) 
Vb 1 (n,n+1) ranamboane  Vb 2  (n+l,n+1) 
  

 (a) … utipuiarahi  guguruhu mamarefi. asu  rani -y-u nanao  ai  
      –sim 
      +part 
      +spec 
  at.Utipuiari  we.gather  we.sat  and  then.nonind-3msg Nanao he  
  han-ü … 
  go.down-3msg
  

‘… we gathered at the Utipuiari and sat down. After that Nanao went down …’ 
 (b) rais ra bogori sesi nahuraiane.  ngga ran-an-e koni mbini   

       +sim 
       –part 
       –spec 

  rice  that  important food  is.like  but that-stat-3fsg corn bean  
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  painafo ra tinambe raraore mbura stuaambe sihendani  
  pineapple  that  in.tin  prepare comp in.store  they.put       
  pemiyerari   hündi.  
  they.sell   out.of 

‘Rice is like their main food. However, at the same time, they can corn, beans and 
pineapple and put them in stores to sell them.’ 

 (c)  …ahafemayo  enisin  semindi mbura  rana-mbo-an-e  firipino   
   +sim 
    –part 
    –spec 
  their  engine  get  comp that-prom-stat-3fsg Filipino   
   
  ahafehoari kari nafarandi
  themselves  car make 

‘… they get their engines and consequently the Filipinos themselves make cars.’ 

 Finally, the demonstrative nda ‘this’ can be either cataphoric or anaphoric. nda is used for deixis 
relating to referents near the speaker in the speech situation. It is also used to refer to referents that 
appear later in a discourse, especially where the cataphoric referent is to be part of the content of the 
text itself. The titles of written discourse generally have nda as a cataphoric referent to the entire 
discourse. 
 1972 horombo ro aranahi banis burimakau hoemarihundi wataporane  nda. 
 1972 before we at.Arani fence cattle we.saw story.is  this

‘This is the story about when we saw the cattle project at Arani in 1972.’ 

Grammatical Cohesion 

Conjunctions 

 Conjunctions also have a cohesive function in discourse in that they relate what follows with 
what has preceded in the text. Conjunctions provide general cohesion in that they relate segments of 
text. They contrast with specific cohesion such as cross reference, anaphora, and cataphora that 
specify elements in the text that are related. 

 There are two grammatical types of Angor conjunctions: affixed and free. They express four 
semantic functions: conditional, additive, adversative, and temporal. Their discourse functions 
relate to staging, performatives, types of information, and grammatical boundaries. 

 Angor conjunctive relations may be expressed either by verb affixes or by free forms, the 
difference being one of domain. Affix conjunctions have as their cohesive domain only two clauses, 
whereas free forms may have as their domain two or more clauses, sentences, or sections of a 
discourse. This contrast is illustrated in (a) and (b) in which the affixes of the former relate only two 
adjacent clauses whereas in the latter the free form relates the first two clauses to the second. 
 (a) … pasi sarimindiheyand-ani difo-ani ritimindandi
  letter  I.will.send-when  it.will.come-when you.will.read.it 

‘… when I send the letter and when it comes you read it.’ 
 
 (b) diboadondihu hohoanimondefi ran-ana-mbo sihefihamboani  kaki ra  
  we.will.do.right we.will.think that-when-prom at.us.also money that  
  akidou  yanggorimboanesi  
  little  will.be 
  ‘We will think and do the right things and when that happens there will be a little money  
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  for us also.’ 

 The semantic relations of the conjunctions are additive, adversative, conditional, and temporal. 
The additive relation is the least specific in its meaning stating only that the preceding and 
following components of the text are related somehow. The adversative is additive also but has the 
further specification that there is a contrastive relation between the two components, either the one 
is an event and the other an explanation, or the two have different participants, or one is an 
unexpected consequence of the other. The conditional expresses an if-then or when-then relation 
between components. Temporal conjunctions express either a sequential or simultaneous relation. 
There is no explicit causal conjunction: this relation is realized by temporal sequence conjunctions 
like -a ‘and’; and raneyo ‘after that then’. 

 There is also a staging component to the conjunctions. Some affixed conjunctions and the free 
conjunction ranana ‘when that happens’ may also be affixed with the prominence form -mbo. The 
free conjunctions may function either as coordinate conjunctions within a sentence or as discourse 
adjuncts initially in a sentence. 

 The affixed and free conjunctions are listed in Table 5.5. Several gaps in the chart are  
noteworthy. First is the lack of affixed forms for the adversative. Such semantic relationships must 
sometimes be deduced from the context as there is no overt affixed conjunction expressing that 
relationship. The second gap is the lack of prominent forms with -mbo for the free sequential, 
adversative, and additive conjunctions. Only those forms that take affixes can have the focus form 
-mbo which explains why asu and ngga cannot have -mbo, in that they take no affixes. The 
sequential free forms do not take -mbo but the affixed forms do. Also significant is the 
neutralization of contrast for same and different referent for free forms, this contrast being relevant 
only where interclause relations are prominent. These forms do signal anticipatory referent but 
without reference to a preceding referent. 

 

   Affixed    Free 
    –prom. +prom.  –prom.   +prom. 
 condition -ani -animbo   ranana   rananimbo 
  ‘if, when-’   ‘when that happens’ 
 adversative ----- -----  -ngga ‘but’  ----- 
 simultaneous 
  same subj. -ihü   -ihündi  ranimboane  ranane 
    ‘while’     ‘at that time, since that time’ 
  diff.subj. ----- ane   ranimboane  ranane 
     ‘while’  ‘at that time, since that time’ 
 sequential 
  same subj. (-past) -a -mbo  -----    raniy-, asükey- 
   ‘and then’ ‘prom.’      ‘after that, then’ 
  diff.subj. (+past) -a -mbo  -----    raniy-, asükey- 
   ‘and then’  ‘prom’      ‘after that, then’   
 additive  ----- -----  asu 
       ‘and’ 

Table 5.5. Free and affixed conjunctions 

 The free conjunctions may cooccur with affixed conjunctions or other free ones. Table 5.6 gives 
the cooccurrence of affixed and free conjunctions and Table 5.7 gives that of the free conjunctions. 
In Table 5.6 initial forms are given in rows, following forms in columns. Sequence of forms is not 
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indicated in Table 5.7. Several restrictions are revealed by the charts. asikey- ‘then’ as a sequential 
conjunction tends not to occur with simultaneous forms reflecting its preference for sequence in 
event oriented discourse. ngga ‘but, for’, on the other hand, cooccurs only with conjunctions 
indicating simultaneity and is extremely rare in an event sequence but is common with nonevent 
information and at the boundary of event and nonevent information. 
  asu ‘and’ asükey ‘then’  ngga‘but’ 
-a ((mbo) y-) x x 
‘and then’  
-amboane x  x 
‘since then’  
-anani (mbo) x x 
‘if’ 
-ani (mbo) x x x 
‘when’ 
-ane x x x 
‘while’ 
-ühü (ndi)   x 
‘while 

Table 5.6. Cooccurrence of affixed and free conjunctions 

 
asu ngga ranane raniy- ranimboane asükey 
‘and’ ‘but’ ‘at that time" ‘after that’ ‘since that time ‘then’ 

asu – x x x x – 
ngga x – x – x  – 

Table 5.7. Cooccurrence of free conjunctions 

 The differences between free conjunctions are best illustrated by the analysis of event and 
nonevent oriented written texts. Written texts are used here because they have more free 
conjunctions. In three event oriented texts ngga never occurs but asu ‘and’, raniy- ‘after that’, 
asükey ‘then’ and asu with the latter two do occur. In a explanatory text about the Philippines the 
free conjunctions are either ngga ‘but, for’, or a combination of ngga and asu, ‘and’, ranane ‘at that 
time’, and ranimboane ‘since that time, as a consequence’. A descriptive text about a hospital 
including both narrative and descriptive elements contains all the free conjunctions. In the sentences 
with narrative information or with descriptive information embedded in a narrative matrix asu and 
asükey- are used. Sentences with descriptive or explanatory information use ngga or ngga asu. 

Parallelism 

 Grammatical parallelism has a general cohesive function in that it ties sentences together on the 
basis of their similar structure. Parallelism is sometimes complete as in songs and sections of 
folktales where the grammatical structures of sentences or verses are identical. At other times 
parallelism is partial as when a collection of sentences has some common structure. Complete 
parallelism in the example below is from a folktale in which there are three occurrences of complete 
parallelism. 
 kayahi ai sisirefihiyu mboni nduwami hüfisi hoe wambüri
 cockatoo he turn black.bird bird.on hot water bark.container 

‘The cockatoo turned and dumped the bark container of hot water on the blackbird.’ 
 mboni ai sisirefihiyu kayahi nduwami mbani wambüri
 black.bird  he turn  cookatoo bird.on sago bark.container 

‘The blackbird turned and dumped the bark container of sago water on the cockatoo.’ 
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 The parallel structure is: 

 Noun ai Verb Noun-locative Noun-object 
Noun ai Verb Noun-locative Noun-object 

Partial parallelism is found primarily in written text. One common form is the use of the past tense 
affix or a completive with the last verb of a sentence. This is used as a substitute for intonation 
which marks sentence boundaries in spoken text where past tense is used primarily on switch 
reference verbs and the final verb of the discourse. The following example of partial parallelism is 
taken from a written text in which one section has each sentence ending with a verb plus 
completive. 
 asükai … ra nafuimuni mbura. asükai … ra nafuimuni mbura. asükai …  
 then that  he.show.us  comp  then that  he show.us comp  then   
 nafuimuni mbura. …semündimuni mbura. … ra horihu mburihu. 
 he.show.us comp he.take.us comp that we.see comp.we 

‘Then … he showed us that. Then … he showed us that. Then … he showed us … he took us … 
we saw that.’ 

 The partial parallel structure is: 

  Conjunction  … Demonstrative  Verb  Completive 
  Conjunction  … Demonstrative  Verb  Completive 
  Conjunction  … …………….. Verb  Completive  
                       … …………….. Verb Completive 
                        … Demonstrative  Verb  Completive 
 

Lexical Cohesion 

 Lexical cohesion is the use of vocabulary as a means of relating parts of a discourse. Lexical 
cohesion may be specific, in which case the vocabulary items are coreferential and could be 
classified as a type of grammatical cohesion. Lexical cohesion may also be general in which case 
the related vocabulary items are not coreferential but refer to different participants, events, or states. 
In this case there is relatedness of semantic content without coreferential identity of items in the 
discourse. 

 Lexical items in discourse are related cohesively in three ways: (1) by membership in a common 
semantic domain, (2) by collocation, and (3) by cycling. In the former there is an inclusive relation 
(hyponymy) in which vocabulary items are related by their being on different levels in the same 
semantic hierarchy such as animal, human, child, and girl. They may also be related exclusively by 
being on the same level in the hierarchy and by differing in some semantic feature, e.g. parent and 
child. Lexical items that are collocationally related are those that are typically arguments in the 
same semantic proposition such as chop and wood, or those that typically occur in sequence such as 
cooked and ate. Lexical cycling is the repetition of large segments of a text as in overlays or 
repeated sections of a folk tale. 

Common semantic domain 

 Lexical items that belong to a common semantic domain are contrastive in their function as to 
whether they provide coreference or different reference. They contrast also in their semantic 
relations to one another as to whether the items are on different levels in the semantic hierarchy or 
whether they are both on the same level. 

 Lexical cohesion may use terms on the same level of the semantic hierarchy to refer to the same 
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referent. There are two types of coreferential same level lexical cohesion: coreferential repetition 
and synonymy. Coreferential repetition overlaps with grammatical cohesion and is discussed above 
in the section on anaphoric reference. Here it refers to the exact repetition of lexical items without a 
demonstrative or other grammatical form. Like coreference with different level lexical items it 
occurs primarily with items that are not coreferential with a pronominal affix. It occurs with 
participants primarily when there is a contrast between participants or a remote tie between 
coreferents. 

 Synonymy uses different terms from the same general level of the semantic hierarchy to refer to 
the same referent. Synonymy has not been observed in folk tales and is infrequent in narrative, 
hortatory, expository, and explanatory discourse. The example below is from a discourse about 
Papua New Guinean self government in which the Australian colonial government is compared to a 
father teaching his child: 
 …afündi ai hu daboadani nimarimbo hifandirihimbo … asu ausitirariahündi
 father he go behind sit.and looks.after.him and Australia.person 
 ai afündi nahuraiyu hayambo daboadani nimarimbo tirihifanduriri ahambo 
 he father like comp behind sit  watch.him  him 

‘… the father goes, sits behind him and supervises him … And the Australian acts like a father 
sitting behind and watching him.’ 

 Lexical cohesion with coreference using lexical items that are on different levels of the semantic 
hierarchy, i.e. horse and mare to refer to the same referent, is not common in Angor discourse. The 
reason for this is that coreferentiality is provided for prominent elements in the discourse primarily 
by pronominal affixes, with nouns or pronouns used but infrequently for anaphoric reference. 
English, on the other hand, requires a nominal in most clauses for anaphoric reference and 
consequently uses more common nouns to corefer to specific nouns. 

 Coreference with lexical items on different levels of the semantic hierarchy occurs primarily 
with items manifested in grammatical functions (such as locatives) that are not cross-referenced 
with the pronominal affixes of the verbs. An example of this type of cohesion occurs when a 
narrator uses the general word himoni ‘in the river’ after he has used the specific name for a water 
hole Utipuiar-ambe ‘in the Utipuiari’ previously. 
 … Nanao ai hanü utipuiarambe nunggumbo wafombo mborai kosafi    
 Nanao he  go.down Utipuari.in stand.and to.Waf come come.down  
 mehundo. Waf ai … Nanao sowana himoni mahanu 
 said.to.him Waf he Nanao to  in.river he.went.down  

‘Nanao went and stood in the Utipuiari and said to Waf, "Come on down". Waf …went down 
into the river to Nanao.’ 

This type of lexical cohesion is rare and has been observed primarily in narrative discourse.  

 Another type of lexical reference using a common semantic domain is different reference with 
lexical items from the same semantic level. The cohesive factor is the relatedness of the vocabulary 
alone; it is not dependent upon referential identity. Antonyms, noncoreferential repetition, and 
shared feature terms manifest this type of lexical cohesion. Antonyms relate elements of a text on 
the basis of their opposing meaning, noncoreferential repetition of terms relates elements of a text 
by repeating vocabulary items that refer to different referents, and shared feature terms relate 
elements on the basis of their sharing a semantic feature such as motion. 

 Antonyms have been observed primarily in folk tales where polar oppositions are often 
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prominent.42 Some Angor folk tales have as the hero and antagonist a good cross-cousin (asandi 
aboedi  ‘cross-cousin good’) and a bad cross-cousin (asandi  moaruwai ‘cross-cousin bad’). In one 
folk tale the antonyms aboedi ‘good’ and moaruwai ‘bad’ refer not only to cross-cousins but also to 
the conditions on which they tested and ate (aboediwani ‘when it was good’) or threw away 
(moaruwaiwani ‘when it was bad) different plant products. 

 Nonreferential repetition is a type of lexical cohesion that occurs when repeated lexical items in 
a text do not have the same referent. This repetition may be with lexical items of any grammatical 
class. When nouns are repeated that are noncoreferential they usually cooccur with a modifier that 
specifies that they are different, such as nggorü ‘one another’ in nggorü rumo … nggorü rumo ‘one 
room … another room’. Noncoreferential repeated verbs, however, do not cooccur with forms that 
indicate explicitly that they refer to different events; the repeated verbs are assumed to denote 
different events due to their occurrence in sequence in an event chain. The hospital text, for 
example, contains descriptive sections in a narrative matrix that is cohesive partially on the basis of 
the noncoreferential repetition of forms of the verbs hombo ‘go’ and hoefembo ‘see’. One section of 
the text has also cohesive repetition of the completive mbura. 

 Finally, this type of lexical cohesion may be formed by the use of vocabulary items that share 
one or more semantic features. These items are from the same level of the semantic hierarchy and 
hence contrast by exclusion. The example below illustrates well this type of lexical cohesion in that 
both the nouns and the verbs share semantic features. The nouns have the feature in common of 
being geographical locations and the verbs have in common the feature of motion. 
 hafi fiari kosamo hifi, hurinimasowapari kosamo hifi hahifi   
 we.go Fiari stream.bed we.follow Hurinima.valley stream.bed we.follow we.go.up 
 abiri-nggoafühi hühürihu hefi hefi hefi hanefi mami unamari   
 Abiri-village.at we.turn we.go we.go we.go we.go.down change Unamari  
 putapeyefi tapanangi peyefi  huohu hahifi tükeyahu  
 we.cross tapanangi tread.we comp  we.go.up we arrive 

‘We went, followed Fiari creek, followed Hurinima valley creek, went up the hill and turned at 
Abiri village and went and went. We descended and then crossed Uanamari and after we crossed 
Tapanangi creek we ascended a hill and arrived at the top.’ 

 Different reference with lexical items from different levels in the semantic hierarchy has a 
relation of the whole to its parts. This lexical relationship is common in Angor discourse with the 
predominant pattern being the general term first, then specific terms. This is the opposite of the 
coreference with different level lexical items described above in which the specific term occurs 
first, then the general. 

 This type of cohesion has been observed in all types of discourse. It is one means of establishing 
a discourse theme. In a description of a hospital the text has the inclusive term hausik ‘hospital’ (a 
Tok Pisin loan) in the first sentence. Throughout the remainder of the discourse the terms wori 
‘house, building’ and rumo ‘room’ (a Tok Pisin loan) are used in describing the parts of the hospital 
that were seen. Travel narratives may have a general locative word for a village with additional 
specific locative words indicating where specific actions occur. One hortatory text has the general 
term diboadifembo ‘do good’ near the beginning with the remainder of the text giving specific good 
actions. It is also common with kinship terms as when the general term ambori ‘mother and child’ is 
later divided into specific referents hondi ‘mother’ and nimori  ‘child’. 

                                                 
42 Opposition is central to Angor folk tales. I have stated above that the adversative rhetorical predicate is dominant in 
folk tales. In a previous study of folk tales (Litteral 1969) I found that a Levi-Straussian analysis of the structure of folk 
tales as the resolution of polar oppositions was significant for some Angor folk tales also. 
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Lexical collocation 

 Lexical collocation is the cohesion that results in a text from the use of words that regularly 
cooccur (Halliday and Hasan 1976:284). It reflects the cultural association of objects and events 
whether or not they are in a common semantic hierarchy. Lexical collocation can be considered the 
partial realizaton of a script with the participants, objects and events of the text reflecting the 
narrator’s choice of elements from the script to be realized in the text. Lexical collocation consists 
of the cooccurrence of objects, of objects and events, and of events. 

 The lexical collocation of objects is illustrated by a text explaining sago processing. The 
following objects appear in the text: mbani ‘sago tree’, müti ‘sago scraper’, mbeahündi ‘coconut 
fiber sieve’, wambüri ‘bark container’, goao ‘upper sago processing trough’, ndinangi  ‘lower sago 
processing trough’, mbani safi  ‘sago starch’, koasahi  ‘sago starch settling water’, nimoi hai ‘stone 
heating fire’, yasi ‘sago pudding’, and pahimo ‘bark for flavoring sago pudding’. 

 Words for objects and events collocate both within a clause and within a text. In the sago 
processing text mentioned above the sago scraper müti occurs in the fourth clause of the text 
whereas the verb hurimbo that implies its use as an instrument occurs in the twenty-fourth clause of 
the text. The cooccurrence of müti ‘sago scraper’ and hurimbo ‘scrape sago’ in different parts of the 
same text provides cohesion. On the other hand, the cooccurrrence of kari ‘car’ and nggirifoefembo 
‘get out of’ in the same text, where the car is understood to be the related object, is not lexically 
cohesive in that the two words do not regularly collocate. It is the construction they are in that 
forces them into collocation for this context. 

 The most common type of lexical collocation in Angor text is that resulting from a culturally 
recognized sequence of events called an expectancy chain by Longacre (1972) for short sequences, 
or a script by Schank (1975) for longer sequences. Below is an expectancy chain from a 
conversation in which two young men are speculating as to what their friends are doing at the 
plantation at that instant: 
 sesi siwandumo houmboanimbo siwasimondühi mbamaromo 
 food they.get comp while.they.eat they.probably.sit 

‘After they get food they are probably eating while they sit.’ 

 The verbs for ‘get’ and ‘eat’ could be reversed with the sentence being correct as to grammatical 
structure and grammatical cohesion, but it would be strange in that the normal order of events 
would be reversed. The consequences would be even more strange if the events specified in script 
were scrambled in a text. The resultant text could be made correct as to referential cohesion and to a 
certain extent as to lexical cohesion. However, it would not be an acceptable text because it would 
be difficult to interpret in that the expected sequence of events was not followed. 

Lexical cycles 

 Lexical cycles are the repetition of numerous lexical items in one section of a text in one or more 
other sections of the same text with the order of the lexical items relative to one another remaining 
intact. There are two types of lexical cycles: overlays and lexical recycling. Overlays, described by 
Grimes (1972), refer to the retelling of a sequence of events with each retelling repeating some of 
the events and possibly adding others: he calls each retelling of the story a plane. In each plane the 
relative order of events remains the same. Overlays haves coreferential repetition as each lexical 
item that is repeated between planes is coreferential with its counterpart. An example and 
discussion of Angor overlays is given above in Chapter IV in the section on equivalence rhetorical 
predicates. 

 Wendland (1975) introduced the term lexical recycling to describe the almost identical repetition 
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of events that occurs in folk tales like in the ‘Three Little Pigs.’ The lexical items referring to events 
and participants are generally of the same kind in each cycle but with one or more events or 
participants changed in each cycle. This recycling is similar to the overlay except that the cycles are 
in sequence so that the corresponding lexical items referring to the events of each cycle are not 
coreferential. Angor uses lexical recycling with up to four cycles occurring. The following 
summary consists of the complication in the plot structure of a folk tale about how the moon went 
up into the sky and remained there. 

 Cycle 1 A man goes and cuts some underbrush. 
    The moon comes up out of the river and cuts the rest of the underbush. 

 Cycle 2 The man goes and cuts a few trees for a garden. 
    The moon comes up and cuts the rest of the trees for the garden. 

 Cycle 3 The man burns the garden and later gets and plants a few plants. 
   The moon comes up and plants the whole garden. 

 Cycle 4 The man goes and gets some food from the garden when it is ready to harvest. The 
moon goes and gets all the food from the garden and takes it to the river and eats it. 

Sample Text 

 Below is a short text in which the types of cohesion are specified. The text is given in the left 
column with the literal English translation below. In the right column are some of the specific types 
of cohesion. Each clause is numbered for referential use in the right column. Phonological cohesion 
is not specified in the right column but is given only in the text by means of the orthographic 
symbols for intonation contours. Affix chains are also not listen in the right column but are 
indicated by underlining the affixes in the chain. Zero (∅) in the text indicates the unmarked form 
of chaining which specifies sequence with same following referent. 

 In the column on the right the types of cohesion are given for each clause with the relevant affix, 
word, or clause number given in parentheses. The abbreviations are: 

 ZA zero anaphora Sim simultaneous 

 Col lexical collocation Rep repetition 

 Cy lexical cycle Par parallelism 

 Cr cross reference Sem Dom same semantic domain 

 Chain chaining Sr switch reference 

 To illustrate, Col (script:2-3, 5-6, 13-18) in clause 2 indicates that there is lexical collocation 
involving a script with the script events being those of clauses 2-3, 5-6, 13-18. ZA (mbani) after 
clauses 3, 5, and 6 indicates that there is zero anaphora of the form mbani ‘sago’. Cy (8-11) after 
clause 8 indicates that these clauses are part of a lexical cycle that is repeated. After clause 11 Rep 
(hoe) indicates cohesion by repetition of the lexical form hoe ‘water’ and chain (dr, sim) indicates a 
chaining affixation with switch reference and simultaneous actions. Col (aya, kayahi) after clause 
13 indicates a lexical collocation between aya ‘the cry of a cockatoo’ and kayahi ‘cockatoo’. Cr (-u, 
kayahi) after clause 22 specifies a cross-reference relation between -u ‘third masculine singular 
subject’ and kayahi ‘cockatoo’, the subject of the clause. Sem Dom (mboni, ndu) says that these two 
lexical items are related by being in a common semantic domain, e.g. mboni ‘blackbird’ and ndu 
‘bird’. 
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 1 mami  hanife ∅ 
  so  two.go.down 
 2 mbani  karahene ∅. Col (script: 2-3, 5-6, 13-8) 
  sago  two.cut 
 3 sihene  heni ∅. ZA (mbani) 
  two.put  two.comp 
 4 hahüfe ∅. 
  two.go.up 
 5 huriyafe ∅ ZA (mbani) 
  two.scrape.sago 
 6 nggurihoefine ∅ ZA (mbani) 
  two.wash.sago 
 7 hanife ∅ 
  two.go.down 
 8 !aya,  hoe  foiandifi ∅ Cy (8-11), Col (aya, kayahi) 
   water  you.get 
 9 sihüfi.! 
  you.come.up 
 10 !pi,  awio Col (pi, mboni) 
   wait 
 11 hoe honggonomayowamboanahi.! Rep (hoe), Chain (sr, sim) 
  water since.dirty.I 
 12 (hifandarihandi) 
  I.wait 
 13 yahurai  kayahi  ai  foiamindi -mbi ZA (hoe) 
  like.that  cockatoo  he  get.water 
 14 mboni  ai  foiamindimbi ZA (hoe) 
  black.bird  he  get.water 
 15 hafo, ZA (mboni, kayahi) 
  they.go 
 16 mami -- pitiyafine  ∅ ZA (infer: nimoei ‘stones’) 
  so  two.throw.in  stones 
 17 karine.  ∅ ZA (hoe, mbani) 
  two.stir  (sago water) 
 18 mami karine ∅  karine ∅  karine  ∅ ZA (hoe, mbani) 
  so  two.stir  two.stir  two.stir  (sago water) 
 19 hafo ∅,  hafo  ∅, hafo ∅ ZA (hoe, mbani) 
  it.goes  it goes it goes 
 20 sirihoai ∅ ZA (hoe, mbani) 
  it.settles 
 21 mananggowamboyo Chain (dr,seq) 
  it.stays 
 22 kayahi  ai  sisirefihiyu Cr (-u, kayahi) 
  cockatoo  he  turns Rep (kayahi), Par 22-5, 26-7 
 23 mboni nduwami hüfisi hoe wambüri Rep (mboni, hoe) 
  black.bird bird.on  hot water bark.container Sem Dom (mboni, ndu) 
 24 mboni  ai  sisirefihiyu Rep (mboni), Cr (-u, mboni) 
  black.bird  he  turns 
 25 kayahi nduwami mbani wambüri Rep (kayahi, mbani) 
  cockatoo bird.on sago bark.container Sem Dom (kayahi, ndu) 
 26 !pi! daburi bogarandi Col (pi, mboni) 
   vine branch.sits 
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 27 !aya! mbahi bogarandi Col (aya, kayahi) 
   mbahi branch.sits 

 The following inferences are necessary in order to understand the text: 

 1. Villages are on high around, sago grows in low wet spots. 

 2. A sago tree must be cut before it is processed. 

 5. Sago is scraped with a stone adze (müti) 

 6. The sago pith is washed in a filtering trough (goao). 

 8. The cockatoo has heated stones to boil water to make sago pudding. 

 10-12. Dirty water is not good for making sago pudding. 
 (The black bird had made the water dirty looking for insects.) 

 13-14. Water is carried in a bark container. 

 15. They go up from the water to a shelter where the sago pudding is prepared. 

 16. The hot stones are thrown in the water. 

 17. The hot water and sago starch are mixed together and stirred. 

 18-19. Sago pudding usually sets fairly soon after the starch and hot water are mixed and 
 stirred. 

 20-21. The pudding did not set because the water was not hot enough. The black bird had 
 waited too long. 

 22-23. The cockatoo, angry because the black bird did not bring the water sooner so that the 
 stones got cold and the water was not hot enough to make pudding, pours the dirty 
 water on the black bird. The black bird was not originally black and became black at 
 this time. 

 24-25. The black bird retaliates and pours the sago-water mixture which is white on the 
 cockatoo. He then becomes white. 

 26. The black bird likes this type of vine. 

 27. The cockatoo likes tall trees and the mbahi is very tall. 

 The two of them go down and fell a sago tree, go up, scrape and wash and go down. ‘Aya, bring 
the water up’. ‘Pi, wait, the water is dirty and I’m waiting for it to clear.’ The cockatoo got the 
water as it was, the black bird got water, and they went up. Then they threw in the hot stones and 
stirred the water. They stirred and stirred and stirred and the water and sago went and went and 
went and settled and stayed that way. The cockatoo turned around and dumped the bark container of 
hot water on the black bird. The black bird turned around and dumped the bark container of sago 
and water on the cockatoo. ‘Pi’, said the black bird and flew off to a daburi vine branch. ‘Aya’, said 
the cockatoo and flew off to an mbahi tree branch. 
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Chapter VI 
 

Staging 
Introduction 

 In previous chapters I discussed the semantic and cohesive organization of Angor discourse. In 
this chapter I discuss the staging organization of Angor discourse, the organization that reflects in 
the surface structure the speaker’s perspective in presenting the semantic content. The term is from 
Grimes (1975:323f.) who chose it to avoid the terminological confusion in linguistics literature 
discussing staging phenomena with words such as ‘topic’, ‘theme’, ‘focus’ and ‘emphasis’. K. 
Callow (1974) uses the term ‘prominence’ to discuss much the same phenomena and sees 
prominence as the linguistic instrumentalities by which the speaker indicates what is significant in 
the text. 

 In staging the speaker uses grammatical and phonological cues to indicate to the hearer what his 
choices are as to the significant or prominent elements in the semantic content that he is 
communicating. The content, cohesive, and staging systems are interrelated yet independent. The 
same semantic content can be staged differently as in ‘He hit the ball’ and ‘The ball was hit by 
him’. The same semantic content can also be staged differently as reflected in the cohesive systems 
as in ‘A man came to visit us yesterday. He is one of our best friends.’, and ‘A man came to visit us 
yesterday. This man is one of our best friends.’ Some staging decisions are stylistic in that they are 
partially determined by genre, oral or written mode, and individual preferences. Other decisions are 
apparently determined by the speaker’s evaluation of the audience’s knowledge with new, 
noncultural information being presented with more prominence than information familiar to the 
culture or the specific individuals. 

 Three factors are important in the study of prominence. First is the domain of prominence. 
Callow (1974:50) states that any prominent element is prominent within a certain domain. It may be 
prominent within the domain of a clause or it may extend through a paragraph or discourse. 
Prominence must be described not only in terms of its structural manifestation but also in terms of 
its extent of relevance. 

 The second significant factor in the analysis of prominence is the type. Prominence is significant 
for two systems. Semantic prominence is entitled theme and indicates items that are prominent from 
the semantic perspective. Prominence may also be viewed from the information perspective, which 
is focus. Thematic choice in Angor is realized by syntactic construction, morphology, and type of 
cohesion. Focus is realized by both grammatical position and by intonation contours. 

 The third significant factor in the analysis of prominence is the marked/unmarked contrast. Here 
unmarked is defined as the pattern that operates by default and that has the widest distribution, the 
pattern that is to be considered neutral (Lyons 1968:79). Unmarked prominence is also generally the 
least complex structurally. Marked prominence, on the other hand, is that which involves a positive 
choice and has a restricted distribution. In contrast to unmarked prominence which has only one 
manifestation, it is structurally more complex and has multiple manifestations and meanings. 

 For example, in English the subject of a simple SVO clause provides unmarked thematic 
prominence, like ‘John’ in ‘John knows that subject well’. This structure is both common and 
simple. In contrast, there are numerous types of thematic prominence in English, all of which are 
less frequent than the example above and are structurally more complex. One of the predominant 
patterns for marking theme in English is IT-clefting, which Grimes (1975:338) terms partitioning, 
because of its structure, in which the theme is separated from the remainder of the clause. Examples 
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are ‘It is John who knows that.’ (IT-clefting), ‘John is the one who knows that.’ (WH-clefting), and 
‘John, he is the one who knows that.’ (reprise). 

 There have been two approaches to the analysis of semantic prominence. One is local, the other 
global. The study of local prominence originated with the Prague school with its concepts of theme 
and rheme, the theme being that which is being talked about in a clause or sentence and the rheme 
being what is said about the theme. This prominence is local in that theme is restricted to the 
domain of the sentence and although theme may be related to discourse it is not viewed as 
extending throughout discourse. Halliday (1967a, 1967b, 1968, 1970) analyzes local theme in 
English using the Prague concept of theme and rheme. Kuno (1972) applies the Prague concept of 
functional sentence perspective to Japanese and English and shows that the use of particles in 
Japanese and intonation and pronominalization constraints on English distinguish theme, contrast, 
exhaustive listing, and neutral description. The concepts of ‘topic’ and ‘subject’ as they relate to 
local prominence is discussed in Li (1976). 

 Global semantic prominence views the phenomenon not primarily from the sentence perspective 
but rather from that of the paragraph or discourse. Whereas local theme is viewed primarily in 
structural terms, global prominence is viewed more from the perspective of types of information 
and cohesion. Taber (1966) developed the concepts of ‘figure’ and ‘ground’ in discourse. The figure 
is prominent, what the narrator is primarily talking about, and consists of the participants and events 
in a narrative. In contrast to the figure is the ground which is the nonthematic information in 
discourse consisting of background, identificational, and collateral information. The distinction 
between figure and ground is reflected in different grammatical structures. 

 Others define global prominence not in terms of information in discourse but rather in terms of 
discourse constituents that contain thematic and nonthematic information. Stout and Thomson 
(1971) distinguish base paragraphs which contain new thematic information from transition, 
evaluative, and explanatory paragraphs which contain nonthematic information. 

 Global prominence may also be defined by the cohesive system. Bororo (Crowell 1973) uses 
connectives and postpositional phrases to indicate globally prominent elements in discourse. Bacairi 
(Wheatley 1973) has four sets of thematic and nonthematic pronouns that distinguish those 
elements that are globally prominent from those that are not. Nambiquara (Kroeker 1975) has a 
thematic linkage system that maintains the identity of the global theme. 

 In Angor global theme is indicated in the cohesive system. Unmarked global theme is indicated 
by the cataphoric clause chaining system signaled by the affix system that monitors prominent 
referents and temporal relations between events. Marked global theme is optionally specified by a 
thematic sentence. It is indicated by lexical cohesion or grammatical cohesion relating words, 
phrases, or clauses rather than indicated primarily by affixes. 

Focus  

 Focus is the component of staging that provides prominence for the information system of 
Angor. It provides a means by which the speaker can tell the addressee that certain information is 
significant in comparison with other information. Focus is signaled by intonation and by 
grammatical position. 

 One of the functions of intonation is to delineate information blocks (cf. Chapters III and V on 
intonation). The intonation contours may be either marked or unmarked. The unmarked ones are 
those which have falling terminal pitch /./, /#/, and /-/, whereas those that are marked have either a 
sustained /----/ or rising final pitch /;/ and /,/ the final phonological word of each contour is 
prominent and the center of the information block. The marked intonation contours signal that the 
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information in the center has special prominence whereas the unmarked contours do not signal 
special prominence for the information center. 

 The relation of the information block to the grammatical unit of the clause may also produce 
marked and unmarked focus. The unmarked relation between information blocks and clauses is one 
block per clause with sometimes two clauses being combined into one information block when the 
verbs are closely related grammatically and semantically: 
 wuripoapore  hohoanimeyu 
 do.properly.he  think.he  

‘He thought correctly.’ 

 Since the Angor clause has as its dominant order SOV, when there is an unmarked relation 
between information block and clause the verb receives unmarked focus since it corresponds to the 
last phonological word in the information block. 

 A marked relation between the information block and the clause exists when there is more than 
one intonation contour per clause. In this case each grammatical element delineated by an 
intonation contour that is not coterminous with the clause has marked focus, meaning that it is the 
most important information in that clause. In the example below, the money, which is also a global 
theme, is given marked focus by being separated from the remainder of the clause. 
 asu ranahandi mani ra, ninggunimbi amoamo magodana 
 so that money that how.many month last 

‘So that money, how many months will it last?’ 

 Marked focus may also be given to a grammatical element by a transformation in which it is 
placed after the verb. When this happens the element after the verb receives focus not only because 
of the change from the dominant grammatical pattern in which the verb terminates the clause, but 
also because it assumes the position of prominence in the information block. This staging process 
for focus has been observed elsewhere in Papua New Guinea (M. Lawrence 1972). In the following 
example the predominant SV pattern has been transformed to VS with the result that the subject is 
the center of the information block. 
 … ndanühi wakindei seamboa. 
  here you.will.work you.yourselves 

‘…you yourselves will work here.’ 

Structural Prominence  

 Focus was defined above as prominence that is realized within the information structuring 
system. Structural prominence is realized by the complexity of the grammatical forms of the 
language. Structural prominence is not a simple binary contrast between its presence and its absence 
but is rather a system operating on a scale with the degree of prominence a function of grammatical 
complexity. It operates within the grammatical subsystems of nominals, verbs and conjunctions. 
The prominence system of conjunctions was discussed under cohesion in Chapter V. 

Nominal prominence 

 The nominal grammatical prominence system ranges on a scale from zero affixation with no 
complexity to topicalized noun phrases (NPs) with the highest degree of complexity. The degree of 
prominence is determined by the number of choices available to the speaker for specifying a 
referent. Closed classes and obligatory constructions provide few choices for the speaker and hence 
little potential for structural prominence. On the other hand, an open class and optional 
constructions provide more choices to the speaker and hence more potential for prominence. 
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 Nominal prominence operates within two domains. In the domain of the clause the grammatical 
forms provide prominence for a referent that has a function within the clause. The referent with the 
greatest prominence is the local theme. Nominal prominence with a discourse domain designates 
elements that are significant within the discourse as part of a global theme. 

 Two factors operate in the nominal prominence system of the clause domain. These factors 
provide choices in relation to grammatical classes and structures. The first factor is that of open 
versus closed classes. The closed classes are the pronominal affixes and free pronouns. The second 
factor is optionality. Pronominal affixes are obligatory and bound, and provide less nominal 
prominence for the closed nominal class than do the free pronouns which are optional and 
independent forms. Nouns are the open class of nominal referentials and assume grammatical 
prominence by verb agreement. 

 Verb agreement provides nominal prominence by adding tense-mood clitics to the nominal that 
agree with the tense-mood of the verb. Two of these tense-mood clitics further specify the person, 
number, and gender of the nominal. The event indicative affix -(V)y plus a 
subject-person-number-gender affix of Verb Class II give prominence to a noun that cooccurs with 
a past event verb. The stative affix -an plus the Verb Class I subject-person-number-gender affixes 
make prominent nouns that cooccur with present tense verbs. The conditional affix -ana has no 
subject affixes and makes those nouns prominent that cooccur with verbs that specify states, 
habitual actions, or unrealized events such as those with future tense or negative verbs. To my 
knowledge these nominal constructions are rare in Papua New Guinea languages.  

 The analysis of nominal prominence within the domain of the clause using the factors of size of 
class and prominence is provided in Table 6.1. Examples are alphabetically indexed to the types in 
the table. 
   Open  Prominence 

 (a) pronominal affix –   – 
 (b) pronoun –  + 
 (c) noun / NP +  – 
  (d) noun / NP + pronoun +  + 
  Table 6.1. Clause domain nominal prominence 
 
 (a) ... han-efi  wiwakihi koandarahi -ya-hu  mburi -hu ... 
  go.down-1pl  at.Wewak contract-cs-1pl comp-1pl 
  ‘... we go down and enter into a labor contract at Wewak…’ 
 (b.1) asu ro pey-a  mburi -ha …(subject pronoun) 
  and  1st step-1sg comp-1sg 

‘And I stepped…’ 
 (b.2) …kirifen ai wa-mbo afindi  hohoanimo-m-ey-u. (object pronoun). 
  Kirifen he 1sg-prom much  think-past-ind-3sg 

‘…Kirifen thought very much about me…’ 
 (c) asu ro ahandimayo motapaiki sa-ha-mindi be-heya… 
  and 1st his.past motor.bike get-1sg-get comp-1sg 

‘And I got his motor bike and …’ 
 (d) ausitirariya-ana hifi afindi saf-an-e 
  Australia-cond ground much very-stat-3fsg 

‘Australia is a very big country’ 

 The prominence forms are not only marked in the sense of having added grammatical features 
that signal them but they are also marked in the statistical sense. If unmarked forms are neutral and 
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have the widest distribution, then the prominent forms are marked in that they have more restricted 
distributions. In a count of 494 nominals in six texts including both written and oral, story and 
nonstory content, 218 (44.1%) were pronominal affixes, 147 (29.8%) were nouns or NPs, 82 
(16.6%) were free pronouns and 47 (9.5%) were noun and NP prominent forms. 

 The options relating to nominal focus can be formally represented. Such a formalization is 
suggested here. Within the semantic network there is a proposition that identifies each referent in 
the discourse by specifying the semantic features inherent in it and assigning it a referential index. 
For example, the referent in (d) ausitirariya would be identified by the following simplified 
proposition: 
 Prop unique  
  feminine 
  singular 
  Ausitirariya 
  a  

This states that there is a unique referent that is feminine singular with the name ausitirariya and 
that is has the referential index a in the semantic representation. In the semantic representation of 
the text this referential index is used together with its nominal prominence specification. These 
determine, according to the specifications in Table 6.1, the surface form the referential assumes in 
the surface structure. The clause ‘Australia is very big’ in (d) is formally represented in simplified 
form below with the prominence features in parentheses: 
  (oo, oo) hifi  afundi  safi  ‘very big ground’ 
 

  Patient 
 

    a  + open  
     + prom 

The patient a which is also identified somewhere in the semantic network has all of its prominence 
features with positive specifications and so is realized in the surface structure as a noun phrase with 
verb agreement. A referential index with the specifications (-open, -prom) would be realized only as 
a verb pronominal affix. 

Discourse nominal prominence 

 Discourse nominal prominence signifies the relative importance of items within the discourse. 
This system is complementary to the clause nominal prominence system. There are four factors in 
the discourse nominal prominence system: deixis, salience, topicalization, and specificity.  

 Deixis specifies the use or nonuse of the deictic pronouns ra ‘that’ and nda ‘this’. These forms 
provide prominence not only by their use in anaphoric and cataphoric reference but also by 
indicating thematic content within the discourse that is subject matter oriented rather than 
participant oriented. 

 Topicalization of a nominal is realized by adding the stative affix -an plus Verb Class I subject-
person-number affixes. This is structurally the same as verb agreement for a noun except that there 
are no tense or mood restrictions and it may cooccur with nominal verb agreement as in (e) below. 
This construction provides greater prominence than verb agreement in which the nominal always 
functions as local theme. 

 Salience is realized by pronominal copying, a nominal structure in which a free pronoun follows 
a nominal. It indicates that the prominence on the nominal relates to its discourse function rather 
than to its clause function. It is typically used to introduce or reintroduce participants in discourse 
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(new information) or to signal contrast, e.g.  
 mboni ai nggurarandi ngga kayahi ai   huriyu 

‘The black bird  (he)  scraped sago  and  the cockatoo  (he)   washed it.’ 

 Specificity represents prominence that is given to a noun or noun phrase by the use of a relative 
clause. The specificity of the relative clause provides prominence for the nominal it modifies. 
Examples of nominal prominence are given below together with their nominal prominence 
components. 

 (a)   deixis: 
  mami kina ra mami dora nahuraiyane 

one kina that one dollar is.like 
‘One kina is the same as one dollar.’ 

 (b)  deixis, salient: 
  …kari ranai nimai nggo ndemindi haya nggomboe 
  car that.she fast will.go will.get comp will.go 
   ‘That car will speed and get (the patient) and return.’ 

 (c)   topicalization, salient: 
  roanahi wandawinani roana moai akidouamboa … 
  it.is.I  it.is.Wandawin we.cond not  a.little.also  

‘Wandawin and I, we are men who (don’t know) even a little (about sorcery).’ 

  (d)  deixis, specific:  
  kari ra apusiyeyani adükari hausik semindindüri horambohindambo ra   
  car that if.they.sick big hospital get.them go.that.for that  
  horihu mburihu 
  we.see  we.comp 

‘We saw the car that is for taking them to the hospital when they are sick.’ 

 Discourse nominal prominence is represented in the semantic network as a separate staging 
component given in parentheses. This is accomplished by specifying the prominence features 
whenever that referential index is an argument of a semantic role. A similar prominence marking 
system operates for verbs.  kari ranai ‘that car it’ of example (b) is represented as: 

 Identification in semantic network: 

    kari ‘car’ 

    x 

 Specification within this specific lexical predicate: 
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  a (n.n) hombo ‘go’ 

          

   Actor 
                
   x + (open) 
     –(prom) 
     + (deixis) 
     + (salient) 

Verbal prominence 

 The Angor verbal prominence system provides the speaker with options as to the degree of 
importance he wants to signal in the surface structure for the content of lexical and rhetorical 
predicates. It is realized in the surface structure by verb affixes and auxiliaries. 

 There are six features in the verbal focus system: finality, coordination, prominence, complexity, 
deixis, and topicalization. Finality distinguishes final from nonfinal verbs. Final verbs have 
tense-mood affixation whereas nonfinal verbs do not have it and may delete the third feminine 
singular object affix. With respect to coordination coordinate verbs have more prominence than 
subordinate ones. Subordinate verbs have affixes such as -ühi ‘simultaneous’, -ana ‘if’, and ani 
‘when’. Coordinate verbs do not have such affixation or have additional affixation that provides 
grammatical independence and may terminate a sentence, e.g. 
 gad-u-ani
 will.go.down-3msg-cond  

‘if he should go down’ 

is subordinate but by adding stative plus subject affixation it can be made coordinate:  
 gad-u-an-an-emo 
 will.go.down-3msg-cond-stat-3mpl 

‘he might go down. If he does, the men will...’ 

(The English translation is an attempt to show a coordinate condition, a relation not shown by an ‘if 
... then’ translation.) Prominence indicates the optional use of the prominence clitic -mbo, the same 
clitic that expresses prominence on oblique nouns. Complexity distinguishes simple verbs from 
verb phrases formed by the use of auxiliaries or repeated verbs. These four features all provide 
verbal prominence within the domain of the sentence. 

 The fifth and sixth features, deixis and topicalization, provide prominence within the domain of 
the discourse and use the same forms as the corresponding features for nominal prominence. Deixis 
specifies the use or nonuse of forms with the demonstrative ra ‘that’ such as raneyo ‘after that’, 
ranane ‘at that time, that being the case’, ranimboane ‘since that time’, and rananimbo ‘when that 
happens, if that happens’. 

 The sixth feature, topicalization, has the same form -an-e (stat-3fsg) as nominal topicalization. It 
is affixed to final verbs and is common with answers to questions of the type ‘What did someone 
do?’ The verb of the response could be topicalized e.g. 
 m-a-mar-u-an-e 
 past-ind-sit-3msg-stat-3fsg 

‘what he did was sit down’ 

 These forms are primarily related to the preceding context in that they give prominence to 
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presupposed information, e.g. a verb was the presupposed response to the question. On the other 
hand, deictic verbal prominence has a conjoining function in that it relates preceding elements to 
what follows by means of anticipatory reference or subordination. Topicalization gives prominence 
only to the verb to which it is attached. 

 Examples of verbal prominence are given below together with their features: 

 (a)   coordinate, final, topicalized: 
   m-a-sin-u-an-e
   past-ind-come-3msg-stat-3fsg

‘he came’ 

 (b)  coordinate, final: 
   m-a-sin-u 
   past-ind-come-3msg 

‘he came’ 

 (c)   coordinate, prominence: 
   sin-u-mbo
   come-3msg-prom

‘he came’ 

 (d)  subordinate, deixis, prominence: 
  nimar-u-ani ran-ani -mbo
  sit-3msg-and  then-and-prom

‘when he sat down, when that happened ...’ 

 (e)   coordinate: 
   ni -mar-u 
   nonind-sit-3msg 

‘he sat’ 

 (f)   coordinate, complex: 
  koafoa-ri -ne he-na
  swallow-tran-3du comp-3du

‘they two swallowed it’ 

 (g)  complex, subordinate, prominence: 
  sin-u mbur-a-mbo-ani -mbo… 
  come-3msg comp-3sg-prom-cond-prom 

‘when he had come…’ 

 Several observed restrictions on the cooccurrence of verbal prominence forms are: (1) deixis 
may occur with all forms except topicalization, (2) topicalization occurs only on coordinate final 
verbs, and (3) final verbs cannot have a complex structure. 

 The different types of verbal prominence have different functions. The use of the prominence 
form -mbo is a device that may be used to add minimal prominence to a verb. It is not considered an 
aspect of a staging choice when it is obligatory as in future final verbs, e.g. 
 gad-o-mbo-e 
 will.go.down-3fsg-prom-3fsg  

‘she will go down’. 
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A coordinate verb indicates that its content is part of the central information of the discourse. A 
subordinate verb, on the other hand, signals information that is not central to the discourse such as 
preconditional, presupposed, or contextual information. A final verb functions primarily to indicate 
the terminus of a related set of verbs or to isolate a verb from other verbs as important in itself. It is 
a potential marker of sentence terminus and often occurs where there is a switch from event to 
nonevent information. The complex verb with a completive may have much the same function as 
the final verb in terminating a set of related actions in an event sequence and would not be used at 
an event-nonevent boundary unless there was a free conjunction present. Topicalization thematizes 
a single verb, whereas deixis makes prominent verbs that are in rhetorical relations to each other. 

 The verbal prominence system provides the Angor speaker with numerous possibilities for 
expressing the same semantic content. However, the options are not completely free, as different 
types of discourse have different degrees and types of verbal prominence. An analysis of twelve 
texts indicates that oral narratives have fewer final verbs (average 8.5%) than do written narratives 
(average 35%). The reason for the higher percentage of final verbs in written narratives is that they 
are partially a grammatical substitute for the intonation of oral style. Final verbs break the narrative 
up into information blocks in contexts at the same  places where in oral style a nonfinal verb with 
falling intonation usually occurs. Both written and oral narratives have fewer total prominence 
features than other types of discourse This apparently is a result of the event sequence being the 
unmarked relation in narratives. This permits most of the relations between contiguous verbs be 
unspecified with the audience assumed to be able to supply the implied information. This implicit 
relationship between verbs is nonprominent. 

 Conversations use fewer complex forms than do monologues. One function of complex forms is 
that of dividing a sequence of verbs due to the frequent interchanges between speakers. These 
interchanges typically occur at the end of an expectancy chain. Narratives, on the other hand, have 
the highest percentage of complex forms indicating their use in dividing a monologue composed 
primarily of a sequence of verbs into subsequences. 

 The oral expository and hortatory texts analyzed have much higher percentages of deictic forms 
than do any other types of texts. In expository and hortatory discourse logical relations are salient 
and the main means of making prominent certain logical relations is by using deictic verbal 
prominence. Topicalization of verbs is infrequent and especially rare in narratives and folk tales. 
Any explanation of the difference is speculative at this point. One possibility is that topicalization 
correlates with discourse types in which there is a close communicative relation between speaker 
and addressee assumed as in conversations, exhortations, and expositions, a relation missing in 
narrations. 

 Oral expositions and exhortations have the highest percentage of prominent verbal forms, with 
narratives having the lowest. Written style generally has a higher percentage of prominent verbal 
forms than does oral style. I postulate two factors that determine the percentage of prominent verbal 
forms used. They are familiarity of content and types of linguistic signals available to the 
speaker-author. Expositions and exhortations provide new information or new conclusions from 
familiar information. Narratives generally provide the least completely new information in that 
although the participants, objects, locations and so forth may be new, the events generally follow in 
expected sequences and many are included in expectancy chains or scripts. New content requires 
that the speaker-author use more prominence features. The oral mode provides more phonological 
signals for prominence and cohesion than does the written mode. To compensate for this loss the 
author must use nonphonological signals. This he does by using grammatical signals expressed in 
more prominent forms. 

 The function of grammatical prominence, both nominal and verbal, is more than that of 
providing prominence. Grammatical prominence devices are used to slow the information rate of a 
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text, i.e. the ratio of morphemes to semantic units. The use of prominence forms adds numerically 
to the morphemes in the surface structure but does not add information or semantic content. Thus 
these forms provide added redundancy beyond that provided by the cohesive system. In (a) the 
sentence is from a well known folk tale and the information rate is high with little redundancy. In 
(b) the sentence is from an hortatory text and the information rate is slow due to the added 
redundancy of the prominence forms. 
 (a) han-ife mbani karahe-ne sihe-ne he-na hah-ü-fe  
  go.down-3fdu sago  cut-3fdu put-3fdu comp-3du go.up-nonind-3fdu  
  huri -y-afe  nggurihoefa-ne han- ife 
  scrape-nonind-3du wash-3du  go.down-3fdu 

‘They two went-down, cut and positioned the sago, went up, scraped and washed the sago, 
and went down.’ 

 (b) ran-ani -mbo sihiri -amboani akidou wok ra diboado-ndi -hu 
  that-when-prom we-emphatic little work that correctly-fut-1pl 
  ngg-efi -mbo sungguna-mbo ngg-o adükari  -ndi -mbo-e 
  will.go-1pl-prom later-prom will.go-3fsg large-fut-prom-3fsg 

‘When that happens, then we will continually do a little work well and later it will continue 
and become big.’ 

Thematization  

 Thematization is the staging process whereby the content is divided between what is 
presupposed and being talked about, the theme, and what is being said about the presupposed 
theme, the rheme. Thematization may be local or global in its domain, with local thematization 
operating within the clause and global thematization operating over larger domains up to the total 
discourse. There may be multiple levels of themes in a discourse but there are only two processes 
operating: local (clause) and global (supraclause). The thematic process may be marked or 
unmarked with the unmarked situation being the neutral one in which no thematization options are 
utilized and the minimal grammatical specifications operate. Thematization is closely linked with, 
but an independent system from, the cohesive system. Unmarked global thematization is indicated 
by the cataphoric referential system that monitors referent and temporal relations between clauses 
and affix chains. Marked global thematization is related to the cohesive system primarily through 
anaphora and is signaled primarily by grammatical forms with greater structural prominence than 
affixes. 

Global thematization 

Unmarked global thematization  

 Global thematization is the grammatical process in the staging system whereby important content 
at a level higher than the clause is signaled. Unmarked global theme is signaled by the interclause 
reference and temporal monitoring system which indicates that certain referents are important, the 
global theme, and that certain events or states are important, the global rheme. It is signaled 
primarily by minimal grammatical forms such as the verb and its cross reference affixes.  

 The global theme consists of that set of elements that is presupposed for the total discourse or 
sections of it. It is to this set of elements that the discourse primarily adds information, the rhemes. 
When the global theme is unmarked its elements are cross-referenced by the verbal affixes. 
Participants have greater inherent referentiality than objects as elements in the unmarked global 
theme in that they are monitored and objects are not. This reflects the inherent referential 
prominence hierarchy of 

 human > animate > inanimate (object) > time and space 
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in that human participants are obligatorily monitored for switch reference whereas animate 
nonhuman referents are optionally monitored. When two elements map to grammatical functions 
that are cross-referenced in the verb, the animate has preference over the inanimate in mapping onto 
the subject and an inanimate object over time and space in that the latter two can assume a 
cross-referenced function only when there is no other higher inherent referential prominence 
element cross-referenced in the clause. 

 The unmarked global thematic elements are usually introduced early in the discourse or section 
of discourse for which they function as theme. In a discourse about pig hunting procedures the 
thematic elements are introduced in the first sentences: ‘The men (say), “Let’s go pig hunting.”’ 
The unmarked global thematic elements that are monitored by the cross-reference system are the 
‘men’ and the ‘pig’. These global thematic elements are presupposed, as are time and place, for the 
whole discourse and need not be referred to again by a free nominal but only by verb affixes and the 
reference monitoring system. Again the greater inherent referential prominence of the human over 
the animate is indicated by the fact that a pig hunting sequence has been told in this instance 
without the pig ever functioning as the subject whereas in other instances it did function as the 
subject. The narrator chose to maintain the human perspective throughout the story. The reverse is 
not true. No pig hunting story has been recorded in which the hunters never function as the subject. 

 The unmarked global thematic elements may be introduced as given without being introduced by 
a free nominal. The use of a specific verb indicates a script or section of a script in which the 
culturally known objects associated with that event are left implicit. Some narrations about pig 
hunting are introduced with the word hembo ‘to pig hunt’ without using the word moatei ‘pig’ 
which is treated as given information. In some cases the thematic participants are introduced as 
given and are not identified by a nominal until one of them needs to be specified in a specific 
action. For example, in one narration of the cockatoo and blackbird story given at the end of 
Chapter V, the two participants are referred to initially only by the feminine dual affix on the first 
verb: 
 han-ife 
 go.down-fdu 

‘they two went down’ 

 Unmarked global rheme is that information contained in the verb roots and noncross-referenced 
elements in clauses in the event chain, e.g. those that are monitored for temporal relations. 
Coordinate verbs have more prominence than subordinate verbs. Clauses with verbs that are not in 
the event chain are outside the temporal monitoring system and are nonthematic, or are the ‘ground’ 
in contrast to the thematic ‘figure’ to use Taber’s (1966) terms. 

Marked global thematization 

 Marked global thematization occurs when the global themes and rhemes are not specified by 
cataphoric reference and time monitoring but rather are related by anaphoric cohesion involving 
grammatical forms with greater structural prominence than affixes and words. Verb agreement of 
nominals, topicalization, and constructions with demonstratives play an important role in marked 
global thematization. Marked and unmarked global thematization may coexist in the same text. 

 The theme in marked global thematization may be simple, multiple, or chained. With a simple 
marked global theme there is one item that serves as the prominent referent for the discourse. 
Unlike with unmarked global thematization, this theme may be, but is not necessarily, monitored by 
the referential monitoring system. It may involve inanimate objects, locations, or times. With an 
inanimate global marked theme there is less inherent referential prominence than with unmarked 
global themes with the result that it must be frequently specified in the text with a form with more 
than minimal structural prominence. For example, in a written text describing Australia (Amafen 
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1977), there are frequent references to Australia in numerous forms: 

 verbal agreement:  
  Ausitirariy-ana 
  Australia-cond 

 ‘Australia’ 

 noun phrase: 
  mbusumondühi Ausitirariya hif-ambe 
  middle  Australia ground-in 

 ‘in the middle of Australia’ 

 locative with verbal agreement: 

  ranih-ana 
  there-cond 

 'there' 

 locative phrase: 

  hifi ranühi
  ground  there 

 ‘at that ground (country)’ 

 Marked global thematization with a multiple theme occurs when there is a discourse with more 
than one theme indicated with structurally prominent forms. In a text describing Kainantu Hospital 
there is a multiple theme with marked thematization in that the rooms and the buildings of the 
hospital are described using primarily nominals with demonstratives or relative clauses. Simple and 
multiple themes with marked global thematization may cooccur. In the text describing Australia the 
overall global theme is sometimes given together with another lower level global theme that may 
cover one or two paragraphs as one element in a multiple theme. In the following example the first 
phrase expresses the simple overall global theme whereas the second indicates the theme of a 
paragraph about obtaining water: 
 hifi ranüh-ana ai hoe simindi -mbo sei-mbo ra ...  
 ground there-cond they water drink-prom say-prom that 

‘In that land, concerning wanting to get drinking water ...’ 

 Marked global thematization theme chaining occurs when part of the rheme of one clause 
becomes the presupposed element for the following clause. This occurs primarily in explanatory 
discourse where the speaker is telling the audience about something that is unknown to them. In a 
text that explains the etiology of malaria, the speaker conjoins many of his clauses with conjuntions 
with the form ra(ni) ‘that’, or uses the conditionals -ani, ana. In using these forms the speakers is 
saying that the clause or clauses preceding them makes up the presupposition or theme about which 
he is going to add information: 
 …hori ndemündi mbu-nd-a-mbo-ani -mbo, ran-ani -mbo mami ngg-u 
 blood he.will.get comp-fut-3sg-prom-cond-prom that-cond-prom change will.go-3msg 

 ‘... he will get blood. After he has done that he will go…’ 

 Marked and unmarked global thematization may coexist in the same text when there is both 
event and descriptive information together. The content of the unmarked thematization functions as 
the matrix for the marked thematic content which is less global. The Kainantu Hospital descriptive 
text consists of a matrix narrative with unmarked thematization into which there is embedded the 
description of the hospital with marked thematization. The transition from marked to unmarked 
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global topic is indicated by a nonsequential conjunction which breaks the event chain (a) or by 
embedding within a narrative clause (b). 
 (a)  ... worambeyahi fariyahu, ngga asu rani yanggiriyo … 
      house.in  we.go.in but and that not.only 

‘... we went in that house. And there was not only that one but …’ 
 (b) Asükai hefi nggorü wori ra sikuri worambe yifi -hamindi
  again we.go another house that school house-in dead-bone
  tirutiru m-a-himoand-u-ndi ra huri -hu 
  join past-ind-hang-3mpl-3fsgobj that see-1pl 

‘Then we went up and saw the building in which they had hung up a skeleton.' 

 The transition from marked global theme to unmarked may be grammatically indicated by (1) a 
final verb plus sentence boundary with optional sequential conjunction (c), (2) a demonstrative 
followed by a narrative mode verb (d), or (3) a past tense verb with cataphoric affixation specifiying 
sequence with switch reference (e). 
 (c) ... kar  ...nimai nggomboe, asükai hefi … 
      car     fast she.will.go again we.go 
    ‘... the car ... will go fast. Then we went ...’ 
 (d) ... pikisayo mburimbo hoefembo masini ra horihu mburihu
  take.picture comp to.see machine that we.see  we.comp
   ‘… we saw the x-ray machine.’ 
 (e) ... nindou … rumo poanimbo-an-e… ra m-a-mar-u-a hefi  horihuri
      man      room  special-stat-3fsg that past-ind-sit-3msg-and we.go we.see.him 
    ‘... we went and saw a man who was sitting in a special room.’ 

 With marked global thematization the content of the global rheme is in a different grammatical 
relation to the theme than that of the unmarked in which it is primarily the relation of an event verb 
(rheme) to the referents of the affixes (theme). With marked global themes the global rheme 
generally consists of a complete clause, often embedded (b above), a set of clauses (f), or a stative 
verb (g). 
 (f) hifi rani -fih-ana nimoei yahafi yanggiriy-ih-an-e asu nimi  
  ground that-at-cond stone teeth only-sim-stat-3fsg and  tree   
   buri -koatey-an-e 
   stand-not-stat-3fsg 
   ‘At that ground (global theme) there is only stoney ground and there are no trees there.’ 
 
 (g) … masimei tibagi wori kameh-an-e 
       sore magic house also-stat-3fsg 
    ‘... there is also a sore dressing room.’ 

 Global themes, especially marked ones, may optionally be specified in a thematic sentence, 
conversational response, or rhetorical question and answer. These global thematic components 
occur at the beginning or end of the text or at the beginning or end of subsections of the text. 

 The thematic sentence contains a stative verb and frequently contains a word for a speech 
category such as hoafi  ‘talk’ or watapori  ‘story, conversation’. Many written texts have 
introductory and closing thematic sentences. Thematic sentences occur in oral discourse as well so 
the written texts may be reflecting the oral style. (a) is the opening thematic sentence for the malaria 
text (oral) and (b) is the closing thematic sentence. 
 (a) ngga sapo, anggini ra timouyanindi anggini hoafane ra. 
  but time sick that mosquito’s sick talk.is  that 
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‘Well, this is the talk about the mosquito's sickness.’ 
 (b) ngga ranimboanahi ra ranahandi timouyanindi anggini hoafane ra hoafayahi
  but that.I am that that.one’s mosquito’s sick talk.is that I.talk 
  ‘So for that reason (we will be well) I am talking the talk about that mosquito’s sickness.’ 

 The global theme is sometimes specified in procedural discourse at the beginning of the text in 
which one person or group is said to recommend the actions that are to be thematic and another 
person or group responds by agreeing. (c) gives a global theme in a pig hunting procedural 
discourse in an initial conversational response. 
 (c) nindowenihi !simboani hembo homboane! yahomo hou. mami    
  men tomorrow pig.hunting let's.go they.say comp change   
  simboani  wai hembondihumboane 
  tomorrow yes  we.will.pig.hunt 
  ‘The men say, “Tomorrow let's go pig hunting”. “Yes, tomorrow we'll pig hunt” (they   
  say).’ 

 In hortatory discourse the global theme as well as evaluative statements are often given in the 
form of a question and a response. In a text about the socioeconomic problems associated with 
contract labor the speaker states the theme of his exhortation as a question and answer: 
 ngga sapo sihiri tesin hanefarihundi ra  
 but time we.(incl) plantation we.habitually.go.down that 
 ra nimboeana ra hanefarihundi ra. i kakimboanefisi … 
 that why that we.habitually.go that exclamation money.for.we.are 

‘We are always going to the plantation. Why? Our going is for money.’ 

 Evaluative statements about the content of the global theme are inserted into the text also by 
means of a question and answer: 
 …asükei hihindafo tesinimbo hohoanimondamboyafi. ra  
 again you.will.err plantation.prominence you.will.think that  
 hohoanimo  aboediyo moaruwaiyo. wo aboedipoa ranana. 
 custom/thought  is.good? is.bad? oh good.not that 
  ‘… then you will wrongly think about the plantation. Is that conduct good or bad? Oh, it is not  

good.’ 

Local thematization  

 Local thematization is the means by which information within the clause is divided between the 
theme (topic) and the rheme (comment), what is being talked about in the clause and what is being 
said about it. Local theme is determined by structural prominence, reference monitoring, and 
grammatical function in the clause. Initial position in the clause is the normal position of the clause 
theme but appears to be a consequential rather than a determining factor. Unmarked local theme is 
the cross-referenced item with the greatest structural prominence. Marked local theme occurs when 
a grammatical element other than the subject is made prominent by means of structural complexity, 
topicalization, or nominal agreement with the verb.  

 Local thematization is related to new and given information and globa1 theme. In a sense only 
prominent information in the discourse is treated as given, otherwise it is left implicit and not 
treated as given information in the text, i.e. a locative may only be mentioned once although it is the 
setting for all the events in the text, whereas the participants in the events, as important information, 
will be treated as given information throughout the text. Participants and culturally familiar items 
are usually designated in the text as given information by means of the cross-reference affixes of the 
verbs. For example, the medical orderly who guided the tour in the Kainantu Hospital text is 
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specified by a nominal only twice in the text although he is the subject referent of numerous verbs. 
He is introduced into the text initially by a nominal and is referred to again by a nominal at the 
beginning of a quotation. On the others hand, the car used to take the students to the hospital is 
introduced by a nominal and referred to again by a nominal in the next sentence. If the use of a 
nominal is the main means of providing new information, then the question remains as to why the 
medical orderly is referred to primarily by verbal affixes whereas the car is reintroduced by a 
nominal following the original sentence in which it was introduced. Short term memory such as is 
suggested by Chafe (1974) as the reason for treating information as new is not adequate in itself to 
explain this difference. The car is reintroduced by a nominal after only 5 intervening words, 
whereas the medical orderly is still referred to only by a verbal affix 123 words after he was 
introduced into the text. The difference apparently is that participants and objects associated with 
culturally known events are unmarked global themes that can be referred to in clauses by verbal 
affixes as given information. On the other hand, noncultural subject matter as marked global themes 
are treated as given information by frequent nominal reference. 

 The local theme is the form with the greatest structural prominence in the clause, e.g. if the 
object has a free nominal referent and the subject only a verb affix referential form, then the object 
is the local theme. Cross-referencing indicates unmarked local theme. When there is more than one 
cross-referenced item each with equal structural prominence, then the subject is the theme. A local 
theme remains the local theme in succeeding clauses until that item is not represented in a clause, it 
is replaced by another theme specified with a more prominent grammatical form, or the cataphoric 
reference monitoring system indicates switch reference. 

 Unmarked local thematization occurs when the theme or themes are items with cross-referencing 
in the verb and have only clause level structural prominence, i.e. no verb agreement affixation on 
nouns, topicalization, or deixis. Verbs, locatives, temporals, and other noncross-referenced forms 
become themes by means of marked local thematization. 

Unmarked local thematization 

 The cross-reference system indicates unmarked local theme. The verbal cross reference system 
has the purpose not only of indicating grammatical function but also of distinguishing the 
semantically more important information from the less important. The cross-referenced item with 
the greatest clause related structural prominence is the unmarked local theme for the clause, e.g. in 
the clause 
 kari nindi -hu 
 car put-1pl 

‘we parked the car’, 
the car is the local theme as it is structurally more prominent than the subject affix -hu. 

 Cohesion plays a role in local unmarked Angor thematization and an analysis of local 
thematization in terms of clause constituents alone without consideration of preceding context will 
be misleading. When an item is introduced as a local unmarked theme, it continues as the unmarked 
theme until superseded by another local theme as indicated by structural prominence or by other 
grammatical signals such as switch reference or the change particle mami. For example, in the 
Kainantu Hospital text the car is reintroduced as unmarked local theme and remains as such to the 
end of the sentence. The next sentence begins with the change particle mami which here indicates a 
change of local theme. The verb following mami, nggirifoehu ‘we get out’, is transitive and like the 
preceding verb has the car as its object but the theme has switched to the subject referent after mami 
and the car is no longer theme. The subject continues to be the local theme until switch reference 
indicates a new theme which is then specified in the following clause by dokta ai ‘medical orderly 
he’. 
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 … kari nindi -hu hininggiri -hu hoa-hu, mami nggiri -foe-hu nimboad-ef-an-e  
 car put-1pl leave-1pl comp-1pl change get.out.of-1pl stand-1pl-stat-3fsg  
 dokta ai  sifu… 
 medical.orderly he come.over.he 

‘... we parked the car. Then we got out of it and were standing when the medical orderly came 
over…’ 

Marked local thematization 

Marked local thematization occurs when a clause constituent is morphologically marked to indicate 
a discourse prominent item by the use of relative clauses, deictics, topicalization or nominal 
suffixation for verb agreement. Verbs may become the marked local theme by topicalization. 
Marked local themes may be given informational prominence by preposing or postposing them. 
There is a prominence hierarchy of discourse prominence structures with topicalization being the 
most prominent and nominal agreement with the verb the least prominent: 

 topicalization > relative clause > deixis > nominal agreement.  

 Examples of marked local themes are: 

 (a) tense-mood nominal verb agreement 

  dokta-ana aboed-an-emo 
  medical.orderly-cond good-stat-3mpl 

‘medical orderlies are good’ 

 (b) referential affix nominal agreement with referential affix (given in response to a question): 

  ndu-a-ri -ha-ndi na-m-a-ri -heya-ndi
  bird-ind-tran-1-3fsobj shoot-past-ind-trans-1-3fsobj 

‘I shot the bird’ 

 (c) deixis: 

  kari ra ai ho-hi -mbo… 
  car that it go-sim-prom 

‘while that car is going…’ 

 (d)  topicalization: 

  … ran-an-e koni mbini painafo ra tin-ambe rarao-r-e mbur-a 
  that-stat-3fs corn beans pineapple that tin-in do-tran-3sg comp-3sg 

‘… it is corn, beans and pineapples that they can …’ 

When there is more than one item in the clause with discourse referential prominence, the one with 
the highest discourse structural prominence is the marked local theme, e.g. in th following sentence 
the object is the marked local theme as the use of a deicitc is referentially more prominent than 
nominal verb agreement. 
 se-ana nindou ran-aha-mbo moai fifiri -hori
 you-cond man that-3-prom not know-3fpl-3msgobj 

‘that man, you don't know him’ 

In this example the man is the global theme whereas the audience, specified by seana ‘you’ is being 
introduced as participants in the speech event. 
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APPENDIX A 

Possessive Pronouns 

Person 
Number 

1 Inclusive 2 3 Gender 

sg wandi – sihafi ahandi  
sihafe ahafe F 

du yihoehi sihehi
sihafandi ahafandi M 

sihei ahei F 
pl yihoefi sihefi

sihamundi ahamundi M 

 

Object Pronouns 

Person 
Number 

1 Inclusive 2 3 Gender 

sg wambo  sihambo ahambo  
sihafembo ahafembo F 

du yihoehombo sihehombo 
sihafandambo ahafandambo M  

siheimbo aheimbo F 
pl yihoefombo sihefombo 

sihamumbo ahaumumbo M 

 

SPNG 1 Affixes 

Person 
Number 

1 2 3 Gender 

-e F 
sg -ahi -afi

-i M 

-ife F 
du -ehi

-fan M 
-ei F 

pl -efi
-emo M 

 

SPNG 2 Affixes 

 The SPNG 2 affixes are the same as the SPNG 1 affixes except that third feminine singular is -o 
and third masculine singular is -u, the back vowel counterparts of the SPNG 1 forms. 
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SPNG 3 Affixes 

Person 
Number 1 2 3 Gender

-o F 
sg -heya -oa 

-u M 

du -hoa -neya  

-hi F 
pl -hu 

-ü M 

 The third singular affixes of the set are the same as those SPNG 2 with the first singular, nonfirst 
dual, and third feminine plural forms being the same as the corresponding SPNG 4 form with -
fembo verbs. 

 

SPNG 4 Affixes 

Person 
Number 

1 non 1 Gender 

sg -ha -a  
du -hoa -na  

-hü F 
pl -hu 

-u M 

 With -fembo verbs the vowels of the third plural forms are fronted one position (hü  hi, u  
ü), ey is inserted preceding the a of first and third singular and nonfirst dual forms (ha  heya, na 

 neya), and the second singular form becomes iwa. Third masculine singular subject  i with 
third masculine singular object. 

 

SPNG 5 Affixes 

Person 
Number 

1 2 3 Gender 

sg -ha -ba -ga  
du -hoa -bina  

-hü F 
pl hu 

-bu M 

ba  wa / ndiri 
  First singular indirect object 

ga  Ø / muni 
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  nonsingular first indirect object 

bu  Ø / -ndiri, -mun 
  First indirect object 

bina  neya / -nini 
  Second singular indirect object 

 

OPNG 1 Affixes 

Person 
Number 

1 2 3 Gender 

sg -ndi F 
-ndiri -nini

-ri M 
du 

-piri  
-ndüri F 

pl 
-muni

-puri M 

 

 -ri  ni  / ----- First singular subject 

OPNG 2 Affixes 

 OPNG 2 affixes are the same as OPNG 1 affixes except that the third feminine singular form is 
Ø. The forms -ri (3msg), -piri  (nonfirst dual), and -puri (3mpl) occur after the first subject slot: 
 m-a-si -ha-puri -mind-ahi
 past-ind-put-1sg-2,3mpl-hold-1sg 
 ‘I got them’ 

 The other forms occur after the second subject slot: 

 m-a-si -ha-mindi -ha-nini
 past-ind-put-1sg-hold-1sg-1sgobj 

‘I got you’ 

 

IOPNG Affixes 

 The IOPNG affixes are the same as the OPNG 1 affixes except that there is no gender distinction 
for third singular which has the form -ndo. It becomes -do after a syllable with a nonprenasalized 
voiced stop, e.g. 
  sa-ga-do 
  give-2sg-3sgio 
  ‘give it to him/her.’ 
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APPENDIX B 

Below are lists of possible Angor cognates with languages of the Middle Sepik Super Stock 
(MSSS) of the Sepik Ramu Phylum. Data are from L(aycock) 1965, S(taalsen) 1972, and B(ruce) 
1979. Numbers in parentheses indicate the authors’ cognate set numbers. 

Grammatical 

 MSSS Angor 

past tense -m (V) B 527 -m, m- 

possessive -r Iatmul, Yessan-Mayo B 530 (372) -ndi

clause linking clitic -n (V) B 527 (439) -an (V) 

bound conjunction -a S 54, B 222 -a 

agent focus ai S ai 3subj pron used for reprise 

 

Lexical 
 
man dw <ndu> L (1) nindou 
sibling, opposite sex, older ñ g (y) L (9) (ra)nihi brother 

 rehi sister 
you two b n L (15) - ifan 2/3 mdu 
they two b t L (16) ife 2/3 fdu 
hair of head ñ g Ngala L (22) (mburi) naņ 

(head) hair 
hand, arm waca Ng. L (32) wari
skin gwc Ng. L (46) hoeari
moon bapmw L (55) amoamo 
water gw L (62) hoe 
ground k p Ng. L (64) hifi
path yab L (77) nafi
tree my L (78) (ni)mi
 

(Note that in the first lexical item above and in this item Angor has ni that corresponds to Ndu Ø.) 

branch my gal L (86) (ni) mi hari

little m kw l L (105) akidou 

shoot vya L (164) ifia(ri) arrow 

ifia (rimbo) fight 

pig bwal L (A1) moatei 

spear vy L (A6) ifia (ri) 
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you (fem) ñ n  L (A8) -nini 2sgobj 

she l L (A9) nda this 

he d L (13) ra 

  

 Compare with ‘he‘ and ‘she’ above and note the semantic shift from the gender contrast in Ndu 
which Angor does not have in third person pronouns to a proximal-distal contrast. 

 

little finger gili B 503 (17) akidi

this nda, da B 525 (363) nda 

fire kah, kegi B 510 (116) hai 
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